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FOREWORD 

The Antique Wireless A5sociation takes pride in presenting this collection of 
six papers by distinguished hi<torians of the radio art, continuing the prece
dent established in 1986 by Volume I of Th~ A. W.A. Rev1ew. 

Volume [J of the Review begms with the paper by Thorn Mayes, who was 
certainly the leading historian of the Antique Wireless Association. This paper 
describes the deForest radio-telephone companies, and supplements the infor
mation given in deForest's autobiography. The second, by Art Goodnow, is a 
classic paper which treats in depth with the design technology and operating 
characteristics of spark transmitters. Included are actual oscillograms 
prepared by the author showing the primary and secondary currents and the 
effects of changes in couplina. There are also descriptions of four famous 
high-power spark stations. This paper should be a prime reference on spark 
technology for many years. 

The next two deal principally with two famous manufacturers of radio 
receivers, Atwater Kent and Hammarlund. The second chapter of the Atwater 
Kent story by Ralph Williams focuses on the "wooden boxes", while the paper 
by Stuart Meyer documents the history of the Hammarlund Manufacturing 
Company and many of its classic products. Both are well illustrated and 
should serve as authoritative auides for collectors. 

Also of interest to collectors of telegraph keys is a history of the "key" from 
its beginning in 1844 until World War II . by l..Quise Ramsey Moreau, a well
known historian and collector. An extensive series of pictures is included. 

The sixth paper is the story of wireless in the Philadelphia area by one who 
was born and lived in the vicinity, Rex Matlack. Since not much bas been 
previously written of the considerable activity there in the early days of 
wireless. this story helps fill that gap in radio history. 

A5 this issue of the Review was being sent to press, the death of Thorn 
Mayes, one of the authors in this issue, was announced. He was 84 years of 
age. A5 previously stated, Thorn v.as considered the dean of A.W.A. 
historians. He has contributed greatly to the advancement and prestige of our 
A5sociation. He v.ill be greatly missed. 

Sparta, N.J. 
August, 1987 

Roben M. Morris 
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This chart shows the eight radio companies formed by deForest from 1906 
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of formation in the lower left comer, the state in which it was formed in the 
lower cemer, and the capitalization in the lower right in millions of dollars. 
Most of the da1a shown came from State incorporation papers; some from the 
reports of the trials. 
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DEFOREST RADIO TELEPHONE COMPANIES, 1907-1920 

By Thorn L. Mayes, W6AX 
Durango, CO. 

Eduor 'J Noll: Thonr Mayc M-'TJS OM of tlar most dMkirttd and pro/.(/~< ltutorlon.r of tit~ A~rtiqut 
W~relm AISOCIItll<>n. Ht gnwf wrth tht ~n~ra/ Eltctric Co. as an tntinw and rrtirrd to 
Saratoga, Ca., whtrt Ire QSS/sttd m tlrt OIJDniUition of tltt Fool hill WirtltJS Mu.stum Ql Foothill 
Colltgt fn Los Altos H1l/s. Ht was th~ author of mort than a dor.en PO/HI'S dulmg wflh tarly 
wirtltss qsttms and tht orgunilatloru and ptoplt thtJI dtt1/t with 'lhtm. He WQS tspeciall)l in4 
terested In re,·ordlnJ a history of deForest and his work, a11d in tht dttvttlopmem oft he f)S'Cil/atin8 
arr by tlrr Ftdtri11 ComPQny. Hf! pltmntd to publish a book of his coll«ttd hl#orlcol papers in 
1987. 

R.M.M. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper, afler a brier review or dd'orest's early career, covers his work 
leading to patents on the three-element vacuum tube; his experiments with 
radio telephony us ina an arc to generate tbe carrier; formation or the six radio 
telephone companies and his subsequent trial by the U.S. Government for us
ing the mails to defraud by selling stock in those worthless companies; 
development of the audion amplifier and oscillator while employed by the 
Federal Telegraph Co. at Palo Alto, Calif., 1911- 1913; and finally, after sell
ing the audion patents to American Telephone and Telegraph Co. for 
$140,000, his setting up manufacturing facilities for building wireless equip
ment, including vacuum tubes, which he built for the U.S. Government before 
and after World War I. 

I am indebted to Dr. L.F. Fuller, former chief engineer or the Federal 
Telegraph Co., for material on deForest's development of the audion 
amplifier and oscillator while with the Federal Co. at Palo Alto, to Gerald 
Tyne for data on deFOre$t's work after returning to the east coast in 1913, and 
for other helpful suggestions in reviewing this paper, and to Lloyd 
Espenschied for materials on the deForest trials. 

EARLY DEFOREST RADIO 

Lee deForest's doctoral the$is at college was on wireless propagation, in· 
dicating an early interest in that subject. On his first job, with Western Electric 
Co., Chicago, he met Edwin Smythe, who was also interested in wireless. The 

This: P3per wu presented by the author at the Annual Con rerence of the Antique 
Wirelus Assoclttlon at Cananda.iqua, N.Y. on October 2. 1982. 
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two began experimental work together. 

In those days I he only detector, or rectifier, for receiving wireless signals was 
the coherer, which was insensitive and erratic in operation. DeForest recogniz... 
ed that the detector was seriously limitimg the range of wireless, and for years 
looked for a more efficient device. He and Smythe developed an electrolytic 
detector they called a Responder, and using it, were able to pick up signals 
from a spark coil at a distance of four miles. 

In 1902 deForest saw the electrolytic detector patented by Fessenden, con
sisting of a fine wire of platinum dipped into a cup of acid. Since the device 
was more sensitive than the Responder, deForest built a variation of the 
Fessenden design which be called a spade detector, and applied for a patent. 
Fessenden fHed suit against deForest early in 1903, claiming the spade detector 
was an infringement of his design. 

During their studies of various detectors, deForest and Smythe noted that 
the name of a Welsbach gas light was affected by the operation of a spark coil. 
Later they learned that the nickering was due to sound waves, but deForest for 
years thought it was due to electromagnetic waves and that hot gasses might be 
a good detector of wirele~s signals. 

THE COMPANIES 

In August, 1901, 1 deForest, Smythe and others formed the Wireless 
Telegraph Co. of America, capitalized at $3,000. The stock was distributed 
among the founders, so there was none to sell to the public and no way to raise 
money to continue their experiments. Ln February, 1902, a new company was 
formed, ' the deForest Wireless Telegraph Co., incorporated under the laws of 
the State of Maine, with a capitalization to $3 million. Later that year deForest 
met Abraham White, who saw an opportunity to sell a lot of wireless company 
stock. The name of the company was changed to the American deForest 
Wireless Telegraph Co .• ' and the capital.izarion was increased to $5 million. In 
1904 the capitalization was increased again, this time to $15 million.• as stock 
sales had been good. 

DeForest and White formed a total of eight wireless companies, ending with 
the United Wireless Telegraph Co., capitalized at $20 million. DeForest was 
the chief engineer of American deforest from 1902 through 1906. During that 
period, in addition tO owning much of the stock in the company, he was paid a 
salary which he used to support a small laboratory, and carried out ex· 
perimems with various vacuum tubes in the hope of finding a better detector 
for wireless signals. 

DeForest took out a number of patents on wireless detectors which were 
reviewed by G.F.J. Tyne in his series, "Saga of the Vacuum Tube." published 
in Radio News during 1943-1946. He said the most important were: 

No. 979.275-Applied for February 2, 1905, on a heated gas type 
detector using heat from a Bunsen burner or lamp filament en
closed in a partially evacuated glass bulb. 
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No. 836,07Q-Issued November 13, 1906, covering a heated fila
ment in a partially evacuated glass bulb with a metallic plate. This 
was the two-dement tube. 

No. 879.532-Filed January 29, 1907, issued february 18, 1908, 
which dis.:lo.cd a filament heated by an external battery, a rec
tangular plate. and a grid between the filament and plate, all 
mounted in a panially evacuated glass enclosure. Th•~ was the gnd 
audion or three-element tube patent. 

The defore~t spade detector was being used in practically all oft he stations 
of the American deForest Wireless relegraph Co., and many of them had been 
sold to the Navy. In mid·l906, after long litigation, the courts decided that the 
deForest design was an infringement of the Fessenden design. American 
deForest was, therefore, forced to change the detectors in all of their stations. 
Fortunately Gen. H. H. Dunwoody, who had received a patent on the use of a 
silicon crystal for a detector, was now an officer of the American deForest 
company, and his detector replaced deForest's electrolytic. 

President White held deForest responsible for the change, as "'ell as for the 
cost of liugauon In a heated last meeting in While's office on No•ember 28, 
1906, deforest resi&ned from the company and turned in his stock holdings. 
He "as giVen a severance allowance of SI,OOO, plus ownership of the patents 
that had been issued on his audion detectors, plus those he had applied for, as 
White coMidered them worthless. The lawyer who drew up the se'·erance 
paper charged deForesl SSOO, which left him wilh SSOO in cash and his patents. 

After leavmg the American deforest Wireless Telegraph Co., deForest con
centrated on hi~ tube experiments, and according to T~ne,' in December, 
1906, assembled n tube which had a filament, plate and third element between 
filament and plate which he called a grid. This was the thrcc~elemcnt tube for 
which a patent application was filed in January, 1907. 

For some time deForest had been experimenting with a radio telephone, us
ing an arc to generate the carrier which was modulated with a microphone. 
After completing the three-element tube, his intereot shifted to the radio-phone 
and by early 1907 he was able to communicate aero.» the laboratory. 

The deForest Radio Telephone Co.• was formed in February, 1907, under 
the laws of the State of New York, for the purpose of de-eloping, manufactur
ing and sellina radio telephone systems and parts. The company was capitaliz
ed at S200,000. Directors were Samuel Darby, H.S. Mou, E.G. Sammis, 
J.V.L. Hogan and Oscar Shaw. 

This company did not provide the money needed to carry on experiments, so 
on May IS, 1907, deForest formed the Radio Telephone Co. ' in the State of 
New Jersey, capitalized at S2 million. From George Clark's Rudiounu S-668 
comes this quote from the prospectus of the new company:' 

"The Radio Telephone Co., capital $2 million, all common 
stock, par value $10, a New Jersey corporation. President James 
Dunlop Smith, Lee deForest Vice Pres., Samuel Darb~ Sec'y., 
G.T. hory, Treas., Patent Council G.K. Woodworth, Samuel Oar· 
by. It 
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Fig. I. Lt. Weaver 
with deForest radio
phone transmitter 
aboard the USS 
Connecticut, flag
ship of the "Great 
White ~leet", 1908. 
Photo: 

A. W.A. Museum 

James Dunlop Smith was one o f the star stock salesmen of the American 
dcForeM Wireless Telegraph Co., so it would appear that deForest had agrun 
reverted to stock selling to obtain money to support his experiments. 

Amateun, and other. in the New York City area who were equipped with 
radio recetvers, began heanna vokes on the air and phoned in the results of 
deForest's experiments. In the 'pnng of 1907 a radiophone wa~ installed on 
the ferryboat Bergen, and a similar installation -.as made at the Hoboken ter
minal at23rd Street, Manhattan . The t'l'o stations communicated satisfactori
ly. 

Radiophone signals were picked up at ~he New York Navy Yard, which 
resulted in a request from the Navy to install radiophones on two Navy ships, 
the USS Virginia and the USS Connecticut. Specifications called for satisfac
tory communication over a distance of 10 miles, but under tests the vessels 
could carry on a conversation over a distance of 21 miles. 

Based on those test made in September, 1907. the Navy ordered 26 complete 
sets' to be installed on the mam vessels or the Great White Fleet thaJ was to 
make a good will trip around the world. The sers were built and installed on an 
emergency basis, and little time was allowed for instructing operaJors in their 
use. The radiophone at that time was still a laboratory instrument requiring 
special care and adjustment and was not su.itable for general use. As a result, 
Capt. Howeth states that in March, 1908,10 Rear Admiral Evans, commander 
of the neet, directed that all radiophone sets except that on the USS Ohio be 
dismantled, as their use interfered "'itb regular radio communication. 

In January, 1908, deForest's laboratory in the Parker building was 
destroyed by fire. The complete histOI'), including tube samples showing the 
development of the audion from 1905, wa.s lost along "ith records and note 
boob. 

In February, 1908, deForest went to Europe to demonstrate his radio 
telephone. He bad made arrangements to broadcast from Paris using an anten-
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na strung from the EifOe Tower. For a week he experimented using an antenna 
from the 125-footlevel. He was then permined to use, for one night. the long 
antenna that came from the top of the to"er, a height of 984 feet. With this 
radiator. hi5 broad.:Mt "as heard in Marseilles, a di5tance of 400 miles. 

From Paris he went to Germany. where he met Dr. George Seibt, who was 
working on development of the quenched sparl gap. He di~ussed with Dr. 
Scibt the po«ibihty or coming to America to continue his de,elopmeot and 
testing in deForest's laboratory. 

Four rndoophones were purchased for installation on llalian warships, so 
deForest went to Rome to supervise their assembly and tests. In September the 
British purchased two sets for installation on their naval ves~eb, so he then 
went to London to supervise that job. The New York Commercial of O<:tober 
2, 1908, tells of oheir sati~factory communication over a distance of 50 miles. 

Emil J. Simon came to deForest's new laboratory late in 1908, and Dr. Seibt 
carne from Germany in January, 1909. The two men then concentrated on the 
quenched spark &np developmem used with a 500-cycle power supply. Exten
sive testing carried on later proved that this desian appreciably increased the 
range of a given powered spark transmitter. In addition, the 500-cycle note 
carried through static much better than the lower tone or the usual rotary gap 
transminer. According to George Clark. Dr. Seibt filed for a patem on the 
quenched gap spark system on December 7, 1909. 

A small shop in Newark. N.J., was leased, "here amateur and Na•·y gear 
sold by the Radio Telephone Co. "as built. 

Sales of Radio Telephone Co. stock were not good, so the directors decided 
to try the system that had worked so well to increase sales of American 
deForest Telegraph Co. stock. A number of stations were 10 be built along the 
shores of the Oreat Lakes and the Atlantic coast to show prospective 
customers that the company was in operation and to let them witness an ex· 
change of messages. 

First, the Great Lakes Radio Telephone Co. 11 was formed in early 1908, 
capitaliLed at Sl million, to operate the stations and to provide stock for sale. 
A publicity eampaian was then launched in Modern Electncs magazine. The 
August, 1908, issue carried a two-page story on the new deForest Aerophone. 
The October, 1908, i5sue carried a picture of a large antenna on top of a 
12-story buildang in New York City that would be used for development work. 
The article stated that the Radio Telephone Co. was sening ready to install a 
chain or stations all alon& the Atlantic coast from Ea>tport, Maine, to Pen· 
sacola, Aorida, then west along the Gulf coast to New Orleans. Mobile and 
Galveston. 

The December, 1908, issue carried a two-page article. "Aerophony on the 
Great Lakes," which Is quoted in part, as it is wrillen like a brochure used by 
stock salesmen. 

"The use oft he Acrophone upon the Great Lakes will so effective
ly safeguard the shipping, that we may expect it to act as a great ob
ject lesson in giving the necessary impetus 10 the completion of the 
great inland waterway system that the nation needs so much. Some 
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Fig. 2. DeForest arc
type radiophone 
uansmitter with au
dion control unit 
(about 1912). 
Photo: 

A. W.A. Museum 

25 long-distance stations will stand ready to carry on the great work 
when navigation begins this coming spring, including stations now 
under contract for Chicago, Toledo, Cleveland, Detroit, Benton 
Harbor, Muskegon, Bay City, Cheboygan, Manistee, Mackinaw, 
Alpena, Sault Ste. Marie, Port Huron, Ashland, Milwaukee, 
Duluth, Dunkirk, Buffalo and Erie, and we may look forward dur
ing the summer to the equipment of at least 100 intermediate sta
tions, each having a range of about 75 miles, thus enabling every 
one of the thousand or more vessels to be equipped to keep in cons
tant touch with the shore. The owners of several thousand 
freighters are anxiously awaiting the installation of the Aerophone, 
realizing that under the peculiar conditions governing the crowded 
commerce the Aerophone is as essential to the economy of the trade 
as the ship'~ hull of steel." 

Also in tbal issue is an ad by the Ellsworth Company, stockbroker, which 
stated: " The Great Lakes Radio Telephone Co., u.~ing the deForest Wireless 
system, is erecting stations upon the Great Lakes, and plans to have over 100 
s tations and 1,000 boats equipped by the middle of the coming summer. If you 
can invC$t $10 or more a month, write for full particulars." 

Under the caption, "'Wireless Banquet," Modem £/ectrics for April, 1909, 
carried the foUowing story, quoted in part: 

"At a banquet given February 13th last. in the historic Fraunces 
Tavern, New York City, in honor of Dr. Lee deForest's work in 
Aerophony, and on account of the successful financing of the 
Great Lakes Radio Telephone Co., the inventor, Dr. deForest, 
spoke of bls achievements. Mr. Smith, president of the company, 
announced plans for tbe immediate erection of a chain of wireless 
stations along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, as well as certain 
points in the interior. Over 100 wireless men attended the 
banquet.'' 

In spite of the large number of radiophone stations that were to be built by 
the Radio Telephone Co., according to articles in Modern Electrics for 1908, 
none were listed in the call books for 1909, 15 were listed for 1910, and 14 for 
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1911. No stations belonging to the Radio Telephone Co. were lilted in the 1912 
call books. u 

All of the stations. except the two in New York City, \\ere equipped with 
spark transmitter~ In addition. a few had shon range radiophone. A total of 
II stauons were built on the shores of the Great Lak~. fi•e on the Atlantic 
coast, and none on the Pacific coast. 

Five·kW quenched gap ~park transmitter~ using S()().cycle alternators had 
been installed in the New York and Philadelphia stations which were 
demonstrating unu~ually good performance and were being watched by the 
Navy. 

George Clark. the historian, in his book The Life of John Stnne Stone, on 
page Ill states that Stone, in 1908, while developing a 15-k W transmitter for 
the New York Navy Yard, had discovered the principle of the quenched gap, 
but at the time did not apply for a patent on the design. 

On pa&e 117 he wrote that when Dr. Seibt proposed the SOO.cycle quenched 
gap system, the Navy bought samples, tried them and munedtately accepted 
the design. This spelled the end of the Stone Wireless Telegraph Co .• as it had 
specialized in building equipment for the government and now its market for 
spark transmitters was gone. 

Two other compantes were formed by deForest in 1909. the Atlantic Radio 
Telephone Co.u to operate stations on the Atlantic COI.\1, and the Pacific 
Radio Telephone Co." to operate west coast stations. Each was capitalized for 
S2.S million. 

At a directors' meeting late in 1909, President Smith announced that the 
Radio Telephone companies were bankrupt, with debts of more than $40,000 
and no cash to pay them. He also announced his resignation. After Smith left 
the meeting, seveml pOS$ible plans were discussed. One wo.s to report Smith's 
raid of company treasuries to Federal officials for prosecution. Burlingame 
disagreed with that plan as it would hav~ seriously hurt future stock sales. He 
proposed that a new company b~ formed from the three Radio Tel~phone 
companies. This plan was accepted. and on November 4, 1909, the Nonh 
American Wireless Corporation" was formed under th~ laws of the State of 
Maine, capitaltzed for SIO million. which took over the assets and operation of 
th~ Great Lake-., Atlantic, and Pacific Radio Telephon~ companies. Stock 
outstanding in tho<e three companies \\<as r~placed with North American Stock. 

In the formation of thi$ new company, deForest turned over his stock in the 
Radio Telephone Co. to Burlingame, thus losing clear title to his audion 
patents. This transaction would later interfere with his sale of those patents to 
the telephone company. 

Stock and bond sales were hurt by the demise of the Great Lakes, Atlantic 
and Pacific companies. Operations had to be reduced, so a number of stations 
along the Oreat Lakes were closed. The laboratory and the Newark plant were 
kept open, as both the Army and Navy were beainnina to buy quenched-gap 
transmitters. Income from those sales, how~vcr, wa~ small compared to in· 
come, normally, from stock sales. 
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DeForest installed a !11.-lcW radiophone transmitter in the Metropolitan 
Opera House, and on January 13, 1910, broadcast the performance of several 
opera stars. Unfortunately he had selected a wavelength of 850 meters for the 
broadcast, the same wavelength used by a busy United Wireless station in New 
York. This spark station OF was operating most of the time, so little of opera 
broadcast was beard by I he amateur audience because of the interference. He 
continued the transmission of voices of various opera stars, and in May the 
program was heard in the Radio Telephone Co. station XA Win Newark, N.J. 

The Signal Corps bought two quenched spark gap transmitters to be install
ed on U.S. Army transports, one in Seattle, one in San Fransisco. Early in 
1911 deforest went west to supervise the installation, adjustment and testing 
of the sets. Before !he work was completed, he heard from the east that stock 
sales were very low. The Radio Telephone Co. went into bankruptcy March II 
and its assets, excluding patents and stock, were sold to the Garwood Co. The 
Newark, N.J., factory and the New York City laboratory were closed and 
deForest's paychecks discontinued, so he decided to stay on the west coast. 

C. F. Elwell, then chief engineer or the Federal Telegraph Co., in the first 
draft of his autobiography, said that Dr. deForest came to San Francisco early 
in 1911" and opened an office for the purpose of selling stock in his various 
radio telephone companies. Sales were not good, so in July he went to Elwell 
saying that he would like to work for Federal. Elwell commented that deForest 
had invented the three-element tube five years earlier, but so far had found 
only one use for it-as a detector- and that he felt there were other things it 
could do. An amplifier was badly needed by Federal to help in receiving weak 
radio signals, so he hired deforest to head a team to concentrate on develop
ment of a circuit that would cause the audion to amplify. 

Deforest was hired at $300 per month and went to work in the Palo Alto 
laboratory of Federal Telegraph. Two capable men were assigned to work with 
him, C. V. Logwood and H. van Etten_ Logwood was a radio amateur and a 
born experimenter; van Etten had worked for the telephone company so he 
understood tbe circuits they used. 

After starting work on the amplifier, deForest began the study of the pro
blem of increasing the rate of communication between the Federal stations in 
Los Angeles and San Francisco. 

With the arc system, the arc burns continuously, generating a radio frequen
cy carrier. Communication is accomplished by cltanging the carrier frequency 
with some device connected to the telegraph key. A common method was, 
through a relay, to short out turns in the antenna tuning inductance. As a 
result the transmitting rrequency was higher than the standby frequency, or as 
it was called, the back wave. 

Operators at the Los Angeles and San Francisco stations had learned that 
under certain condilions !hey could communicate better if they used the lower 
standby frequency, and had switches on the operating tables for making this 
change. 

DeForest observed this phenomena, studied it and was the first to report on 
selective fading on different frequencie-s. He prepared a paper on this subject, 
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which he gave at one of the first meetings of the Institute of Radio Engineers." 
Later Or. t..F. Fuller made a detailed study of selective fading between the 
Federal stations at South San Francisco and Hecia, Hnwaio." 

ln March. 1912, deForest was served a warrant by t\\0 U.S. Mar.hal> "hich 
stated that he, Captam Darby (his patent attorney), Smith and Burlingame, 
had been 1ndicted b) the U.S. Go,·emment for using the mails to defraud in 
the selling of wonhle•s stock in his four radio telephone companies. Beach 
Thomp~on, president of Federal Telegraph Co., raised the SIO,OOO bail so that 
deForest could continue working. 

Elwell continued in his autobiography that in August, 1912, Logwood in
vited him to witness the performance of a cascade amplifier using three au· 
dions. It amplified the ticking of a watch, held in front of a microphone, so 
that it could be heard all over a large room through headphones, ns there were 
no loud speakers available at that time. 

Dr. L.F. Fuller said that when he came with Federal in September, 1912,the 
amplifier circuits were completed. Several amplifiers were built by Federal for 
test in the South San Francisco station. Performance was not dependable, for 
sometimes they amplified, sometimes they did not. 

Fuller had c:ome from the National Electric Signalina Co where he had been 
been working on the development of a small arc generator for suppl)ing the 
carrier for Fe.senden's heterodyne receiver. He <,aid the operation of these 
~mall aw. was erralic, and !hat if the audion could be mode to oscillate it 
should be a much more <atisfactO(}' source of signal. Oel'ore~t. van Ett~n and 
Logwood immediate!~ began work on developing an oscillator circuit. 

Later that year, [dwell took the amplifier with him to Wa>hington where he 
demon~trated it to Dr. Loui~ Cohen, a radio expert with the U.S. Navy, who 
was so impressed with its performance that he took it to the Bureau of Stan· 
dards where lest showed an amplification of 120 times. 

Deforest knew that the telephone company had been trying tO build an 
amplifier for their long line~. Based upon the Bureau of Standards tests, he 
decided to take it to Western Electric fora demonstration. John Stone Stone, a 
friend of deForest's and th~n a consulting engineer in New Vorl City, had 
been a former t~l~phone company employee. He arranged for a demonstration 
which deFore<t save on October 30and 31, 1912." Dr. Arnold, a high vacuum 
specialist for the telephone company, who \\35 \\Orkin& on the problem of 
developing a suitable amplifier, was not present at the deforest demonstra
tion. He did "itnes~ the amplifi<r's performance the neAt day, ho"ever, when 
Paul H. Pierce, an assistant, operated the equipment. 

W.R. Ballard, patent attorney for the telephone company, writing in the 
Bell Laboratories Record for July, 1931,'" made these comments on the tests: 

"The performance of the tube was far short of wlwt, they knew, 
would be neces>ary for practical telephone repeater operation. Any 
attempt tO handle loads comparable to those in commercial 
telephone circuits re~ulted in choking, blue glow and unintelligible 
reproduction. Nevertheless, they were greatly lmpre"ed with the 
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performance of the audion when the power levels were kept low 
and the variations in voice currentS were smalL" 

He continued that Dr. Arnold felt the tube's performance could be greatly 
improved by pumping to a higher vacuum. Arnold immediately started con
structing and testing tubes pumped to higher vacuum, and by late spring of 
1913 was sure that satisfactory repeater tubes could be produced. 

According to Lubell, deforest had given Stone a six-month option to sell pa
tent rights for the use of tbe audion as a repeater to the telephone company for 
SIOO,OOO. He had expected to hear from the telephone company in a short 
time, but when he had not heard by January. 1913, he returned to California 
to his job with Federal. 

Deforest had taken a second amplifier to New York, and had interested the 
officers of the American Telegraphone Co. in exploring the possibility of 
recording sound on a wire that was synchronized with the taking of motion 
pictures. In April, 1913, that company advised him that they had enough 
money to stan experiments, so he quit his job with Federal and returned to 
New York City, taking Logwood with him. His wire recordings were so poor 
that American Telegraphone soon lost interest, and deForest was again out of 
a job. 

Meanwhile, the telephone company, after determining that a successful 
repc;-,ltcr could be made, investigated deForest's patents and found that he did 
not have a clear title. In giving title of his Radio Telephone Co. stock to Burl
ingame in the formation of tbe North American Wireless Corporation, he had 
lost control of the patent. The telephone company hired an outside lawyer to 
try to straighten out the situation. This job was turned over to Sidney Meyers, 
who after four months' work was able to get all those involved lO sign papers 
agreeing 10 sell the telephone repeater patent rights for $50,000. In July. 1913, 
the telephone company acquired the audion patent rights for repeater service 
for $50,000." DeForest was later able to get a clear title to his patents, but only 
after considerable difficulty with former officers of his companies. 

Using part of this money, deForest re-established his New York City 
laboratory, and with Logwood's help, began making RJ-4 audion detectors 
for sale to amateurs. and ultraudion regenerative detectors for the Navy. 

In March, 1912, deForest had been served an indictment by the U.S. 
Government on four counts o f using the mails to defraud in selling worthless 
stocks and bonds in his wireless telephone companies. On October 14, 1912, he 
pleaded not guilty. 

On December I, 1913, the trial of deForest, Capt. Darby, James D. Smith, 
former president of Radio Telephone Co., and Elmer Burlingame, his assist
ant, began in the Federal District Court, New York Ciry. 

It was brought out at the trial that from January 5 to July 6, 1909, stock 
sales in the various radio telephone companies amounted to $844,000. 

On December 10, evidence was submitted by government witnesses that of 
$1,507,505 in stock sales of the companies, only S346,000 went into the 
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Fig. 3. Lee deForest and 
><ife Maria di5play one 
of the earliest audions to 
Alan B. DuMont (about 
19S2). 
Photo: 

A. W.A. Museum 

treasunes or rho~e companies, with $1,162,000 going ro agents and promoters. 

Dividend;, on Radio Telephone Co. stock were paid from money received 
from the sale of other stock. 

The companies did nor build the stations they promised in their ad•er· 
tisements, they had not set up 5ubstantial operating companies a;, promised, 
and the whole scheme ><as one of selling wonhless stocl to the public. 

The Radio Telephone Co. and the North American Wireless Corp., which 
had been formed from the Great Lakes, Atlantic and Pacific Radio Telephone 
companies, had a total capitalization of $12 million. Their only asset was 
ownership of the patents on the deForest audion detector, which at that time 
were worth lillie. 

On December 30 the case went to the jury. After deliberating until I :00 the 
following morning, they returned with the following verd ict:" 

Smith and Burlingame-Guilty on counts I and 4, disagree on 
counts 2 and 3. 

Darby and deFore.t-Not guilty on counts I, 2 and 3, disagree
ment on count 4. 

On January 7, 1914, Judge Hunt gave the following sentences: 
Burlingame-Two and one-half years in prison, fine of 

$10,000. 
Smtrh- One and one-half years in prison, fine of SS,OOI. 
Darby and deForest-nolle prosequi, meaning no more pro

secution. 

Lloyd Espenschied attended many of the sessions of the trials and made 
these comments: 

"The Prosecuting Assistant District Attorney Stevenson was 
noticeably easier on deForest and his patent arrorney, Darby, than 
upon the other two defendants. This resulted from recognition that 
deForest had been a rather noteworthy inventor, a fact brouaht 
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home 10 Stevenson by a petilion gotten up by members of the 
Wireless institute headed by Robert Marriott. 

"Butt he extent to which deforest had been infringing other peo
ple's patents. notably Fessenden's electrolytic detector, the 
Telefunken quenched gap and the Poulsen arc, was not brought out 
in the trial." 

ln a letter to Jerry Tyne, dated February 10, 1964, Lloyd Espenschied stated 
that he found two old newspaper clippings- that looked like the New York 
Herald - dealing with the deForest trials. 

March 7, 1911 

"WIRELESS CO. IN LAW'S GRIP 

"Sheriff Seizes for Auction All Tangible Assets of the Radio 
Telephone Co. 

"The Radio Telephone Co. wound up i.n the Sheriff's hands 
yesterday. The company was launched in May, 1907 during the 
height of the wireless telegraph excitement, as at wo-million-dollar 
corporation, to exploit Lee deForest's wireless telephone. It was in
volved in patent litigation, which went against it both in this coun· 
try and England. 

"The company's furniture and apparatus, which are now in 
storage, will be sold on Friday at a Sheriff's sale to satisfy the 
$1,286 claim of Col. Samuel E. Darby, once the company's coun· 
cil, and Louis Duncan's $949 claim. Deputy Sheriff McDonnell 
found the company's furniture and apparatus , the only tangible 
things which remain of it, in a warehouse. •• 

Friday, March 10, 1911 
"NORTH AMERICAN WIRELESS CORPORATION" 

"Deputy Sheriff Katz has received two executions against the 
North American Wireless Corporation of Madison Avenue in favor 
of Joseph M. Chapman for Sl ,027 and Samuel E. Darby for $803. 
He levied upon 578,315 shares of stock of various companies of par 
value of $5,783,150, and was to have sold t he right, title and in
terest of the company in these shares yesterday, but the sale was ad
journed for two weeks. The stocks are: Radio Telephone Co. 
110,173 shares; Atlantic Radio Telephone Co., 17,651; Pacific 
Radio Telephone Co., 7,019; Great Lakes Radio Telephone Co., 
II ,001; and North American Wireless Corporation, 425,000 
shares." 

This trial, with the failure of his radio telephone companies, marks the end 
of deForest's long association with wireless and radio communication com
panies. His radio operations from here on were limited tO developing, 
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manufacturing and selling radio eQuipment, with no more sales of bogus 
stock. 

Initially the Telephone Co. had purchased the rights to use the audion as a 
repeater tube, but in October, 1914 for the sum of $90,000" they purchased 
additional rights. With thh money, deForest enlarged his manufacturing 
facilities at High Bridge, including the installation of glass blowing equipment 
and high-vacuum pumps. Up to this time all audion tubes for sale had been 
manufactured by McCandless in New York City. but now deForest could pro
duce his own tubes and McCandless had gone out of business. 

DeForest, "bile on trial in December, 1913, formed the Radio Telephone 
and Telegraph Co. un<kr the laws of the State or Delaware," capitalized for S3 
million. This company wa> formed from the old Radio Telephone Co. of 1907 
that had gone bankrupt in 1911. On January 4, 1914the name was changed to 
the deFore>t Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co., but many of the RJ-4 audion 
detectors productd after that time carried the old nameplates, the Radio 
Telephone Co., as he was using up old stod. 

With the~ ne" facilities, he developed, manufactured and sold an expanded 
line of rccei,·ing and po»er tubes, and also a complete line of amateur receiv
ing eQuipment. Before and during World War I he built radio gear and tubes 
for the U.S. Government. 

Soon after the war dcForc$t became onterested in perfecting •ound on film 
for the movie industry. 

Thus ended hi~ long career with radio, for he sold his interest in the deForest 
Radio Telephone and Telegraph Co. and moved to Southern California to 
work on this new project. 
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================ 
"For .... if you take truth from History, what 
is left but an improfitable tale .... " 

Polybius 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Posstbly no other branch of scientific endeavor has been as poorly served by 
well-inrenlloned historians as has the development of the spark mode of radio 
communication, from its inception (say with Marconi's experimental trans
missions acro.s the Bnstol Channe.l in 1897), through its culmination during 
the years of the first World War with many high-power longwave spark 
transmitters in routine transoceanic servic~. and to its gradual decadence a few 
years later as various means of continuous wa-e generation in turn took the 
lead. The chronology of thls era is familiar ~nough. Yet most accoums, 
perhaps in deference to the thinking of those who prefer to dispense with 
thinking, avoid all but the sketchiest reference to the engineering advances 
responsible for the effectiveness of the ultimate forms of the spark transmitter. 
As a consequence, the impression is regrettably prevalent that spark systems 
even in their fully developed stale embodied merely a crude application of 
brute-force technology. 
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Thus has been lo>t a deserved appreciation. of the ~ort spontaneously 
engendered when one observes 1 he working of a finely crafted chronometer; 
for the working of a properly operating \park transmiller similarly depended 
on a critically interrelated sequence of events which took place in its radio and 
audio-frequency circuit branches, with their successful coordination hinging 
on the vital and particularly exacting functioning of the gap. ln the foUov.ing 
pages, spark engineering will be briefly revtewed an simple terms, to outline the 
many developments which not only successfully launched a new means of 
communication, but also firmly set in place the substructure on which present
day technologies are based. 

A. The Spark Transmitter 

The circuit of the "oscillation generator" used without significant modifica
tion in all spark transmauers i\ sho"n in Figure I; it is nothins more than a 

1.------11--------.. 
Fia. I. Spark oscillation generator 

spark gap in series with a resonam circuit, in which, if the condenser is charged 
to a voltage sufficiemto break down the gap, an oscillatory currem then flows 
with gradually decrea~ing amplitude. • The gap discharge ends when virtually 
all of the energy has been dissipated in the rcsi\tance of the circuit, including 
the coupled-in resistance representing the antenna radiation resistance when 
the circuit is employed in a transmiller. The decay in amplitude of the oscilla
tions associated with the spark discharge was referred to as the "damping," a 
term already in use in connection with the analogous decay in the swinging ofa 
pendulum. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of a complete spark transmitter, in 
which the oscillation generator of Figure I has been coupled on the one side to 
an antenna circuit tuned to resonance with the oscillation generator so that the 
desired useful radiation of energy may take place, and on the other side has 
been connected to an alternator and high-,·oltage transformer to provide a 
means of recharging the condenser after its discharge, so that a rapid sequence 
of sparks may be obtained. The radiated "a'e thus consisted of a series of 

• Tbe bdla'1Qf o( thl.i OKUIIo •h•ch rtmatned for )'Un the onf) Pf*"bcal ~W'Ce Of 
osciltalions at tht hllh pov..tr lt:\t'll and frequmcm; requartd for ramo tra0SIIlis3ioo. 
had km.& tw:n famahar tn dtt anal)\1' made-ou1 or PW't phiJosophical Qlfiosit) a:m
ctm.J.n& the nature of the: diJCh&r&c of a l.c)dcn Jar-by Prof. Wllli&m Thonuon (latn 
lord KelVin) of rhc Uni\-CMil)' or 011510• in 185).1 Hn fq'UaiiOn.J stall IJ"Itt thf' pagn 
or modem tnt books 
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damped pulses or wave trains occurring at an audio rate, which was su itable 
for keying as a signalling means. 

The oscillation generator or primary circuit, together with the antenna or 
secondary circuit, comprised the radio-frequency portion of the transmitter. 
The audio-frequency section included not only the alternator, audio choke, 
and high-voltage transformer, but also the spark condenser. for the latter was 
clearly a part of the audio-frequency circuit while it was being 
charged. Its AF as well as its RF function therefore had to be taken into ac
count in specifying the condenser for :a particular application. 

B. Radio-Frequ~ncy Circuit 

In the design of the radio-frequency circuit, a principal aim was to restrict to 
a satisfactory degree the bandwidth occupied by the emitted wave; or, in spark 
terminology, to radiate a narrow rather than a broad wave. More specifically, 
this was spoken of as maintaining the "decrement" of the wave below a cer
tain maximum specified by law, and by good engineering practice as well. The 
decrement-a measure of the rapidity of damping of the wave-is again a term 
borrowed from the previous technology of precision pendulum design. The 
decrement is simply the negative value of the natural logarithm of the ratio of 
the amplitude of any oscillation to the amplitude of the preceding cycle.• 

Although the concept of decrement seemed naturally appropriate in dealing 
with damped-wave phenomena, a clarification for those more accustomed to 
modern terminology is readily available in the relationsh ip of the decrement of 
a circuit to its figure of merit, or Q. This is, to a very close approximation, 

d = ~ ; or the inverse, Q = ; · 

• For example. if the dccrc:mc:nl d = 0.033. a typrcal value: (although 'he maximum per· 
mitted for U.S. spark lT4nsmi.ssioM by the Radio Act of 191 2 was 0.2), the ttmplhude 
of any one oscillation is antiln (-0.033) ::: 0.97 thnes tbe value one cycle earlier. 
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(During the 30's, as spark technology became of vanishing commercial impor
tance, the term "decrement" was gradually supplanted by its inverse counter
pan "Q;" man)' ctrcuit equations were thereby simplified through the 
resulting elimination of the factor 'IT .) 

Now it is well known that a low-Q (high decrement) circuit has a broad 
response when driven or excited at frequencies on either side of the resonant 
frequency; and that this effect is attributable to the relatively high ratio of 
resistance to reactance of the circuit. Directly related to this property is its con
verse: the high resistance of such a circuit results in rapid damping when it is 
used as an oscillation generator, and the individual frequency componems of 
the generated wave occupy a broad spectrum centered about the resonant fre
quency. 

After development of the high-efficiency mode of transmitter operation to 
be described in the following paragraphs, the decrement of the radiated wave 
was determined almost entirely by the antenna characteristics; and through a 
parallel opening up of a better understanding of radio wave prop8iation, the 
antenna systems in use by the time appUcations of radio telegraphy began to 
burgeon inherently had low decrements. This came about as a result of 
Marconi's discovery in 1905, during the course oftests between Gibraltar and 
HMS Duncan,> that the attenuation of radio waves over long distance paths 
decreases dramatically as the wavelength is increased. (Previously, aside from 
the predictable effect of higher power levels, the steadily increasing distances 
achieved in successive endeavors had been auributed only to the larger sizes of 
antennas used, while the correspondingly increased wavelengths had been 
regarded as merely incidental; no deliberate measures had been taken to raise 
the wavelengths much above the natural wavelengths of the antennas.'·') So 
preponderant is this effect that at the optimum wavelengths thencefonh 
chosen for the various services, • the antennas (whose Sile was limited by 
economic and mechanical considerations, or by space restrictions in the ease of 
shipboard stations) required loading by series coils to wavelengths much 
longer than their natural wavelengths as quarter-wave radiators. As a conse
quence, their radiation resistance was very low, •• and their reactan~ high; 
these are the characteristic propenies of a high-Q or low-decrement circuiL 

In the earliest experimental transmissions, the radio-frequency circuit was 
not that of Figure 2, but merely a direct adaptation of the etrcuit of Figure I, 
with the capacity and inductance of the antenna itself as the only tuned-circuit 
elements, the gap being placed between the antenna lead and the ground con
nection. Among the disadvantages of this simple arrangement were the con-

• A rule-of~thumb6 evolvina from further experience was that 10 provide uninterrupced 
servict day and n.i&ht, the wavclenath should be not lts.S than one fl"''C•hundre<Jtb the 
distance co be spanned. (The cndrdy difrert'nt propa.gation characcerl):tlcl of sky~wave 
tranamission In the rea.lon below 200 meters of course lay unr¢COIJ'Ibed until many 
)'t:ars lautr .) 

•• Tbe loss raiJtance-prlncipaJJy occurring in the ground connecdon ·alto hG to be 
maintained •• 1 'ow value, ror reuoru of efficiency u wtU as low decrtmem. 
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straint on the choice of the capacity value, an increase in the antenna decre
ment caused by the gap resistance, and the presence of dangerous low
frequency voltages on the antenna. To avoid these and other shortcomings, 
coupled circuits as in Figure 2 were introduced and patented by Braun in Ger
many in 1898,7 and by Marconi in England in 1900.' (Subsequently, the scope 
and priority of these patents were the subject of much dissension.) 

Braun had not originated an entirely new concept, but ralher, a new applica
tion for coupled circuits: their use in a radio transmiuer. In 1892, coupled cir
cuits had become of interest foUowing demonstrations by Nicola 'fesla of a 
spark-energiled "oscillation transformer" having a tuned primary and a self
resonant secondary coil which developed enormous voltages, accompanied by 
spectacular radio-frequency discharges several f<:et in length. Although no 
practical use was in sight at that time, a nun1ber of investigators undertook 
studies of the circuit perfonnaoce. Among these, A. Oberbeck published a 
comprehensive analysis• in 1895 clearly seuing forth the properties pertinent to 
the use of coupled circuits in a spark transmiuer. 

During any individual spark discharge, the circuits constitute an isolated 
system, in the sense that all the energy available is that which has previously 
been stored in 1he primary condenser. Under these circumstances-with the 
circuits "on their own," so to speak-not only does the tlow of primary cur
rent induce a current in the secondary, bUI also, no mauer how tight the onupling, 
all of the energy remaining after circuit losses is transferred to the secondary. 
At this point, the primary current has been reduced to zero. But provided thai 
the gap is still conductive (and a plain gap does so remain, because of momen
tarily lingering ionization between the electrodes), a return tlow of energy 
from secondary to primary promptly ensues, thus maintaining the spark. 
Similar alternating energy exchanges recur throughout the duration of the 
wave train. The length of time for a single complete transfer of energy, and 
hence the number of oscillations per "beat" in the primary and secondary cur
rents, decreases with increasing coupling belween I he circuits. 

Figures 3 and 4 are oscillograms of the currents in primary and secondary 
circuits, each resonated at 500kHz, with two praclical values of coupling coef
ficient k of 0.02 and 0.125 respectively, which portray the phenomenon 
described above. • Oberbeck showed that the current wave in each circuit is 1he 
resultant of two components of differing frequencies, later on called 1he 
"coupling waves." (Just as the band width of the damped oscillations of a 
single circuit is related to ils broadness of response in the driven case, so the 
production of the coupling waves bears a relation to the double-peaked 
response of two tuned circuits in the driven case, when coupled beyond critical 

• The osdUosram$ were obtained wtth a d rcuit in which a DC soun:e was used and a 
solid-stale o;witch simulated the gap in controlling the primary condenser charae and 
discbatge. Oy this means. identicaJ repcLilive soopc traces were pfOduced. fa\'oring 
phorograpbic recording. Because of random small VlJ.JilJ.tions in successh·c: sparking 
vol!ages, a clean~Lrace recording of the currrnts in an actual lra.nsmitter Is not Ob· 
tainable using conventionaJ CRO lechmques. 
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coupling.) The frequencies of the coupling waves, as functions of k and the 
resonant frequency r. of the circuits as tuned individually, arc 

f r. I V1 + k I = o 

Fig. 3. Primary and secondary cur
rents with light coupling. 

and f1 = f0 I VI - k 

1 •• .•• 

Fig. 4. Currents with close coupJins, 
primary oscillations unquenched. 

(Oberbeck's equations (12), expressed in terms of the half-periods and a 
parameter in which the mutual inductance i1 a factor, are readily reducible to 
the more familiar form above.) By application of these relations, it is found 
that a transmitter operating as in Figure 3 would radiate two waves, at 495 and 
505kHz; and if as in Figure 4, at471 and 535kHz. With each of these waves is 
associated the damping factor, so that it consists not of a single discrete fre
quency but a spread of frequencies of diminishina amplitude (sideband com
ponents, in modern parlance) arouped about the indicated frequency as a 
center, as in the case of the single damped wave aenerated by a single circuit 
discussed on page 25. 

Because of this spread, the region bel ween the two waves at495 and 505kHz 
of a trans miner adjusted for the conditions of f'igurc 3 is well filled in, and in a 
receiver of limited selectivity the radiated signal would be perceived as a single 
wave cemered around 500 kHz. Transmitter performance with this typical ad
jusrmem was therefore considered acceptable from the standpoint of meeting 
requirements for "purity of wave;" the efficiency attainable, however, was 
low because the prolonged primary current de\C,Ioped substantial losses in the 
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primary circuit and gap. • 

A transmitter adjustment corresponding to the conditions of Figure 4, 
although it results in a higher value of secondary current, was unacceptable; 
the widely separated coupling waves in the radiated signal would cause in
terference to other transmissions within as well as outside of the interval be
tween the coupling waves, besides requiring an impracticable matching 
receiver adjustment for maximum receiver rc:sponse. The relatively inefficient 
operation corresponding to Figure 3, therefore, was representative of op
timum performance at the outset. 

l11e great advance which made possible full exploitation of the latent 
capabilities of the coupled-circuit arrangement took place in 1906, when Max 
Wien discovered the principle of "quenched-spark" operation, and a means of 
accomplishing it.'0 In this mode, the gap employed must be capable of com
pletely suppressing. or quenching, further sparking after the instant of occur
rence of the first null of the primary current envelope, as shown in Figure 5, 
and of remaining thus open-i:ircuited until it initiates the next spark after the 
condenser has been recharged by the power source. This is the first and great 
requirement of an ideal gap: 

That it be capable of quenching the sparK after a very brief 
discharge interval, not in excess of the duration time of a very few 
radi<>-frequency current cycles. 

With this accomplished, primary circuit and gap losses are sharply curtailed 
because of the short duration of the primary current; moreover, the secondary 
or antenna circuit is left free to oscillate with the single wave determined by its 
own frequency and damping characteristics. The coupling waves virtually 
disappear, for they arise only during the brief period while the primary circuit 
is operative. 

C. Audio-Frequency Orcuit 

The purpose of the audio-frequency circuit is to charge the spark condenser 
repetitively to that voltage which, at the specified spark frequency, is sufficient 
to transfer a desired amount of power from the AF to the RF section. The 
spark condenser thus acts as a transfer device for accumulating energy from 
the spark transformer and discharging it in the oscillation generator. But in 
enabling the condenser to shift smoothly from the one to the other of these 
disparate functions, certain unusual circuit requirements come into play. 

• If the coupling ls further reduced to the critical vaJue k = ~ I W (or 
k = 1/ ~.the coupling waves draw <:-loser together, the sideband componenu 
completely fill the interval, and the wave is single-puked and practjcalJy in· 
distina,uisbable rrom a single wave: but there is also an aggravated reduction in second· 
ary current and antenna power. 
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For example, an apparent flaw in the circuit as shown in Figure 2 is that the 

spark gap is connected directly across the transformer secondary; the gap, 
while conducting, thus virtually short-circuits the transformer. • It is probable 
that when use of transformers was contemplated for higher power levels than 
the few hundred waus possible with spark coils, the audio choke was firsr 
regarded as merely a means of limiting the transformer short-circuit current to 
a safe value. •• 

In the mode of audio-frequency circuit operation ultimately evolved as op
timum, however, advantage was taken of low-frequency resonance relations 
that can be established in the circuit, which resu lt in favorably loading the 
a lternator during the spark condenser charging. as well as avoiding any 
deleterious effect of the gap discharae. This development can best be described 
with the aid of the equivalent circuit of Figure 7, derived from the actual cir
cuit of Figure 6 by the familiar transformation of the circuit elements on the 
secondary side of the $park transformer to their equivalent values on the 
primary side .••• The tra.nsformed value or the spark condenser is the only 
secondary circuit quantity of consequence, ••• • for that of the inductance or 
the oscillation transformer primary becomes minuscule. L represents the total 

• A modification of t.hc drcu•• was 10me1imes Ultd. in Ythkb 1he tr-f.nsfurmcr •a) con
necced acrou che ~park condcmrr. In 1h11 eau aho, how~vt-r. the lAP on cUschar&ing 
S[lll .shon-ctrcuited the traniformer lhrouah the small inductance of ahe oscillation 
transformer priml.r)', 'AhJc:h 'Aai pracuc:ally nttli&ib1e at aucho frtqucnacs. Ttuscon· 
nec:tion bad 1M disach·ant.qt Lha1 th~ U1Mformc1 was sub}C!Cled dunn& the osciUatory 
di.schatte to the full RF \'Oitqe acrG1$ th-e tOnd~n~otr, rathn tban lhe ima.IJ "ol~a&c 
across the' pp ,.1\lk- conducttn.a. 

• • In some c:asa, opm.rore tran,fonnm (or tnntf0f1'na1 •1th ~ shunu) wbicb. 
like sput toils, hl\t hi.J_h &taka~ reactan«. wr.·cn u\Cd to proYklt the d«sirtd 
t"Quivaknt series inch.acta.~~« "'tthouc ackhq 1 sene~ cod. 

• • • Thr cquivak:nt ciraut 1-J Jhown nfll«el the e-\t.:IC1n1 C:Uffftl( Of \M lllnsfOrmCT • •1Ucb, 
how~tr, male$ only 1 a:malJ contnbuuon 10 the cecal currmt. 

• ••• ln thetypjtalc.utofal-kW input $C)O..HrTddunkto s.tupboatdsa., 11 ba,·maa2l01o 
80()G.y.olt transformer and a $pule condcnJCt of0.027 pF, tb~ cquivalma primarycoa
deruer becomes 3,.7 .uF. 
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Fig. 6. Simplified diagram, audio frequency circuit 

c 
Osc Il l at ion 

Trans. Primary 

equivalent circuit inductance, including the spark transformer leakage indue· 
tance and the internal inductance of the alternator. The loss resistance of au 
circuit elements is represented by R. 

When the inductance Lis chosen to resonate the circuit at the alternator fre
quency,lhe current after the steady-state condition is reached would be limited 
only by the resistance R, and the vollage developed across the condenser would 
become Q times tbe alternator generated emf, as in any tuned circuit. The 
steady-state condition is not reached immediately, however, but gradually 
builds up over several cycles in the manner shown in Figure 8. 12 This tlgure 
follows the growth in condenser voltage and current over only the first two AF 
cycles, after an initial condition wherein the condenser voltage is assumed to 
have been brought to zero by some means at a time when the generated emf is 
passing through zero. lnspection of the curves suggests the classically simple 
way in which the behavior of the circuit was adapted to optimum gap opera
tion. At the completion of any half cycle of the generated emf, 

(a) the condenser voltage is at a peak value, suitable for 
sparking; 

(b) a gap discharge at this instant would result in virtually 
no audio-frequency current flow through lhe gap, since 
the current is passing through zero; and 

(c) the proviso above, leading to Lhis set of conditions (that 
at a time when tbe generated emf is passing through zero 
the condenser voltage also be "brought to zero by some 
means") is handily fulfilled by the gap discharge itself 
when the circuit is in operation. 

In many early "resonant transformer" applications, the gap spacing was 
chosen wide enough to permit sparking only after several low-frequency alter
nations had occurred, to take advantage of the steadily increasing voltage 
developed in this way by a relatively low-voltage transformer. • This was not 
an unalloyed advantage, for the spark frequency was thereby lowered, and the 
transformer had to be insulated for the higher voltage in any event. By about 

• A typical application is described on page 61. 
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Fig. 7. Equi\alent cin:uu, 
audio frcqumcy section. 

Fig. 8. Re~onant growth of 
condenser voltage. 

(After Morecroft12) 
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1908 to 1910, as the desirability of a higher spark tone for reception was 
recognized, it w~U becoming almost universal practice to choose alternator fre
quencie~ bet .. een about ISO and 500Hz with the ~park occurring at the lim 
resonant \'Oitase peak, yteldtng one spark per alternation of the power supply; 
the correspondmg 1park frequencies ranged from 300 to 1000 Hz. 

Thi> mode of operauon is depicted in term5 or the equiValent circuit in 
figure 9. which il adapted freom L.B. Turner·~ treatment" to show the 
development or two successive sparks. The peak condmser voltage is~umes 
the peak alternator emf; in the actual circuit. this value is multlplied by the 
transformer ratio. At the moment of the gap discharge, which is assumed to be 
of very short duration with respect to the alternator period, the value (zero) of 
the audio-frequency current Is not altered, but only its rate of change as in· 
dicated by the slope of the curve. After the spark, the charging current resumes 
its growth smoothly from zero, in preparation for the next spark. Again in the 
actual circuit, the drop to zero voltage imposed on the transformer secondary 
by the discharge is simply transformed to a drop to 1.cro voltage at the 
primary, and the transformer and gap are subjected to no abuse. 

In practice, the concept of low-frequency circuit operation at rC>Onaoce re
quired some modification, to cope "ith two depanures of actual saP> from the 
idealized chara,teri\tic~ a»umc:d abo"'· First, panicularl> in the case of r01ary 
gaps, the gap-conduction interval is not in fact ncghaibly short wnh rC>pectto 
the audio-frequency period: and second, particularly in the case or quenched 
gaps, uniform spark occurrence at the peak of the conden~er vohaee curve 
cannot be a~sured, because of small difference~ in gap breakdown voltage 
from spark to spark. Both or these considerations are taken into account in a 
modified mode of operation in which the low-frequency circuit is tuned to a 
frequency 15 or 20% below that of the alternator, with the spark 
being initiated nt a point wbere the condenser voltage is still approaching a 
peak value, and terminated at the point where the low·fr~'Quency current 
passes through zero. This modification is discussed more fully on page 36, in 
connection with its application in a standard rype of transmiucr. 
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Fig. 9. Resonant condenser 
charging, one spark per alterna· 
tion. Circuit constants as in 
Fig. 8. 

(After Turner") 
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The technique employed in arranging for the circuit to operate as described 

is strikingly different from that usually encountered in power-frequency ap
plications. In moSt power-frequency work, the steady state is the imponant 
thing, and transient effects either are of little sign ificance. or are to be regard
ed only as a source of troublesome surge currents and voltages. But in the low· 
frequency circuit of the spark transmiuer, the steady state was never attained, 
and the transient condition, regularly recurring, was the vital element in its 
operation. Prof. John H. Morecroft once observed" that in his classroom he 
called the phenomenon a "steady state of transients," a seemingly self· 
contradictory expression which nevertheless was aptly descriptive of the 
distinctive functioning of this circuit. 

D. Summary of Gap Requirements 

The requirements imposed on the gap in initiating and controlling the 
critically timed events in the AF and RF sections, as brought out in the forego· 
ing review, may be summarized in chronological order of the gap functions as 
follows: 

(a) It must repeatedly begin its discharge at a specified 
point of an audio-frequency wave from the spark 
transformer, typically at a sparking frequency of 1000 
sparks per second. 

(b) The gap resistance must be low during the discharge, to 
minimize losses. 

(c) The gap must quench further sparking after a very brief 
discharge period, ideally within the time required for 
only 4 or 5 radio-frequency current cycles to take place. 
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The <levelopmem of devices capable of a satisfactory degree of compliance 
with these requirements was pursued principally along two lines: the use of 
rapidly moving electrodes. as in the rotary gap; and the use of a number of 
wide-area closely spaced gaps in series, as in the quenched &ap. Since both 
types can comply with the lirst requirement, when <0 u5ed they are often re
ferred to as the "synchronous rotary" and "synchronous quenched" gaps. • 

The second requirement is adequately satisfied by practically all pps. The 
resistance, thou&h not coMtant (heavier currents brina about increased ioniza· 
tion. which lowers the resistance). is generally a few hundredths of an ohm," 
incrcasin& tO about I ohm for currents diminishing as in Fiaure 3. 

The third requirement is by far the most stringent, particularly at the short 
wavelengths .. used in the maritime and amateur services , where each spark 
ideally would be quenched after a conduction interval of a very few 
microseconds. 

II. THE ROTARY GAP 

The lirst application of the rotary gap appears to have b«n made by 
Fessenden, who in I 90S constructed two stations optratin& at a po-.er level of 
about 10 kW, one at Brant Rode, Massachusetts, and tbc other at 
Machrihanish, Scotland." The transmitters were equipped with synchronous 
rotary gaps Optrating at 2SO sparks per second. Although messages were suc
cessfully exchanged between these stations in January, 1906, the link was ef
fective only occasionally (largely because of insufficient power), and further 
developments were abandoned after a storm carried away the Machrihanisb 
antenna later in the year. 

The first Marconi "high speed rotary diseharger of the studded disc 
type"••• was installed "in or about 1907" at st.ation MPD, Poldhu, Corn
wall." This gap well typified the form of construction employed in many large 

• 1"ht non·IYMhronoui rotary liP ..-as used in a eompromic.e mode ~herein ~·tn.l 
spark.\ per alternatiOn of the ~·er sour« ocxur. rather than only OM. Its dud mn'il 
~as that a hi.ah aucho-fr"tuency spark rate was producai .-.uhout tht cx.pmx: of an 
a\lcho-(RqUC'nc)' aJtttnator supply. Bec:a.ust the fov. . frtqUft'M:)' rim.ut oprratcd -.ith 
uncontroUab!,t irnaulvit)'. howe\·er. its functJorunt was far from optimum; abo, tht: 
tone WlS nOt pure si.nce il was modulat¢d by t•ice the frcquc·nc")' or the po-.er source. 
commonly $0 to 60 Hz. This pp was used extensively by amateurs. 

•• The term "$hort wavelenath" 1s here u$1!(( in che sense of itt u•a.ae duriu.a the spark era. 
embracina tht rcaion say from 200 to 1000 meters; In the modern classification. this in· 
tenaJ ralls in the nu:dlum-wavc: brackd. 

••• Not to bt confused with the .. 1cming .. slow speed rotatin.a di~e ditchR.racr'' II ul«< in 
the first mcssaae cxchanacs between Poldhu and Cape Cod in 1903. The 1903 
diseharac:r wat In e:ffect • fiud gap, conststing or two latae case· Iron wheel! moumcd 
.side: by &Ide: d1e 'park took pha« bet'httn t.htir rounded fd&cs. Th~ wheelt were 
rotated sJow,Jy to prHtnt fres.h cool surf•ces for d.e <park, pre~tnlin& t:liccttive wear. 
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Fig. 10. Marconi transmitter, Poldhu. 
PhoiO. Marconi Communit·ations Systems, Ltd. 

saP a<semblics. It was oriamall~ m>~all~d with a separate motor drive, and 
opcrat~ non-synchronous!) m cOnJunction with the 75-kW, 25-Hz alternator 
already in us~ at the station. Som~whatlater the station facilities were improv
ed by the installation of 75-kW, 200-Hz alternator arranged to drive the gap 
directly through an insulated shaft coupling; by this means a synchronous 
400-Hz spark rate was obtained. There were 10 sparking stud~ on the gap 
rotor, corresponding to the H)-pole field of the alternator; the speed of rota
tion "'as 2400 rpm. 

r-iaure 10 is a_.;.,.. of the Poldhu transmitter, sho"'ing the centrally locat~ 
rotary gap, witlt the o-cillation transformer directly abo>e, the antenna 
loading coil to the right, and the banls of oil-imme~ spar~ condensers at 
noor level on either side. To murne the deafening sound of its discharge, the 
gap was enclosed in a separate chamber, the door of which wa• removed to 
permit the gap to be photographed. Features to be discerned in the gap 
assembly are the radial rotating studs, the insulated worm drives by which the 
disc-shaped rixed electrodes (placed at right angles to the plane of th~ main 
rotor) were rotated slowly to aid in cooling, the mulli-conductor brush 
assemblie~ contacting these electrodes, and the mechanosm for rocking the 
fix~-electrode yoke through an angle $Omewhat e~ceeding one alternator pole 
s pacina . By the latter adJustment, the electrod~ could be arranged to come in
to alignment for sparking at the desir~ phase angle of the aenerat~ emf. 

Figure II is another vie"' of th~ aap alan~. photographed in the brilliant 
glare of us own discltarge on the night of 4 August, 1914, while broadcasting 
to shipping the news of Britain's declaration of war on Germany. Aside from 
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Fig. II. Marconi rotary gap, Poldhu. 
Photo: Marconi Communications Systems, Ltd. 

Fig. 12 American Marconi 
type P-8 Lransmiuer, SS 
\.lontgomcry City/KOJZ. 

Photo: A.C. Goodnow 

the historical interest or thh photo, it abo reveals a later modification of the 
fiJ<ed-electrode yoke assembly, which provided hand wheels for more conven
ient adjustment of the clearance between the fixed and rotating electrodes, 
and heavier mull iple conductors and brushes for contncting the revolving fixed 
electrodes. • 

It is clear from the description of the Poldhu discharger that a rotary gap 
was very well suited to fulfilling the first two gap requirements. 1 iming of its 
discharge with respect to the alternator emf wave was reliably assured through 
the mechanical arrangement whereby the instant of alignment of its suitably 
shaped electrodes was related to the angular position of the generator rotor at 
the same instant. The duration of the di<eharge, ho..,ever, depended mainly on 
bow rapidly the motion of the rotor resulted in separation of the electrodes; 
and it was in this respect that the rotary gap faced a limitation in ability to 
comply fully with the third requirement. 

A good approach to an undel'$tanding of the e•tent or this limitJltion is to 
examine a few repr=ntative applications in some detail. 

• B«a~ of 1he pul...ed naturt> or the pp d1~harae. the curnnt dtJrinJ d~e conduction 
intenaJ •-as or \'try 1:uMtanual amrt11udt. f:. .. n aa a po•a 1(:\'·d as lo• 8.) I.S L" 1n a 
typal shipboard tran,mUin. tbt l)('d. &raP \:\l.fJC'Ot on the fir,! eftC'rm:llon o( ii.S 
di:Khaqt •-a.'l about 1000 amprn' 1• 
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A. Shortwne Applications 

Figure 12 shows an American Marconi type P-8 2-kW shipboard transmit· 
ter," widely used in ships of the U.S. merchant marine from the time of the 
first World War onward through the next decade or two. It was equipped with 
both quenched and rotary gaps, the former mounted on the front panel, and 
the rotor of the latter driven by an extension of the alternator shaft for syn· 
cbronous operation. The rotor of the gap was enclosed in a housing which 
muffled the noise of the discharge to some exten.t, and provided a mounting 
for the fixed electrodes and their insulating bushings at the top. The threaded 
rod through a swivel block on the gap housing permined adjustment of the 
angular pOsition of the latter for optimizing the spark timing with respect to 
the phase of the alternator emf. There were 30 sparking studs on the rotor. 
correspOnding to the 30 alternator field poles; the alternator and gap rotated at 
2000 rpm, resulting in a 5()().Hz alternator frequency and a sparking rate of 
1000 per second. The diameter of the sparking stud circle was 12 inches. 

The abiljty of this gap to accomplish effective •Quenching can be evaluated 
through consideration of the length of time during which the proximity of its 
electrodes permitted continuation of a spark. At2000 rpm or 33.3 revolutions 
per second, the peripheral velocity ofthe stud circle was 12 'fr x 33.3 = 1260 
inches per second. Since the width of the sparking surfaces was about 0.030 
inch, a travel of 0.060 inch occurred between approach of tbe leading edge and 
departure of the trailing edge of a moving electrode from a fixed electrode. 
Also, the condenser voltage at discharge, 17 kV distributed as 8.5 kV at each 
sparking position, resulted in initiation of the spark while the electrodes were 
still separated by about 0.090 inch. Therefore the total travel between the star· 
ting point of the spark and the point where the electrodes began to separate 
again (making quenching possible) was 0.090 + 0.060 = 0.15 inch. The 
minimum spark duration time accordingly was 0.15 I 1260 = 0.00012 second, 
or 120 microseconds. 

Thus when the transmitter was operating on say 600 meters. • or 0.5 MHz, 
for which the RF period is 2p.s, 60 radio-frequency oscillations took place in 
the primary circuit during the gap discharge; it is clear, then. that this gap was 
not capable of the high-efficiency condition depicted in Figure 5. A low value 
of coupling coefficient between the primary and antenna circuits was required, 
such that a null in the envelope of the primary oscillations, appropriate ro 
quenching, was obtained after 60 primary oscUlations had occurred. 

l'he correlation of the audio-frequency circuit conditions with the spark 
duration lime of this gap provides a good example of operation in the 
modified audio-frequency resonant mode referred to on page 31. With respect 

• The Service Rc,gulo;~tions annexed to the Betli.n Conv~ntiQn of 1906 assigned the 
waveteng:ths brtween 300 and 600 meters for ust by ship stations. After 'he encroach· 
menL of radiote!epbonc: broadcastina into this wavelength ~ion in 1he early 20's. 
operation of shipboard lransmiuers was restricted 10 wa\•eten&ths r-rom 600 to 800 
meters. 
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Fig. 13. Modified resonant con· 
denser charging, one spark per alter
nation. 

to the 500-Hz alternator frequency, for which the period is 2000J.'S, the gap 
conduction interval of 120J.'s represents 120 I 2000 = 0.06 period, or 21.6 
electrical degrees. During this portion of lhe alternator period, low-frequency 
(as "ell as radio-frequency) current flows through the gap; for the gap to 
quench properly at the moment of occurrence of lhe null in lhe RF primary 
current, the low-frequency currem must also be passing through z.ero at lhe 
same instant. 

Figure 13 is an oscillogram showing lhe condenser charge and discharae in 
an experimental circuit simulating dte conditions detailed above for the rotary 
gap operation in the P-8 lf8IIsminer. The test circuit configuration was 
basically that of the equivalent audio-frequency circuit of Fiaure 7, modified 
to the extent that a nealigibly small portion (0.94 millihenry) of the total indue· 
tance was placed directly in series with the condenser and gap. Here it func· 
tioned as the primary or an oscillation transformer, so that the condenser 
could discharge at a radio-frequency rate; the test circuit, in effect, was a com· 
plete transmitter minus the spark transformer. The "gap" was a solid-state 
switch with controllable firing and conduction duration times. 

By use of the values 0.01 J.'F for C and 14.0 henries for L (see Figure 7),the 
resonant frequency of the circuit was set at 425 Hz, or 15% below the alter
nator frequency of SOO Hz. The coupling to the tuned secondary of the oscilla
tion transformer was adjusted for a null in lhe envelope of the primary oscilla
tions after l20J.'S, or at lhe completion of 614 cycles of the S2-kHz condenser 
discharge frequency: and the gap conduction time was like" ise adjusted to 
l20J.'s. Finally, lhe gap firing time was adjusted so that the instant of comple
tion of the conduction interval coincided with the time of zero-crossing of 
lhe low-frequency current. The latter adjustment corresponds to the adjust
ment of the anale of the fixed electrodes of lhe gap in an actual transmitter. 

The scale of voltage and current ordinates in Figure 13 is 5 volts per division 

• The c:hoioe of a frequmc)' near SO kHz rather than 500 kHt ror cht radio-frequency 
discharae poniont of lhe audjo cycle. largely a mauer of experimental conveilitnce, 
alSo ptrmlu I he ln<llvidull RF cycles to b< dlscern<d in 1he !(Ope display. 
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and 100 microamperes per division, respectively. Among features discerni ble 
in the curves, illustrative of the advantageous working of the modified reso
nant mode. are the following: 

(a) At the instant when the gap discharge begins, the con
denser voltage is still increasing, with a slope of about 5 
volts per milli-second, which would assure repeated 
sparking at nearly the same point even though random 
small differences in gap breakdown voltage should oc· 
cur. 

(b) At the stan of the discharge, the condenser voltage is 
about 12.5 I I 1.2 = 1.1 times the peak alternoator emf.* 

(C) During the discharge, the low-frequency gap current 
(superposed on the radio-frequency current, which was 
not sampled in the experiment) varies from about 0.05 
rnA to zero. 

(d) Tbe slow growth of the condenser voltage immediately 
following the spark, which constitutes the audio voltage 
across the now nonconducting gap, is a deterrent to 
reignition of the gap, once quenching has been attained. 

The effect of the relatively long conduction interval of this gap on the audio 
circuit performance is also uJdicated in the curves of Fig ure 13. The resistance 
losses in the gap itself due to Flow of the audio-frequency gap current of (c) 
at>ove are negligible in comparison with gap losses e11gendered by the RF 
discharge current. • • But during the discharge, while the AF current is 
maintaining a voltage across the inductance equal to the varying alternator 
emf, energy stored in the inductance is being returned to the alternator. A long 
gap conduction interval thus results in a decrease in the audio circuit power 
factor and an increase in the rrns current value, leading to somewhat increased 
resistance losses in all audio-circuit elements. The high RF losses in the gap 

• Oudng Lhe operation or an actualtransmhtcr. the alternator emf is oot accessible for 
mea$\lre:mcnt, ror she imtrnaJ inductance of Lhe aJtemsuor usu:aUy represents a large 
part or the cotaJ circuit inductance. Hence the .. ·ottage appearing Blthe alternator ter· 
minalt is lhe sum of the emf and the .substantial voltage devc:loped by I be currem in the 
inttmal impedance. Jn thi$ cxpc!rimcnl, a O.S·k\V alternator was used through a step
down transformer {cfearly a ca!\e of overkftl, in view of the circa 800-microwilt1 con
denser input; the machiM, however, was convenient!)• available). providing. a source 
ha,•ins a r'Cilctanc:e or a few ohms at the mo:;;t, entuely negligible compared to the reac~ 
Lance (44,000 ohms) of 1he local circuit indU(Ca.nce of 14 hemie:s. 

The peak RF gap current at Lhc be&inning of the discharge is usually abou~ three orders 
of magnitude greater than the remanent charging current :at the same instant. In tbi.$ 
experiment. the reactance of 1he O.OlpF spark condenser is 306 ohms. and the first 
peak of the dischargf currcm is nearly 12.5 I 306 = 0.04 ampere. versus the 0.05 
milliampete ''alue of the low•fn.-quency current at the stan of ll1e djSC'harge. 
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and primary circuit, however, remain the predominant disadvantage 
associated with prolonged gap current. 

In Figure 12. the p.g tran~mttter ·~ ~hown n\ adJU'ted and ready for opera
tion. • The gap tram fer S\Oottch on the s•de '' in the normal or quenched-gap 
position, and the spacing of the coupling coil\ (I he two >piral coils at the center 
rear of the frame) is le,; than 4 inches. If it should be desired 10 use the rotary 
gap, the inboard (primary) coil would be drawn forward by means of ihe cen
tral lead-screw mechanism 10 a spacing of some 10 inches from the secondary 
(in accordance with the front-panel scale <etling de>ignated on the Bureau of 
Navigation chart po..ted elsewhere in the room, specifying adjustments asap
pro\ed by ihe Radio Super,uor during inspectioM). This is illumative of the 
very loose coupling required for \&tisfactory rotary gap operation at shon 
wavelengths. The antenna current for I hi\ ;tat ion. 13.3 amperes on 600 meters 
with the quenched gap. was approximately 9 amperes with the rotary-a 
reduaion to about half the output po"'er-for 2-kW transformer input in eacb 
case. 

Accordingly, the rotary &AP of thi~ l)pe of tran,mittrr wa\ used only on ihe 
rare occasions when it m•ghl bc.:omc ne~e"ar) to disa\semble ihe quenched 
gap for cleaning. On the other hand. many ~hips were equipped with rotary 
gaps only; the low efficiency was regarded as tolerable in these low-power ap
plications, particularly m vie"' Of the Otherwise excellent performance of the 
gap. 

B. Stat ion MFT, Clifdcn 

At long wavelengths, the dift1culty of accomplishing adequately short gap 
conduction duration by mechanieal>eparation of the electrode;. is lessened by 
reason of the longer Rf period, with the time elapsed during occurrence of a 
specific number of RF cycles increu~ing directly with the wavelength. But at 
the high power levels called for in the longwave stations (all of them in long· 
distance service), the dm1en1ion1 of the gap electrodes were nece~arily greatly 
increased to maintain a safe current den<lty and to provide a thermal path 
cross section ample for heat removal from the ~parkmg surfac~. Though these 
considerations work at cross purposes, the development of high-velocity gaps 
of almOSI formidable proportions brought about a much closer approach to 
ideal quenching than wru. practicable at short "avelengths with rotary gaps. 
The degree of improvement attainable is reOected in the performance of the 
gaps designed for usc in the t1rst Marconi Mat ions to establish a commercially 
viable transatlantic link. 

In 1910 the Marconi's Wirele<< Telegraph Company completed tests at Sta· 
lion MFT, Clifdeo, Ireland'' Z1 '' and opened regular service between this sta· 
lion and the similar Station GB. in Glace 8a), Nova Scotia. The rransmincr 
power was ISO kW, and the equipment wu of an unusual design in that a 

• h ... -..sl.hc auLhor'' rrJ\-il~f. o\C'r 1 J'lff•od ot many month~. to operatt 1bt ~ ptctur«< 
m lht' phoco. takm aboard SS \1onCJOiftC1') Cit)'/ t\.DJl•D 1921. 
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Fig. 14. Marconi 150-kW rotary spark gap, station MFT, Clifden. 
Photo: Marconi Communications Systems, Ltd. 

6000-cell (12-kV) storage battery was used instead of an alternator and 
transformer to charge the spark condenser. • Three 5-kY engine-driven DC 
generators in series were employed for baHery charging. By use of choke coils 
in series with the battery, an audio-frequency resonance condition similar to 
that discussed in connection wilh Figure 13 was obtained, through the working 
of which the condenser was charged to a vohage in the vicinity of 18 kY. The 
keying contactors were placed directly in the battery circuit, and wecre keyed 
automatically at speeds of up to 100 words per minute. The rotary gap is 
shown in Figure 14. The rotor carrie!cd paired sets of lateral sparking studs 
which passed between two fixed disc electrodes set radially; as in the Poldhu 
gap, the latter were rotated slowly to aid in cooling, were adjustable to grazing 
incidence with the studs by means of worm shafts, and were provided with 
heavy multiple brushes for the primary circuit connections. There was, 
however, no provision for varying the angular position of the fixed electrodes, 
for with a DC supply this was not required. Although operation of the gap was 
synchronous in the sense that the spark liming must be consistent with the 
resonant growth of the condenser vohage, this was achieved through close 
regulation of the speed of the driving motor. The diameter of the stud circle 

• The selection or a battery supply for Oifclcn was lhe result of an cxpcc:tation that a 
method of cjmed-spark CW ccneradon, the desisn c:onc:ept of which had (rom early on 
ront~platcd use of a DC supply, would be ~rfected during. the course of full~cale 
development work at Oifden. In an address before the Roya1 Institution in March, 
l908, Marconj had in raca reponed (apparently prematurely) on suc:cess a.t CUfden with 
such a S')'Siem al hjgh power lc:\'els.l 
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was SO inches; the normal rotational spud was 3000 rpm, with the 12 sets of 
sparking scuds discharging at 600 sparks per second. 

The spark duration time of the Clifden gap, as in the case of the gap of the 
P-8 tran<mllter, can be estimated from the electrode dimenstons and the 
peripheral speed of the stud circle. The Iauer, for a SO. inch circle at 3000 rpm 
or SO revolutions per second, was SO 'IT x SO = 7850 inches per second. Tak
ing I inch as the width of the electrodes• and a spark lead of about 0. I inch 
before electrode edge alignment, one finds that the electrode travel during a 
spark was 2.1 inches, and that the spark duration was 2.1 I 18SO = 0.00027 se• 
cond, or 270J.LS. The wavelengths used at Clifden were in the vicinity of 6000 
meters, correspondin,g to a frequency of SO kHz, for which the RF period is 20 

IJ.S. The number of primary circuit oscillations occurring during the conduction 
time o f the sap thus was 270 I 20 = 13.5, and the circuit operation . much 
more closely approaching the ideal conditions of Figure 5, afforded a sizable 
improvement in primary RF circuit efficiency over that cxhibiled by the 
previous example of the rotary gap at short wavelengths. 

In the DC condenser charging circuit, just as in the case with an alternator 
source, low-frequency as well as radio-frequency current nows through the 
gap during the discharge, and a requirement for proper quenchin& is that the 
low-frequency current should be passing through l.trO at the same moment 
that the primary RF current envelope is brought to a null value through the 
proper desree of coupling to the antenna circuit. As discussed on page 37, with 
an alternator supply this requirement is satisfied by initiating the spark before 
the chargins current has reached zero (see Figure 13), followed by a continua
tion of the current through zero into the next A F alternation with reversed 
polarity. When a DC supply is used, however, the requirement can be fulfiUed 
only by initiating the spark after the charging current has passed through zero. 
At the instant the spark begins, the AF current again reverses direction, and 
returns to zero with a constant slope such that a voltage equal to the battery 
voltage is maintained across the charging choke during the spark discharge, 
after which the process is repeated with polarity unchanged. Figure IS, an 
oscillogram illustrating the functioning of the DC charging circuit, was obtain
ed with the experimental arrangement described on page 37, modified to 
simulate the conduions of the Clifden operation (including, of cou=, a DC 
supply). 

The relationship between the resonant frequency f r of the chargiog circuit 
and the spark frequency f s may be expressed as 

2fr 
Hz, 

where a 
I +~(sin ·I 2 'IT afr) + 2afr 

= the gap conduction duration, seconds. 

• Obcaine<l b)' sealina the a.aP photograph, a procedure or quclllionable accutacy. but 
permissible for purposn or approximation. (Data concerninJ many .\pet..lfics of the 
early suulons remain dush-'c: the archives or both the Marconi And lhe Telc(unken 
companies unfonunatd)' ~urft:red considerable damage durin& lhc $t00nd World War. 
and m~ny ureplac:eable records were des:tro)·ed.) 
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Fig. 15. Modified resonant condenser 
charging, DC supply. 

While tile above expression does not yield r r explicity in tem1s off s· it is readi· 
ly programmable for a solution for f r by successive approximations. By this 
means it was found that 460.0 Hz is the audio resonant frequency appropriate 
to the 600-Hz spark rate and 270 p.s spark duration time at Clifden, and tile ex
perimental circuit furnishing the results of Figure IS was tuned accordingly. 
With the gap~nduction duration time adjusted for 270p.s, 13.5 oscillations at 
the SO-kHz test-circuit radio frequency took place before quenching. A final 
adjustment was to trim the spark repetition rate to position the current zero
crossing in precise coincidence with the end of the gap conduction interval. At 
Clifden, the latter condition was attainable through fine control of the rotOr 
speed, and recognizable through minimization of spark Oaring at the end of 
the discharge. 

There are two notable points of difference between the methods of DC and 
AC condenser charging, in addition to the distinguishing characteristics of 
charging circuit resonance below the spark half-frequency with AC charging, 
and above the spark half-frequency with DC charging. With AC charging, 
there is considerable latitude in the choice of resonant frequency, since the 
audio current zero-crossing is controllable by choice of the gap firing angle 
(through adjustment of the stationary electrode angle of the rotary gap, or 
through choice of the number of series gap$ and trimming of the alternator 
voltage in tile case of the quenched gap). With DC charging, however, there is 
one specific resonant frequency appropriate to a given spark duration time and 
repetition rate, for reference of the "phase angle" of the gap discharge to the 
non-existent "phase" of the DC source is meaningless. The second point of 
difference is that with the gap discharge in the DC case necessarily occurring 
after the peak value of the condenser voltage has been passed by, the DC 
method is applicable only in conjunction with use of rotary gaps. A quenched 
gap, with initiation of its discharge solely dependent on its terntinal vohage, 
would fire at or prior to the condenser voltage peak; the firing instant of the 
Clifden gap, by contrast, was determined almost entirely by the extremely 
rapid closure or its electrodes. 

In summary, the improved performance of the rotary gap in its application 
at Clifden was primarily attributable to the longer wavelength. and the conse
quent longer time elapsed during the occurrence of a small number of radio
frequency oscillations. To accomplish approach and separation of necessarily 
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large electrodes during this still brief interval, the mechanical requirements 
were not insignificant. The peripheral velocity of the rotor, expressed in units 
more readily grasped, was 446 miles per hour, over half the speed or sound in 
air; the centripetal acceleration at the rim was greater than 6000 times the ac
celeration of gravity. The mechanical design of the rotor was in itself a respec
table exercise. 

C. Station NAA, Arlington 

In 1909, Fessenden's National Electric Signalin& Company contracted with 
the U.S. Navy to furnish a 100-kW, shore-based spark transmitter as the first 
step toward carrying out the Navy's plan to establish a chain of high-power 
stations for neet communications purposes."' Because of delays in selecting 
the transmitter site and in passage of appropriation bills for complete funding, 
construction of the plant was not begun until 1912, and the installation was 
completed in December of that year.» 

Figure 16 is a view of the transmitter arrangement." At the left rear is the 
100-kW, 500-1-U altern81or and gap assembly, bell-driven by the 200-hp, 300-rpm, 
60-Hz synchronous motor which, together with the exciter for both machines, 
occupies the foreground. The oscillation transformer is centrally located 
above, with the antenna loading coil to the far right. Below is the spark con
denser, consistina of a group of Fessenden compressed-air units with a total 
capacity of 0.126 p.F. The •ertical leads at the center pass to the spark 
transformer, located on a lower storey of the building,throuah noor bushings 
concealed from view by the motor. 

Figure 17 reveals the gap construction in greater detail. The rotor. carrying 
48 radial electrodes extending the diameter to 48 inches, was driven on the near 
end of the alternator shaft; the casing supponing the insulated fixed electrodes 
had provision for being rotated through a small angle sufficient to permit ad
justment of the spark ina positions with respect to the alternator shaft angle. 
Coolin& of the nxed electrodes was accomplished by a closed insulated water 
system associated with the cylindrical tanks mounted above the alternator and 
gap assembly. 

The alternator and gap rotated at the relatively low speed of 1250 rpm. The 
transmitter operated on a wavelength of 2500 meters. • It is a matter of some 
puzzlement that Fessenden at that time settled on a desian using such a low gap 
velocity, for as was brouaht out above io the di5CIIssion of the Qifden gap-an 
even earl.ier desian with a rotor of comparable diameter-a rotational speed 
over twice that at Arlington was required for an approach to ideal quenching; 

• It wu of course alrudy kno~n that a longer waveJen&th woukl be more adv•ntaaeou.s 
for tona·dlstance transmission. The choice of2500 meters may have been aeared to the 
siu or antenna ocrmicttd by the budsct; at that, the height or two or the three towers 
- all oriJinally pl1111ncd 10 be 600 f«t 1all-wasrcdue<d 10 4SO f«t bccaul<ofahortaae 
or fundJ.n 
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Fig. 17. Fessenden synchronous rotary gop, station NAA. 
Photo: Notional Archives, Washington, D. C. 

and thi> at a wavelength over twice as long, so that the equivalent spark dura· 
lion time for proper quenching was increased in the same ratio over that ap
plicable to Arlington. As a consequence, fairly loose coupling was required at 
Arlington, tO delay the occurrence of the null in the primary oscillations until 
such time as the gap electrod~ had cleared to permit quenching. The re~ulting 
prolongation of the primary current caused an appreciable reduction in effi. 
ciency belo~~o the optimum that would have been attained with adequately 
rapid quenching." 

That thts transmitter failed to meet contract specifications (it was accepted 
by the Navy in 1913 under a compromise agreement with regard to the contract 
price") cannot, however, fairly be attributed to shortcomings in transmitter 
performance. Among the specifications~ was the requirement " ... The station 
to be cap:~ble of transmitting messages at aU times and at aU seasons to a radius 
of 3000 miles .... Such messages must not be interrupted by intentional or 
unintentional ioterfet'ence by neighboring stations .... " This requiiement was 
more an admiral's vision than a communications officer's reality, and at least 
one othet' manufacturer had pOinted out the impassibility of fulfilling it; in
deed. message circuit reliability narrowly approaching IOOO!o over such 
distances was achieved only after the advent of ~atellite communication 
systems. 

The transmitter wa~ accepted in simple realization that it was better by far 
than anything the Navy had had before; under &ood nighttime conditions it 
co•«ed an area from Nova Scotia to Panama, and from Gibraltar to waters off 
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the nonhern Pacific Coast. More than any of the high-power commercial sta
tions on the East Coast, NAA symbolized radio in the public consciousness 
because of the wide usage of its time and weather broadcasts. 

This was the last-and only-"great spark" in the Navy system. Even as it 
was being commissioned, a hand was writing on Belshazzar's wall, for 
alongside this transmitter a 30-kW Poulsen arc by Federal was undergoing 
tests.,. Construction of the originally planned chain of Navy high-power shore 
stations was carried to completion in 1917 with Federal Telegraph Company 
arc transmitters ranging in power from 60 to 500 kW. Nevertheless, the spark 
transmitter at Arlington remained in service, together with a 100-kW arc, into 
the early 20's. 

0. Station M UU, Carnan-on 

In 1914 Marconi inaugurated service with dua1300-kW synchronous rotary
gap transmitters at Station MUU, Carnarvon, Wales,"·ll·" working in con
junction with a similar station in New Brunswick, New Jersey, a circuit which 
augmented the previously established Clifden-Giace Bay link, and also provid· 
ed a North American terminal closer to the point of origin or destination of a 
Iarae portion of the message traffic. Appropriate to the greater length of the 
transmission path, the station operated on wavelengths in the vicirtity of 
11,000 meters. 

As wavelengths in the region of 10,000 meters and longer came into use, 
another consideration arose in the area of transmitter design, that of the 
limitation that the correspondingly longer period of the antenna oscillations 
imposes on the maximum spark frequency that may be employed. In the 
discussion on page 28 of the optimum uansmitter operation depicted in Figure 
S, it was tacitly assumed that before the beginning of each spark. the antenna 
current due to the preceding spark had decayed to a negliaible value. This is in 
fact always the case at short wavelengths. But as was mentioned in the fooL
note on page 24, tbe current decay for a given antenna deaement is charaaeriz
ed by a constant amplitude ratio bel\\een any RF cycle and the preceding one; 
thus the decay to any specified fraction of the initial amplitude takes place 
after the related specific number of RF oscillations have occurred. At very 
long wavelengths, the time elapsed during the number of oscillations sufficient 
for virtually complete decay is prolonged accordingly, nnd may exceed the 
time interval between sparks. 

If this be the case, the antenna current is stiU of substannal magnitude at the 
beginning of the primary discharge. The course of events at this point depends 
on the phase angle of the primary current with respect to that of the antenna 
current still flowing. Because there is no coherent relationship between the 
audio frequency of the spark and the radio frequency of the antenna cirruit, 
the primary current is initiated from spark to spark at random phase with 
respect to the remanent antenna current. If the primary current happens to 
start with its phase Jagging that of the antenna current by 90 •, the primary 
energy is smoot.bly transferred to the antenna, reinforcin& the antenna current 
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Fig. 18. Primary and secondary 
current$ at VLW, incomplete decay 
of antenna oscillations, primary 
current laaging by 90'. 

Fig. 19. Same as Ftg. 18, except 
witb time scale expanded. 

as the primary cur rem decrca~ to zero at the quenching point. • But if the 
primary current by chance starts with a lcadina pha~ of 90•, the remainina 
antcnna energy is first transferred to the primary; only after the antenna cur· 
rent has been brought 10 zero docs I he return transfer of the combined energy 
take place from primary 10 secondary, with the ensuing antenna cunelll forced 
into the proper leading phase for this direction of energy flow. •• ln1ermcdia1e 
valu~ of ini1ial phase difference, through either lhe in-pha_. or the out-of
phase condition, are accompanied by lesser manifotations of the disturbance. 

Fraurt< 18 through 21 are txeillograms ponraymg the ~ucnces ~ fonh 
above, agaon obtained woth the experimental circuit previously descnbcd, 
modilled to simulate the very long wave condi1ions pcrtinen1 to the MUU 
operation, but retaining a DC condenser charging arrangement. The primary 
and secondary of the oscilla1ion transformer were tuned to 27.3 kH1 (for 
which 1he period is 36.7 p.s), corresponding to the MUU II,OOO.me1er 
wavelength, and I he secondary circui1 was loaded for a di!Crement of 0.029, the 
value for 1he MUU an~rnna The oscillograms rolalc 10 a hypothetical opera
tion in which an altern pi '' made to employ a spark repetition rate of 1000 Hz 
in conJunclion with such an an1enna system, by use of a rotary gap capable of 
quenehins afler a spark d11ration of 404 p.s, or after It primary oscillo1ions. 

• r~ pha.\C rdations lfC tKfC llkeft in tbe: .SC:I'l.M: O( lddth\C (or bkc) pobrtty O( l~ 
~fllanJ eotb.. In the (m'tllopartb of fiJUUS 3.4. ud $, d'< ph~ of the- cuncnl•n the 
rnc:'NI'IHiaril) dfi\·ioJ cUaal b ._-tua.D) shown u ladtftl thai of 1M amrnl lA lhr 
dmcn ClJ'ruil. n.s ~U a matte-r of npertmc:ntal COft\C'ft.cnCC, the d.ispll)) •ould bl\e 
b«n brought into accord wtth dtc con .. -ena~n or addllr\'t ro1t.nl)' b)' re'\>"tf\:11\J the con~ 
ntctioru: lO one or the «lib. 

•• lhe action i.s simalar to thlU ncar any current mintmum iu Fiaure 4, in which 41 phu~e 
rc:vc,al occuro; in the null rcaion, accoromodalin& the ch.tnae in din:ccion ur the 
rono..-.ina,coeru lf"&ll.)fer (It b tlu~ phenomenon th.at&h'(\ ti'le to the coupling ...... ('~ 
art both clrc:uiu.) 
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Fig. 20. Primary and secondary cur
rents at V LW, incomplete decay of 
antenna oscillations, primary current 
leadina by 90'. 

Fig. 21. Same as Fig. 20, except with 
time scale expanded. 

For Figures 18 and 19, the spark repetition rate (precisely uniform and con
trollable in the experimental gap) was finely adjusted in the close vicinity of 
1000 Hl so that the sap repeatedly initiated the primary current with its phase 
accurate!) laa&in& that of the secondary current by 90•. For thiS condition, 
Figure 18 shows that the antenna current, having d=yed to about 0 .6 times its 
maximum value bet"een sparks, again smoothly builds up to maximum during 
each primary discharge. Figure 19, with a fMter time base. more clearly re,•eals 
the phase relation between the currents. 

Similarly, for Figures 20 and 21, the spark repetition rate (remaining very 
close to I 000 Hz) was finely adjusted so that the primary current was repeated
ly initiated with its phase leading that of the secondary current by 90•. The 
conduction duration time of the experimental gap was lengthened to accom· 
modale the full extent of the resulting energy transfer. The oscillograms show 
that for approximately the first 4!h cycles during the discharge, energy is 
returned from the secondary, accompanied by a small increase in the initial 
primary current; the gap conduction time required to encompass the entire ex
change is almost doubled. 

It is obvious that no single gap conduction-time characteristic or antenna 
coup~n& adjustment could accommodate events randomly varying between 
the exlremes of Figure 18 and 20; the impossibility or maintaining proper 
quenchin& v.ould result in intolerable losses and destructive arcina in the gap, 
and chaos in the audio-frequency circuit. For this reason, it was found 
necessary in ''ery long wave operation to choose a spark period Ions enough to 
permit decay or the antenna current between sparks to about IO'lt (i.e., decay 
of the instantaneous antenna power 10 about I "7o) of the maximum value; tbe 
disturbance is then of such smaU magnitude and short duration that it has no 
appreciable effect on the primary current. 

How this consideration governed the choice of spark frequency at Carnar· 
von can be mad< clear by examining the electrical characteristics of the an ten· 
na, a trapezoidal nat-top 3100 feet long, with width varyin& from 450 10 600 
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f~t. supponed by 10 masts 400 feet in height. The anttnmi resistAnce was 1.4 
ohms (including ground and circuit loss resistances), and iLS capacity tO ~fOund 
was 0.0391-'F."correspondina to a reactance X of 150 ohms at 27.3 kH<. The 
decrement is found to be c 

'71'R 
d ~ x 

c 
The number of oscillations N required to reduce the antenna currem to the 
fraction r = 0.1 of the initial value is 

N= - In r 
d 

In 0.1 
0.029 

= 79 

Because immediately following initiation of a spark several oscillations take 
place during antenna current build-up, the minimum number of cycles bet· 
w~n sparks is increased to approximately 90. The minimum permissible spark 
period thus is found tO be 90 X 36.7 = 3300 ILS, or 3.3 milliseconds. The eor· 
responding maxjmum spark frequency is I I 0.0033 = 303 Hz; the 'alue 300 
Hz was selected for the MUU operation. 

Fig. 22. Primary and secondary cur· 
rents at VLW, nearly complete 
decay of antenna oscillations. 
primary current lagging by 90'. 

Fig. 23. Primary and secondary cur
rents at VL W, nearly complete decay 
of antenna oscallations, primary cur· 
rent leadina by 90'. 

Fiaures 22 and 23 are oscillograms obtained with the experimental circuit 
simulating in all respects (other than retem;on, for convenience, of the DC 
supply) the conditions of the MUU operation. In ant icipation of the gap 
characteristics to be developed on page S I, the experimental gap spark dura· 
tion time was adjusted to approximately 820J.LS, permitting 820 I 36.1 :::: 22~ 

primary oscillations durina the discharge; the antenna eoupling was adjusted 
to brina about a null in the primary current envelope at the end of this interval. 
For Fiaure 22. the spark frequency was finely adjusted about 300 Hz so that 
the primary current was repeatedly staned with phase lagging by 90• that of 
the remaining antenna current. which bas decayed to about IOOJo of its max
imum value; the antenna current bullds up smoothly to maximum during each 
spark. For Figure 23, the spark frequency was finely re-adjusted so that the 
primary current was consistently started with phase leading that of the antenna 
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Fig. 24. Marconi 300-kW synchronous rotary gap. station KET. ll<>lina~. 
Photo: Edward G. Raser 

current by 90•. A brief extinction of the antenna current before its build-up is 
clearly vigible, yet the further delay in reaching the primary current null is all 
but imperceptible; the hea'y current oftlte first primary alternallon appears to 
s"'amp the effect of the brief mottal return of a •-cry small amount of energy 
from the antenna. MUU and other longwa'e stations operated rouunely and 
satisfactorily with sparking condllion~ randomly rangtng bet,.een th~ of 
fiaures 22 and 23. 

Figure 24 is a view of a gap identical to the gaps at MUU, photographed 
during construction of Station KET, Bolinas, California, • in 1914. The main 
rotor, viewed edge-on, carried 12 sets or lateral sparking studs on a circle SO in
ches in diameter; aU but one set are concealed by the housing, which. to reduce 
windage losses, enclosed the entire rotor except for that portion near the 
sparking positions. A main shaft extension to the right wa~ fitted wilh a Oange 
(almost concealed behind the gap mechanism) for connection to an in~ulated 
coupling through which it wu driven in synchronism with the 300-kW, 150-Hz. 
ISOO.rpm alternator. The shaft c<~en<ion to the left "~ intended for 
alternati•c coupling to a SO.hp motor for non-synchronous operation, if 
dbired; the gaps. bo.,ever, were ne•er u•ed in this mode. The in~ulated 
caMing; to either side of the main rotor ;upport the disc·shaped fixed elec
trode>, placed horizontally and hence also viewed edge·on. Near the left end or 
the shnft is a downward·angled housins for a worm wheel which Is the first ele-

• The parc-n1helical remark ln 1M rootnot~ on~ .tt i.s appbc.ab~ hrrr ahn \ta,or 
uamm1Un compoatoU w.cd b) 1hc \tarcon~ WirdcsJ: Tclqrarb Compan)' ot AMUK:a 
for tt• Cahfomia-Ha...U lmt (J:fT KGI). dwptieatina thoK 1.1. Carnanon and 'If" 
8runt•K'k ... erewpphtd by the \fart'OfU'i Wlrdns Tdqraph Com.-_n). l1d., l on· 
don 
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mcnt of a mechanism carried within the bed by means of which the copper disc 
electrodes were slowly rotated for cooling, as in the Oifden and Poldhu gaps; 
the \ertieal insulated couplings VISible below the crntcrs of the discs arc the last 
clements of this mcchani,m. The drums above the discs, to which multiple 
brushes for contacting the discs are secured, served also as terminals for the 
RF primary circuit conductor>. By means of the handwhcels, each insulated 
fixed electrode assembly as a whole was movable along longitudinal ways plan· 
ed in the bed, to permit adjustment of the clearance between tbe discs and the 
rouuing >tuds. (The presence in the photo of SC\tral planks r~ing edgewise 
between the bed and the dise mountings is somewhat distracting; whether sull 
unrcmoved shipping braces or part of the clutter incidental to constructiOn 
"ork, they had no permanent function.) 

The gap had no provision for varying the anaular position of the fixed elec· 
trodes with respect to the shaft angle, a feature difficult to include in an 
already complex machine. Instead, the armature (stator) winding of the alter
nator itself was secured tO a separate shdl of the alternator housing. in such a 
manner that the stator a.<sembl)' could be rotated through an angle sufficient 
for adJUStment of the phase angle of the generated emf tO the required rcla· 
tionship with the sparking angle of the gap." 

For an estimate of the spark duration time of the gap, recourse again hBS tO 
be taken to scaling the photograph with reference to the known SO-inch stud 
circle diameter," and again the apologia in the footnote on page 41 applies. By 
this means the approximations of I inc,h for the diameter of the rotor studs and 
2 inches for the thickness of the disc electrodes are obtained. The condenser 
ehargina voltage, 35 kV disuibUied as 17.5 kV at each sparking position, resu-s 
in initiation of the spark "hile the leading edge of a stud is still distant by 
about 0.17 inch from a lixed electrode; hence the total travel before 
quenching is possible as the trailing edge clears can be taken as 3.2 inches. The 
stud circle velocity, at 1500 rpm or 2S rps, is SO 'Tr X 25 = 3900 inches per 
second, whence the minimum spark duration time is 3.2/ 3900 = 0.00082 sec
ond, or 820j.ls. This is the basis for the sparking conditions discussed on page 
49; the oscillograms of Figures 22 and 23 are very likely not far from represen· 
tative of the actual working of MUU. 

Some of the other principal features of thb transmitter, which operated at 
the highest power level to be achieved through use of rotary gaps, are of in· 
tcre>t nc.t only in themselves, but also for later comparison with those of a 
transmin:r similarly representative of the culmination of the quenched-spark 
an. Tbelaner prooeeded alona different lines in one major respect, that of the 
voltage level appropriate tO optimum operation. h appears that 35 k V was 
about the highest condenser charging voltage practicable with rotary pps, 
since this was the approximate fuU·po"er value used in the 300-k W transmitter, 
notwithstanding that problems in the design of other circuit elements would 
have been eased had they been required to deal only with the smaller currents 
that would have resulted at the same power through use of a higher voltage. It 
is probable tbatthe limit of 35 kV is attributable to a,ggravated premature fir· 
ina difficulties at higher voltages. 
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Though not slriclly in lhe category of electrical performance charaaerislics, 
lhe outward manifestations of lhe operation of a rotary gap also were highly 
distinctive. During the discharge, the sparkinJclectrodes were surrounded by a 
narc of ionized gas e<ploding from between the sparking surfaces (see Figure 
II): because even the fa~t-Oowing air currents associated witllthe rotor motion 
were incapable at the higher power levels of dispelling the flare rapidly 
enough, auxiliary bigh-pres1ure air blasts directed at the sparkin& positions 
were necessary to accelerate de-ionization as the electrodes began to separate. 
Speaacular as was the visual display, it was more than matched by a sound 
level .o intense that, for the sake of the health and sanity of the operaung per
sonnel, each gap was tht sole occupant or iiS separate sound-proofed vault. 

As for other design features, the value of the spark condenser is a logical 
stnrting point, for once the voltage and spark frequency have been specified, 
the capacity of the spark condenser is uniquely determined by the amount of 
power to be transferred from lhe audio circuit to the RF circuits. If a 
transformer efficiency of 9507. be assumed, a 3~kW input to the spark 
transformer would deliver 285 kW to lhe condenser; wilh lhe condenser 
discharging 300 times per second, lhe energy required to be stored prior to 
each discharge would be 285,000/300 = 9SO wan-seconds. From the relation 
C = 2 l iE', where Cis the capacity in JLF,£ the energy in wau-seconds, and E 
the voltage in kV, the capacity indicated for 35-kV operation is C = 2 X 950 IJS' = 
I.SSJLF. The value of capacity actually installed is stated to have been 1.5p.F. 
The condenser was made up of 192 oil-irnmer~ed glass-plate units, each of 0.07 
JLF capacity, arranaed in a parallel conneaion of 64 otrings of 3 series
conneaed uniiS. 

The reactance of a I.S JJ. F condenser at 27.3 kHz bas the very low value of 
3.89 ohms: thus in order to matntain a reasonable RF primary circuit efficien
cy, the resistance of all elements could not be allowed to exceed a few hun
dreths of an ohm-and the resistance of the gap alone approaches this limit. 
Similarly, there was the necessity of minimizina the inductance of the connec
ting leads, unavoidably of considerable len&th between large pieces of ap
paratm, for even at the low (requency of 27.3 kHz the total RF primary circuit 
induaance for resonance "'itb the 1.5 JL F capacity is only 22.7 JJ. H. 

In Figure 25, a view of me oscillation transformer and associated antenna 
loading coils, lhe nature of the measures required to cope with the foregoing 
restrictions while handling the heavy currentS involved• is made more forceful
ly apparent. The larae 3-turn coil is the primary of the oscillation transformer; 
it was S feet in diameter, with a conductor diameter of I foot. Beneath a pro
tective shealh, the conductor consis~ed or many parallel strands of ht7endrabt 
"'ire laid spirally on the outside of an insulatin& helical form in such a way that 
all strands .. ere of equallenglh and described similar spiral paths, optimizing 

• On lhe First alternation of t~ oondemer diJCharae. the peak currem approaches 
E I X = 35.000 I 3.89c9000 amperts. 
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uniformity of current distribution and assuring a minumum of loss resistance. 
The secondary or antenna couplina coil is visible panly within and toward the 
far end of the pnmary; it rode along a wooden rack on insulating rollers, and 
was fitted with a non-metallic screw and locking mechanism for adjustment of 
the coupling. 

&neath the coil and leadina off in the left back&round for branching to the 
gap and condenser bank in other rooms, the interconnections take the form of 
a parallel-strip tran<mission line, althou&h that was not the terminology oftbe 
day; it was then called a return circuot of para lid conductors. By virtue of the 
large area and relatively close Sp8CIOJ or the COnductOrS, the line has the 
sought-for attributes of low resistance as well as low inductance. A line con
figuration similar to that shown on Fiaure 2.S was maintamed throughout both 
circuit branches up tO the points of connection "ith the gap and condensers. 
The conductors "ere made of copper map 0.25 inch thick and 24 inches 
wide; " if it be permitted to scale the photograph to obtain the conductor spac
ing or 8 inches (and once more allude to t.he footnote on page 41), it can be 
shown, either through the familiar transmission-line approach or by applica
tion of a parallel-conductor inductance formula " more likcly to ha,•e been us
ed by the destaners, that the line inductance was equivalent to O.llj.LH per run· 
ning foot. The dimensions of the primary coil indicate that its contribution to 
the 22.7 ,uH total circuit inductance was about 9 ,uH, leaving a remainder of 
some 14 ,uH for the stray or interconnection inductance. A line length cor· 
responding to 14,uH. a little over 100 feet, appears commensurate with inter
connection distances consistent with the size of the apparatus. A provision for 
changing the conductor separation alona portions of the line, by repositioning 
insulator clamps. was the means of adjusting the primary resonant frequency 
after installation. to compensate for the Inevitable small departures in 
characteristics of the circuit components. as constructed, from their design 
values. 

Largely because of gap and other primary circuit losses associated with the 
relatively long conduction time of the gap (22 primary cycles before quen· 
ching). the measured transmitter efficiency" from transformer input to amen· 
oa terminals did not exceed about 38°/t. At full input, accordingly, the power 
delivered to the antenna was approximately 110 kW. 

The 300-kW rotary-gap uansmiuers at Carnarvon. augmented in 1917 by a 
single 2SG-kW timed-spark continuous-wave transmiuer, remained in service 
u.ntil installation of duallOO-kW Alexanderson alternators in 1922." 

Ul. f HE QUENCHED GAP 

The quenched gap had tiS ortgm on the efforts of Prof. Max Wien of the 
Pbysieallnsmute of the Umver5oty of Danzig to develop for measurement pur
poses a source of oscillauons wnh the h&)ltest possible damping-i.e., he was 
seeking the closest possoble approach to an ideal signal generator with the 
means then at hand. In the course of an expenmental investigation, Wien 
discovered tn t906 that tf the spacin& of the spark gap in the primary circuit 
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Fia. 26. Telefunken 
I.S-kW shipboard 
transmhter. 
Photo: 

AEO· Telefunken 

was reduced to a 'cry small >alue, about 0.2 mm (0.0079 inch), the couphng 
waves produced under the conditions applying to Figure 4 were virtually com
pletely suppm-'Cd, and a >ingle ... ave of much narrower frequency spread ap
peared in their stead . He abo correctly CAptained that the sinal< "a'e came 
about beau;e of the 'Cf} rapid increase in the re.istance of such gaps as the 
current neared 1ero, rcsulung in clltinction of the spar I. at the first null in the 
primary oscillations. The energy having been completely transferred to the 
secondary at this poont, the latter circuit was left free to oscillate "with tiS own 
osctllation period and damping" .•• Although his own interest lay chiefly in 
laboratory appliCtltions, Wien wru; quick to recognize and point out the value 
of this method for large-scale use in wireless telegraphy. 

The Gcscllschaft fuer Drahtlose Telegraphic, mbH (better known as the 
Telefunken company, after their trade name), was uniquely alert in ap· 
preciatiog the full worth of this discovery, and within two years of Wien's 
disclosure had made available commercial types of transmmers using quench
ed gaps in substantially the same form as that used in all later successful ver
sions.'' " Their form of construction is shown in the standard unit pictured at 
the top of thetran<miner assembly of Figure 27. The spar I. took place between 
the Oat-faced circular central portions of an assembly of copper discs, in
sulated from one another b) mica rings, and with boundary aroovcs undercut 
in the discs 10 confine the sparking to the eenual portion, thereby preventing 
damage 10 the iMulating rings. The flanged extensions between pairs of spark· 
ing diso provided for cooling by convection or by means of a >mall auxiliary 
blower. Wh.llc equally aood results were obtained witb either copper or silver 
electrodes, Telefunken gave preference 10 silver inlays for the sparking sur
faces. Spaclllg> of about 0.2 mm, as had been found Optimum by Wien, were 
retained in these gaps, yieldmg a breakdown voltage of about 1400 volts per 
gap section." An important feature of this form of construction is its inherent 
provision of an air tight enclosure for the sparkmg chamber, which retarded 
deterioration of the gap surfaces resultin@ from formation of oxides or other 
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contamination; afler an initial "seasoning" durin& the first hour of operation, 
the aaps provided hundreds of hours of trouble-free operation before cleaning 
b<came necessary. 

Although it is true that several other investigators (among them E. von 
Lepel. W. Peukm, and E. L. Chaffee) were working at about the same time 
with diseharaers resembling to some extent the Wien·Tclefunken device, tbe 
accolade for the introduction of the quenched gap has properly been bestowed 
on Wien and Telefunken. • That none of tbe other types of gap were capable of 
as effective and trouble· free operation is abundantly borne out by the simple 
fact that none of them found wide application, whereas gaps of or paralleling 
the Telefunken design were soon and long in use throughout the world. Even 
more tO the point, the inventors of the other devices, working with direct
current power sources and very high spark frequencies, at least initially believ
ed that they were producing continuous waves. •• It wa> Wien alone who im
mediately grasped the true concept of operation in the quenched mode. Wien's 
contribution is aptly summed up in the followin& editorial comment appearing 
in the January 14, 1910, issue of The Elecrricion, the same issue which featured 
a lengthy article devoted to the Peukert gap: 

" .... allthese devices are purely developments of Wien's ingenious 
method, which was, with the generosity of the true onvestigator in 
pure science, given free to aU tbe world. Still, from rhe patent point 
of view, there is no doubt that the situation is hkely to prove in
teresting tn the near future." 

To Wien is tO be attributed not only the origin of the quenched gap, but also of 
the underlying principle that rapid quenching of the primary oscillations is the 
key to high-efnciency operation in a spark transmiuer. This principle applies 
regardless of the type of gap employed, and in fact defines one of the re
quirements for optimum gap performance as listed on page 32. For these con
tributions, Wien well merits a prominent place among those principally 
responsible for the advancement of spark transmission. 

The decepuvely simple construction of the quenched gap give< lillie hint of 
the complex phenomena involved in its close•to-ideal operation during the 
discharge, which brings in aspects of gaseous or plasma conduction not 
thoroughly understood even at the present Lime. In simplified terms, it is 
generally accepted"·" that effective quenching, which depends on the rapidity 

• R. Rt!'ndahl ofTtlcfunken also antroduc«i the termJ. (soon UMI\C'f'f>lll)' adopttd) ''Q\lot'n• 

ched sparU .. and ••quenched gap'• . .a Wien had rcrerrcd 10 hi\ <parb <Imply 8$ "hi!is
in& dbcharacs'' (li<>chende Entladungeo). 10 

... Thi~ betiC't wa.!i undoutxedl)• a .sincere one. Since there \\aJI no convenient and stable 
CW oscillator yd &.\•aiiGble for ch~k..in& the character of the wa\'" by ht"terodyne delev 
hC>n (and Rraun tube techniQues were i1' a primitive sta.ac), if WIJ\ ucemely dirricult to 
dhdnau15h .. pure CW" rrom a sig,naJ <.'Onshtln.g or a ,\(fits or lnoohertnl LiJhil)'
dampcd wo ... c trains occurrins. at a SUpc1·audtble rate. 
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Fig. 27. Later modification of 
primary circuit, Tdefunkm I.S-kW 
transminor. 

Photo: A.C. Goodnow 
(by pumusion in Deutsches 

Museum, Munich) 

with which the initial heavy ionization can be swept away as the gap cuncot en
velope reaches zero, i.s accomplished in the quenched gap to a small extent by 
direct recombination of the ions, but mainly through absorption of their 
charges at the surfaces of the electrodes. The time required for surface ab· 
sorption varies as the square of the distance between the electrodes; thus 
deionization takes place 100 times more rapidly in a series of JO gaps, each 0.2 
mm long, than in a single gap spaced 2 mm. • This effect, optimized by the 
large area and relatively low temperature of the electrodes, was responsible for 
the unique ability of the quenched gnp to provide cffecth·e quenching at wave
lengths even as low as 200 meters. 

A. Shortwuc Applications 

In 1908 the first installation of a Telefunken SOO.Hz quenched-spark 
transmitter, rated at l·k W antenna PO"'"'. was mude aboard ship ... As a result 
of the immediate success and acceptance of this traru;miuer. the Telefunken 
company utilized the quenched gap in all its subsequent spark transmitter 
designs. The gap shown in Figure 27 is one of a series of Telefunken standard 
gaps, an asS<Ombly of 8 gap units in series, with which clips were provided for 
shorting out individual gaps (low-pawer operation, when desired, was ac· 
complished by reducing the number or gaps and lowering Lhe alternator 

• \«ore tbu 20 )'t'lls dapwd twrou IMaprik"''lbtbt) oftht pnnapleor \\ icn'sduccwcry 
._"2$ ftcOIJ'tztd In the I)O'Mo(f fl(ld (Of If(: iUIIPft.\'lJOn U'l IJr CUCUII·brahn. by mtanS 

oftbe ••()cion pld.·· Thll ~an errana~• of tn.tul•rd COPduc:tina 'aoes"tuda pt.r· 
tilioo ~art and pndy accdtnft iU C'"<IU'ICUOft, 4l 
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Fig. 28. Slaby·Arco transmitter, 1904. Photo: A EG· Ttlefunken 

voltage). Figure 26, reprodue<!d from Telefunken cataloa data of 1910, shows 
an arrangement of apparatus as it would be typ1cally installed aboard ship, 
featuring this aap in a standard transmiuer ra1ed at 1.5-lt\V oulputtotheanten· 
na. • The primary circuit of the Telefunken 1ransm111e" was supplied as a unit 
comaming the gap. the spark condenser (the two long Leyden jars below the 
gap), and primary coil, as shown toward the center in Figure 26. The primary 
coil was connected as an auto-transformer. with a tapped connection to feed 
the antenna series coil affixed to the wall; the latter was arranged as a 
variomcter for fine adjustment of antenna tuning arter preliminary lUning by 
means of tapped conne<:tions. The spark transformer and its adjustable 
primary series choke are shown at floor level to the left of the RF primary 
frame. Figure 27 is a photo of a later version of the primary-circuit assembly, 
on d1splay in the Deutsches Museum in Munich, in which the configuration 
was altered to facilitate a more convenient desk-top installation. 

to 1912. an qreement was reached bct.,ccn Marconi and Telefunken 
"·hereby each had aCCC>S to use of the patents of the other.'' This not only put 
an end to the lona period of contention relating to the coupled-tuned-circuits 
patents of Braun and Marconi, bu1 also opened the way for use of the quench
ed gap by the Marconi companies. Quenched gaps were extensively made use 

• Telefunken practice ~as w rate (rJ.nsr:nmer.s accordln& to the output power, "hereas 
lJritl&h and Amcncan rarlngs corresponded lo the ll'an•fonner Input; the 1.$-tW 
Tdcl\mken transmiUtt thus is comparable to a 2·kW American (lutnChed•spa.l'k 
transmitter. (In che 20's, new production havina: swuna over tO vacuum-tube equip. 
menl, 1 he more logkal practice of specifYinJ power in term~ of out put wa~ unJVcrsally 
edoplcd.) 
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of by the American Marconi company, probably initially on the specification 
of the U.S. Navy, for whom rwo designs of '()().Hz quenched-spark ~s were 
produced in 1913, opttarin& ar power levels of 2 kW and' kW, respectively." 
Also, in later commercial designs for shipboard use. such as the 2-kW type P-8 
1ransmiuer diJCussed in Section n:A above and illustrared in Ficure 12, quen
ched gaps were provided for normal service. 

The U.S. Navy appears 10 have been the catalysr in the introduction of rhe 
quenched gap 10 American commercial usage. ln preliminary tests in which 
most of the American and European manufacturers bad been invired ro par
ticipate in 1902, • the Navy had been particululy well impressed by rhe 
transmitters demonstrated by the German firm of Slaby-Arco; when in 1903 
the Naval radio sysrem firsr became operational, 47 Slaby-Arco transmitters 
(and 10 of other manufacrure) were in service aboard ship and at shore loca
tions." Figure 28 shows a 1904 installation of equipment built by Telefunken 
to the same design as the transmitters furnished ~o the Navy by Slaby-Arco. 
(The Telefunken company was formed in 1903 as an amalgarnarion of Slaby
Arco and Braun-Siemens-Halske.) The ser was powered by the Induction coil 
on the wall, and rhe cylinder-shaped ''energiting cir cuil" in rhe cenrer contain· 
ed the spark condenser, a fixed gap, and oscillation transformer. The 
wavelenath ranae was stated to be from "120 ro circa 1000" merers, and the 
disrance ranae 200 10 300 kilometers. As further developmenrs came 10 light, 
the Navy continually updated irs uansmiuers by modifications 10 increase the 
spark frequency and 10 improve the gap performance; amonc r.hese ehanaes 
was the introduction of rhe Telefunken quenched gap shortly afur irs ap
pearance in Germany." 

By the time lhe U.S. entered the first World War, rbe spark equipmenr 
aboard Navy ships consisted almost exclusively or quenched-spark transmit
ters, many of them buill 10 designs developed by the Naval Radio Laboratory. 
During the frantic period of shipbuilding starting 1n 1916 under the Ship Pur
chase Act, rbe Navy was charged with the procuremenl, mainrenance, and 
operation of rhe radio equipment on the hundreds of merchant ships newly 
built or raken over by the U.S. Shipping Board for wartime service." Most of 
the new ships were provided wirh 2-lcW quenched-spark transmiuers of the 
SE- 1205 type, • • which was identical to the transmiuer shown in Fiaure 29 wirh 
the excepllon that only rhree wavelength positions (and accordinaJy, only three 
or four anrenna loadin& eoib) were provided. These sers, manufacrured under 
Navy conrracl "irh only minor differences by the American Marconi Com
pany, Kilbourn & Clark, and the Wireless Specialty Appararus Company, re
mained in servtce lona afrer the war and were generally referred 10 as the 

• The M•rconJ imcrcm. unable at the time: to reconcile their polk)' of lt&~lna equipment 
with the N•vy's inJistence on outright purchase, elected not to cake Plrl in these 
demonstratk)ns. 

• • The lett en "SB" in a type num~r-afler lbe Burea\1 of Steam En&lnccrlna. the divi
sk>n encompu.t:ina NavaJ radio ~e~ivilies at that time- indicated a Naval L.aboratory 
des.i~D· ,., 
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FJ&. 29. 2-kW Navy Slandard Fig. 30. Braun plain·aap transmiucr, Nauen, 
quenched-spark transmiuer by 1906. 
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Photo. AEG· Trl~funken 
Co. 
Photo: The Antique Wireless 

Association 

"2-kW Navy Standard" transmitter. The quenched gap used in these 
equipments. while following the basic Wien·Tclefunken principle, was an in· 
novative departure in that each gap unit was a separate assembly, with annular 
silver sparking surfaces giving clearance for an insulated boh holding the two 
electrodes and the insulating ring together. Each electrode was provided wilh 
dual shm·copper cooling rms of large area, wbicb were rather more effective 
than the projecting Oanges of a stacked assembly. A further advantage of this 
construction was that should a gap become defective, only the affected unit 
need be dtsassernbted. As shown in Figure 29, a rack on the front panel of the 
Navy Standard transmiuer held a string of IS such gap units, with a switching 
arrangement for convenientlY varying the number of units in circuit. 

B. Station POZ. l'lauen 

Buill by Telefunken in cooperation with the German governmem, Nauen 
was the nagship station for Telefunken activities, where many new 
developments were proved in, later to be duplicated for service in other pariS 
of the world. The history of progress at this one station thus gives a review of 
practically the entirety of Telefunken's many contributions to the art, in· 
eluding the rullelt realization or the capabilities of the quenched gap. 
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I. The 1906 Transmitt£r 

Pre-dating the emergence of the quenched gap from the laboratory, the 1906 
uansminer has no direct bearing on quenched-gap operation. Representing as 
it does. ho~>e~r. the best engineering practice prior to the development of 
either rotary or quenched &aps. and almost unique in that data concerning 
details of its de~ign are still aoc~ible, it can "en sene as a basis for com
parison in defining the degree of improvement brought about by the adoption 
of superior devlct1> to replace the primitive fixed gap. Figure 30 shows a por
tion of this first transminer at Nauen."· » a Braun design employing tuned 
coupled circuits, and oper:uing with an input of 20 kW on wavelengths in the 
vicinity of 3000 meters. In the audio-frequency circuit, it applied the resonant
transformer technique discussed on page 30. Two open-core chokes, visible at 
the lower right in Figure 30, were the means of resonating the primary circuit 
of the spark transformer (four paralleled open-core units of similar ap
pearance to the chokes, installed in line with the latter but out or the picture) 
with the power supply frequency of SO Hz. The large bank of Leyden jars, 360 
in number. composed the spark condeoser: the jars were arranaed in a series 
connection of 3 aroups of 120 paralleled jars. each of 0.0 II p. F capacity. for a 
total capacity or 0.44 p. F. Almost surrounded by the condenser bank is the 
oscillation transformer; surmounting the coil assembly is the fixed gap. The 
gap consisted of two circular zinc rings 20 inches in diameter. The sparking 
distance was set at about I inch, so that sparking was inhibited until approach 
of the voltaae peak accompanying completion of s alternations (or 2 Iii cycles) 
of tbe po"'er supply voltage (cf. Figure 8). yieldin& the very low sparking rate 
of 20 sparks per second. The condenser cttargin& voltage at this point had risen 
to about 60 kV. 

The ionization in a fixed gap is so persistent that not only does the gap con
tinue to conduct throughout the entire duration of each wave train (RF perfor
mance as in Figure 3), but also it is unable to interrupt the audio-frequency 
current, already beginning to grow during the spark. except through an arc
stretching process similar to the action of a ball safety-gap. Many lixed gaps, 
unlike that of Figure 30, were set horizontally to aid this function. Wide spac
ing were requir«< to prevent the conrinuance of a confined uhot arc" which 
would bring operations to a halt by precluding funher condenser charging-to 
the accompaniment of an eurcise of overload relays and circuit breakers. The 
distinguishing characteristics of fixed-gap operation, besides low efficiency, 
were the neceuity or using a relatively high voltage. to permit a wide gap spac
ing, and of using a low spark repetition rate, so that the growth of the audio 
current was slow enough to permit the gap to interrupt the arc. 

From the re<:el\er standpoant. the use of a low spark frequency was not at all 
disadvantaaeous at the outset. when the detector in common use was the 
coherer: on the contrary, the higher energy per wave train was an advantage. 
The received signal corresponding to one spark was all that was required to 
enable the coherer 10 reaister a Morse dot: if the coherer had insufficient sen
sitivity to respond to one wave train, it would also be oblivious to a series of 
wave trains. Similarly, coherer response to two or three wave trains was suffi
cient ror regiStration of a dash. But following the development of more sen-
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sit.ive detectors (electrol:;tic, magnetic, Flemina-valve, and crystal), all of 
which produce on aurally-interpreted response, the introduction of bigber 
spark frequencies became an uraent matter. The sensitivity of the ur, and 
more panicularly of telephone beadseu, is very low at frequencies below 50 
Itt; the sensitivity in combination reaches a ma.ximum in the rqioo of 800 to 
1000 Hz. Effons to operate fiXed gaps at hisher spark repetition rates, even 
well below th1s ranae. were uniformly unsuccessful at power levels exceedin& a 
few tens or watts. 

The performance of the first Nauen transmitter was typical of the optimum 
possible throuah use of a fixed gap; significantly, the overall efficiency 
(transformer input to antenna) was only IS to 20%, with a fair portion of the 
losses oceuring in the gap itself. At best, the power reaching the antenna was 
about 4 kW. 

2. The 1909 Tran~mlrter 

By 1909, Telefunken had carried the development of the quenched-spark 
system well for,.ard , and the Braun transmitter was replaced by the 35-kW 
quenched-spark equipment"· » shown in Fi&ure 31. The lectern-like structure 
to the right housed 6 quenched-gap assemblies, each havina 14 gap units in 
series; a blower within the stand drew a small now of air through the bottom 
and discharaed it past the Oanges of the saps for coolina. The spark con
denser. consistina of 36 Leyden jars of the same type as used in the previous 
transmitter, was arranged in a 6 x 6 series-parallel connection, resulting in a 
total capacity of 0.01 l~f, the$allleas that of a sinalejar. With a series connec
tion of 6 groups rather than 3, the voltage ratina of the bank was doubled as 
compared to that of the earlier installation, which as noted on page 61, bad 
worked at 60 kV . Progressively toward the forefront from the condenser bank 
are shown the oscillation transformer, an additional primary series coil, and 
the antenna loadina coils. The latter three units were enclosed in wooden 
cabinets provided with plug-actuated connecting posts by means of which the 
wavelenaths of 2000, 2500, 3000, and 4000 meters could rudily be selected. In 
recognition of the need for a high spark frequency for optimum results with 
contemporary r=iver charaaeristics, a sparking rate of 1000 Hz was chosen; 
a 60-kW, SOO.Itt alternator loeated elsewhere in the budding fed the spark 
transformer, which "'as placed off to the right of the equipment pictured. 

It was broU&ht out on pageS I that the behavior of the rotary aap is such that 
a limitina practicable discharge voltage is encountered at hiaher power levels. 
There is a corresponding limit for the quenched aap; but it is a lint.it.ing value 
for the current rather than the voltage. The current-handlina capability of the 
quenched gap cannot be increased indefinitely by increasln& the size of the 
electrodes because of two interrelated factors: the difficulty of effecting 
uniform cooling if the thermal path becomes too long, a.nd a tendency of the 
spark to concentrate at hot spots if they are permitted to develop, resulting in 
destruclion of the gap. (Parallel operation of gaps was not feasible, since the 
first to break down would drop the voltage on others in parallel, and they 
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would fail to fire at all.) As a consequence, in the reach for higher powers with 
the quenched·gap system, the primary-circuit currents "ere remicted to 
moderate increase>. while the condenser-charging voltaae. were raised to very 
high values. 

Because the breakdown voltage of an individual gap at optimum electrode 
spacing is on•ariant, the number of gap units required in the total series string 
also increases on proportion to the voltage. The resulting increase 10 gap 
resistance does not. ho.,.ever, bring about a decrease in efficiency. For exam· 
pie, let a case be considered in which it is assumed that the voltage is doubled 
in doubling the po"er, with no change in other parameters including the cur· 
rent, spark frequency, and wavelength. In this case, the gap resistance, and 
hence the gop los~ with current unchanged, likewise doubles; the gap efficiency 
remain• the same. An extension of the hypothetical example further makes 
clear a characteristic difference in the nature of other primory-eircuit com
ponents in higher powered quenched-spark transmitters 0.1 compared with 
their rotary-spark system counterparts. In order to maintain the primary cur· 
rent unchanged at twice the voltage, the reactances of the primary coil and 
spark condenser are also doubled; i.e., a coil of twice the inductance and a 
condenser of half the capacity• are ca!Jed for. In short, as the po"'er ra11ng is 
increased, the primat}·circuit impedance lexel in the quenched·spark system is 
steadily mcrcasma. in contrast to an ever decreasing kvel in the rotar)·spark 
S)l')tcm. 

It is difficult to unearth sufficient data to illustrate "'th euctitudc how the 
above considerations determined the design specific81ions of the 3S·kW 
transmitter; with re>pect to the condenser-charging •oltage, for in<tance, one 
authority" stntes "The current (sic) .... is transformed from 440 vo1t1 to SO,OOO 
volts by means of an oil transformer .... " without specifying whether. as is 
usual in transformer ratings, the SO kV is an rms value; if so, the maximum 
value of the non-sinusoidal secondary voltage, which is the condenser charging 
voltage. rises to a considerably higher value as in Figure 13. Oy another ap
proach, the probable value can be aproximated with • reasonable degree of 
credibillty. In Figure 31 it may be seen that four of the gap assemblies are con· 
nected in circuit, and two are in spare status; there were thus S6 active gap 
units at the time the photo was taken. With a breakdown voltage of 1.4 kV per 
unit, the indicated condenser voltage before discharge is about 78 kV. In fur· 
thcr suppon of this value, the energ)' per discharge as related to the kno"'n 
capacity of 0.011 p.f becomts O.S X 0.011 X 78 ' = 33 "81l·setonds, cor
respondins at 1000 sparks per second to a condenser input po"er of 33 I<W. 
This approximation correlatts fairly well with the some.,.bat higher condenser 
input that would be required to deliver 3S kW to the antenna after circuit 
losses; hence it becomes clear that the sparking voltage was in the 
neighborhood of 80 kV. 

• The roeray ptr chatac s1ortd in the spark condenser. proportional to the tq\lilltt of 1hc 
voltaae. is approprialtly doubled ~ilh Lwice the \Ohage and hal f the capachy. 
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Fig. 31. Telefunkrn 35-kW 
qurnched·spark transmiuer 
station POZ, Nauen, 1909. 

Photo: AEG-Telejunken 

The u.c of a hig)> spark frequency bas distinct advantages from the view· 
point of transmitting plant design, as well a> with respect to receiver 
characteristics. Considerable imerest was aroused" in 1909 by a comparison 
bet,.(Cn the condenser bank of the new transmitter. with only 36 Leyden jars, 
and that of the previous ~ransmittcr, in which, even though it had operated at 
less than half the input power, 360 jars "ere required to transfer the power 
from the Af to the RF circuit. (A more proper comparison is afforded by the 
40: I capacity ratio.) The wonderment was littl< diminished by the simple 
nature of the explanation: the old condenser had b(Cn charaed only 20 times a 
second, wherca; the new one was recching 1000 charses per second. With 
more frequent trips to the well, one might say, a smaller bucket suffices to get 
an even larger daily water supply into the bouse. In transmitter primary cir· 
cuit>, advantage may be taken of the choice offered by the lesser energy per 
discharge to reduce the peak voltage or the peak current, or bot h in varying 
degree. to ucommodatt best Ute gap capabilities or restraints on the design of 
othct circuit component>. With respect to antenna >Ystcms, the advantage of 
increased spark frequencies• is the reduction in peak voltnses, enabling a given 
antenna to operate at a greatly increased po"er without encountering insula
tion difficultic;. 

A most sianificant feature of quenched-spark operation, bricOy alluded to 
on paae 56, is the high value of RF primat) circuit efficiency achieved, by 
reason of the \Cry rapid quenching; operating conditions correspond to those 
of Fiaure 5, rather than those of figure 22. Inasmuch as the initial value of the 
primary current, regardless of its duration, is determined almost entirely by 
the condenser voltage and the primary circuit reactance, the more quickly the 
current can be terminated by close coupling to the antenna and early 
quenching, the less arc the primary circuit los•e•. The typical radio-frequency 

• Up lo the point wh(re lbe spark frequency is limiled iU very Ioili wavclens1htt by anl(n· 
na (Urtenl decay .. ime considerations. as distussed on pace 46. 
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Fig. 32. Telefunken 
IOO.kW quenched-spark 
transmitter, station POZ 
Nauen, 1912. 
Photo: AEG-Ttltfimktn 

circuit efficiency (from conden~r input to antenna) was reported"· " to be 
85'\'o, n value $eldom exceeded by the eiTiciency (from plate input to antenna) 
of modern high-power vacuum-tube transmitters. The overall efficiency"-" 
wa.~ about 75<\'o from transformer input to antenna terminals. 

The 35-kW equipment remained in service until it was replaced in 1912 by a 
100-kW ~: it was then dismantled and re-erected with minor modifications at 
the Telefunken station in Sayville, Lon& Island. 

3. Tht 1912 Transmitter 

A view of the main transmiuer room of the IOO.kW equipment"· ,. Installed 
in 1912 is shown in Figure 32. Prominent in the foreground are the tall second· 
ary bushinas or the spark transformer, wtdch, to facilitate a compact arrange· 
ment of the RF circuits, was installed In a lower-level room with only the top 
of its casing emerging here. Toward the left is the spark condenser bank, a 
doubly-stacked group of 32 oil-immersed glass-plate units rather than Leyden 
jars as used in the earlier installauons. The coil assemblies for the oscillation 
transformer (center rear of the enclcxure), additional primary series indue· 
tance (lcfl rear), and antenna load in& (to the right with only its switching con
tacts visible) were. as in the 35-kW transmitter, enclosed in "ooden cabinets. 
Switchma means on marble panels "ere pro,ided for altering the wavelength 
in several steps over the range from 3000 to 7000 meters: the coils also featured 
a va11ometer arrangement for fine tunlna. the adjustment or which was in
dicated by the horitOntal scales on the faces of the cabinets. All controls were 
actuated from the adjacent operatlna room. where the entire transmitLer was 
visible through a window running the length of the wall on the side from which 
the photo was taken. 

In tbe center of the room are four glass-topped structures. resembling 
museum cases, which housed the sap assemblies; each stand contained 8 
assemblies of 10 individual gaps in seri~. Through rectangular holes in the 
noor beneath the stands a now of air sufficient for cooling was freely directed 
at the open bottoms of the enclosures, and the tops of tho~ stands connected 
in circuH may be seen to be open for a free exhaust path. The four multi-



contact keying relays distributed on either side of the spark transformer func
tioned in its primary circuit. The sparking frequency of 1000 IlL having been 
retained in this transmitter, the spark transformer was fed by a soo-Hz alter
nator rated at 250 kVA, located on a lower storey along wnh other power en
trance and control equipment. 

This transmnter represents at the loo-tw outpw le\elthe peak of develop
ment of the quenched-spark system. Detailed information concanmg its elec
trical sp«ifica!lons has proven to be very meager!) available, for an extensive 
effort has turned up only one numerical item" in addition to its alternator 
rating, namely that the transformer secondary voltage was "75,000 to 100,000 
volts". • Despite the imprecision of these figures, it is apparent that the 
operating voltage is approaching levels at which another consideration 
becomes cogent: the onset of corona discharge on conductors, which not only 
causes losses In itself but also is destructive of adjacent insulating structures, 
sets an upper practicable voltage limit for any class of apparatus. The critical 
peak voltage for corona formation on a smooth, clean conductor, say I inch in 
diameter and spaced 3 feet from a ground plane (roughly applicable to the 
connecting leads in figure 32) is in the neighborhood or 160 kV under a'erage 
indoor conditions; and the value is lowered nearly in proportion where the 
radius of curvature is reduced, as in circuit connection details. The conclusion 
is warranted, then, that the Joo-kw output achieved is also near the ma.•imum 
feasible with the quenched-spark System. 

Again not properly in the category of electrical performance characteristics, 
the acoustic output of the gap assemblies was neghgible in comparison "'ith 
that of an equivalent rotary gap. The hissing sound of the quenched gap of a 
shipboard transmitter delivering 1.5 kW was well below a normal conversa
tional level. The sound of the 100-kW gaps, very likely comparable to the 
enhanced tea-kettle effect audible near a bank of large water-cooled power 
tubes, required no special means for its suppression such as those described on 
page 52 for usc with the rotary gap. 

The loo-kW Nauen transmitter was originally used for communication with 
a duplicate station in Togo, German West Africa, as well as with the Sayville 
station, on wavelengths near 6000 meters. Later a larger antenna, suitable for 
operation on 12,000 meters, was constructed in order to take advantage of 
lower signal·path attenuation on the longer wavelength. At this point, the 
antenna-current decay problem of figures 18 and 20 presented itsdf. As a 
solution enabling retention of the IOOO.Hz sparking rate. Dr. Alexander 
Meissner invented a method" of ignition and timing of the sparks to preserve 
the phase relations of Figure 18 .. during successive sparks, and the transmit
ter thus operated in the timed-spark mode for the remainder of its service life. 

• At in the lnscanc:e rercned to on paae 63, there l.s only the reA$0nablt pre~umption that 
these are: (as cuscomaril)' Slated) nns values, for which che correspondin& condenser· 
charaJna ¥Ohaa« arc substantially higher. 

•• With quenchtd-&aP opcrauon, howe,•er. the pnmary-current durQJion clmc was mucn 
shoner chan ~hown In Fi&urc 18. 
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This was the last spark transminer to be installed at Nauen. Further 
developments were carried on with continuous-wave transmitters employing 
high-frequency alternators and Alto frequency-mt.itiplying transformers, with 
which as early as 1916 an antenna power of IOO.kW had been attained."' 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Among the reasons for the obsolescence of the spark transmitter, the one 

usually regarded as the most compeUing is that its relatively broad bandwith 
conflicted with a growing need to conserve spectrum space as the demand for 
additional channels made itself felt. Even without the pressure of increased 
spectrum occupancy, however, a move to continuous waves was inevitable in 
the unrelenting drive toward sufficient radiated power tO achieve unintcr· 
ruptcd 24-hour service over paths such as those between Europe and North 
America. Immunity to extremes of fluctuations in propagation conditions was 
a goal which was not fully reached with spark systems. The diverging paths of 
circuit design in the conventional quenched and rotary·spnrk systems, leadil18 
to use of apparatus of such contrasting appearance as that of Figures 32 and 
25, co\Cr&ed uilomately in one respect: both systems "'ere limited to an output 
level not much in excess of 100 k W. An illustration of their comparable effec· 
tivencss is afforded by the transpacific circuit of nround 1920, where by a 
chance combination of regulatory and commercial factors, Telefunken 
transmitters duplicating the Nauen design anchored the Japanese end at 
Funabashi, and Marconi transmitters after the Carnarvon design served at 
Kahuku, the relay point in Hawaii with which Funabashi normally com· 
municated. 

Along with the use of steadily increasing power, there was a continuing shift 
to longer wavelengths on the long-distance circuits. Both of these trends strain
ed the voltage capabilities of even the largest economically feasible antennas. 
Optimum antenna utilization in the conventional spark mode, from the stand· 
point of the antenna corona-voltage limitation, corresponded with the eondi· 
lion where succeedina antenna-current wave trains occurred with a slight 
overlap (as in Fiaures 22 and 23), insufficient to hamper efficient aap opera
tion in originatin& a new wave train, but suflicient to insure that no onterval 
with entirely neaJiaible current remained. But if a constant-amphtude wave is 
employed, rather than a sequence of wave trains decayina exponentially to say 
t!Wt of that amplitude, the rms values of volta&• and current are somewhat 
more than doubled . Thus for the same peak ' 'oltage the antenna can handle 
over rour limes the power in continuous .. wave operation. 

As noted in the descriptions of the Nauen and Carnarvon stations, by 1917 
Telefunken and Marconi had achieved antenna powers of about 100 and ISO 
kW, respectively, usina differing implementations of the timed-spark concept 
for production of continuous waves, albeit with some dearee of amplitude and 
random phase modulation. But because of contemporary advances with the 
arc and the high-frequency alternator, whereby superior reliability and the 
capability of much hiaher power levels were realited, timed-spark methods did 
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not come huo wide use. They nevenheless constiiUted perhaps the most 
remarkable application of spark technology. 

PresenHiay developments remain linked to and strongly dependent upon 
many of the principles uncovered and put to use during the spark era by those 
individuals who brought it into being: Marconi, Braun. Fessenden, Fleming, 
Wien, von Arco, and the others ... a long file extending back to Hertz, to Max· 
.,ell, and in turn to his predecessors. Even Thomson's 18S3 oscillator of F'lgure 
I is indispensable in modern radio sySiems-thoush now sans gap, and 
energized by transistors or tubes every cycle or half·cycle rather than over 
longer intervals for sparking. Workers of succeeding aenerations, enchanted 
with the view from the working level, are prone to forget those who carved the 
steps lending thereto. 
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ATWATER KENT EARLY RADIO DEVELOPMENT 

THE MAHOGANY AND METAL BOXF.S 

By Ralph 0. Williams, N3VT 
Orient, N.Y. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the time !hal the Atwater Ken! radio receivers changed from the 
relatively simple de!eclor-amplifiers 10 the docile lhree•dialers represen1ed by 
Models 10 and 12, broadcasting was growing rapidly as a social force in che 
United States. Three aspects of tllis developmenl deserve a closer look, since 
Atwater Kent saw this force as a significant ractor in his business srowth and 
market development. 

One important element in 1923 was the remarkable chan&e in the nature of 
the programs which those Open Sets captured and played in America's living 
rooms. In that shon time the content of radio reception wen! from i1ems of 
only local concern 10 material of national interest. The impact of broadcasting 
was felt everywhere, as che living room ~e a cheater. a spons arena. a 
window-on·the-,.orld . For the first time, audience participa!ion carried much 
the sam< erno110naltmpact as auendance atlhe e•ents. This ne" reality, and 
the awareness chac che time was instancaneous. changed radio from an in· 
tercscing novehy 10 a new form of communication and a social necessily. 

While the art of programming was maturing, a second aspecc, the means by 
which highly regarded programs were aired, was also chansing. The concept of 
a network of scacions had been reduced to practice at about the same time !hat 
the Model 10 appeared, buc in the beginning only two or three stalions were 
tied togelh<r. During 1923 and 1924 the technology of transmitting high quali
ty ma1erial 1hrough wired circuits between distant cities had devtloped co the 
point thac a network of 22 scations, stretching from New York to San Fran· 
cisco, brought a major campaign speech by Calvin Coolidge to ch< inlerested 
nation in Occober, 1924. 

Tb< thud eltm<nc of broadcasting which changed Significantly during che 
brief time period of chelifnime of the Atwater K<nt open seu was che mann<r 
in which the medium was financially supported. In the be&!Ming broadcasting 
was insmucional in nacure. Owners of most stations con,·eyed cheir product 
messages but did not make a practice of using their facilities to advertise some· 
on< else's offering$. Scacion owners operated thtir equtpmtnl in the "public 
interest", e.a .. conce:ns, church services. and lectures; but i1 was not 
customary to accept monetary compensation for the air cime. Of course, when 
che station was owned by a department store or an electrical equipmenc 
manufacturer, it was used for advetlising; but the fine point was that cime was 
noc sold to an ou1sider. WEAF, the t<ehnically superior station owned and 
operated by th< Am<rican Telephone and Telegraph Co., was the pioneer that 
broke with the owner-only tradition by renting !he use of the sta1ion 10 
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organizations that had messages to convey, but did not want to be in the 
busineu or operating a radio station. 

Looking back to the inception of paid radio advertising and studying the 
material written at the time, the idea arises that a moral iuue was involved. 
There seems to have been a signiftcant number ohhoS<: intere<ted "ho felt that 
the radio spectrum was public property and was not to be u$Cd for pri,atc 
gain. Purists declared that institutional advertising was wron& and wanted full 
governmental ownership of all broadcasting facilities. Such an approach was 
implememed in s.:•eral European countries where the post office took over all 
forms of elecuical communication. 

In direct opposition to this view were those who believed that making money 
by tbe use of radio was no different than using wires, as was done with the 
telegraph and telephone. There was a pr~dent for this view in the operation 
of the wireless message services. and historically, In America, individual in
itiative and development was the accepted approach to any new art or 
technolo&Y. 

The solution lay in the ready acceptance by the radio audience of programs 
who$C ultimate object was to innuence the listeners favorably toward the pur
pose of the sponsor. Popular opinion, operating in the mar let place with 
limited governmental intervention, curbed the potential excesses and shaped 
the practices of broadcasting in the United States. The manner or the develop
meat or this an form during the middle 1920's illustrated the •ita! American 
tradition or balancing private gain against the public interest. 

CIIANGES IN THE AMERICAN !lOME 

Thc.e changes in broadcasting which were taking place, were, in turn, being 
strongly innuenced by the radio audience itself. "Radio" had entered the 
American horne to become almost the necessity that the motor car was 
recogniad to be. In the same way that wheels and roads opened vistas of the 
country by making private transportation easy, I he mange box in the living 
room was opening the minds or America to the awurene..s thai I he pcopl< of 
the nation shared common interests regardle:.s of "ealth, position, a<:~upation 
or locale. 

The pub he acceptance of radio bad its rever$C side, however. No longer 
would an expensive, capricious novelty be acceptable. The mange apparatus 
m the 1ivm3 room with its messy wires and incon>ement batteries had to go. 
Quality or production, conformal appearance, and ea.~ or operation were 
demands that receiver manufacturers had to mea if they wanted acceptance by 
the general market. More than one brand, particularly those aso;ociated .,;tb 
local craft-assemblers, disappeared because of these new cu<tomer demands. 

During the transition from the simpler setS to the lirst of the Model 10 
receivers, Atwater Kent had been sampling the radio receiver market through 
his automotive-electrical distributor organization. As the distribution of his 
radio receivers matured, be expanded his sales through music studios, high 
quality furniture stores and home furnishing outlets, always monitoring his 
product acceptance and the image that his company was building in the public 
mind. 
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Atwater Kont's market findings dictated the dire<:tion of his advances in per
formance, technical implementation, convenience and styling. Although the 
"box" in the living room was the "window" through which tho marvol of 
broadcasting streamed, it had to fit into tbo family miloau. The Open Sets, 
when introduccd, won a high love! of customer accoptance. They lookcd very 
much like ~pecial scientific devices, perhaps not radios, •ince no sterotype of 
"'bat a "radio" should look like had as )et emerged, but thoy were impressive 
instruments that ~vcd to give their owners a status in the li\tening communi· 
ty. At f~rst, tbe dhtincti'e appearance of the breadboard~ was the hallmark of 
having embraced wireless as a ne" way of life, but after a year or two that 
same quality became a disadvantage because it was so hard 10 integrate. 
Worse, when it came to housekeeping, the cleaning and polishing oft he Open 
Set became an onerous chore. 

When a product ~uch as a radio wears out and must be replaccd, and when 
the technoloay it accesses advances at a rapid pace. the question of what the 
replacement should look like arises. Will the style conform and endure with 
only minor chanae<~, like certain designs of living room furniture? Or will the 
replacement be so different in it\ styling that tho original will be unacceptable 
because it has become old·fa•hioned? 

By late 1923 recei'er technology no longer forccd stylina revisions in ap
pearana:. further, if tho radio had been well aca:ptcd in the living room, the 
listener did not demand major changes in what the new one lookcd like. 
However, Kent did not feel that the unique, striking appearance of his Model 
10 would continue to attract customers at the growth rate he "antcd 10 main
tain. To hisesthetic sonsibility the Open Sets really looked like "radios", but it 
appears that the business man in him could see that the products would not in· 
crease his image and lead to the sales expansion he required 10 keep the money 
coming ln. Styling trends at the time were turning away from complexity, and 
while the age of art·noveau and art·deco bad not yet appeared, a simpler styl· 
iog did seem tO mean increased acceptance. 

Because the three-dial receiver had solved the burning questions of selectivi
ty and interference, at least temporarily, Kent's purpose in introducing a new 
line was purely 10 toke advantage of styling improvoments. Blooding the<e 
ideas led to the Model 20, a very effective combination of unchangcd, proven 
circuitry stylcd in a radically different embodiment. 

THEMODEL20 

The survrval rate of radios from the 1920's to the present, the mrd-1980's, 
measures t\\0 factors about the radios. One is the number manufacturcd, and 
the second" quahty. If a grven radio was a good performtr, 11 stayed in service 
longer and had better protection from replacement and the ravages of chang· 
ing custpms. 

The Modcl20 Atwater Kent receiver, particularly the first model, No. 4640 
(Fig. 21),• Is the radio that almost every beginning histOrian recognizes and in-

• Note: The fln1 lwcnty DtCturts or the Alwa.ter Kent radio ~lll are In 'Jhr A. W.A. 
REVIEW. Volume t. T11c uory continues here. with thC" illu.strat10m atartil'l& at Fi1. 21 . 
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Fig. 21. Model 20, No. 4640 

corporales in his collection. Their very high survival rate renects directly on 
the mid·twenties aeceptance of Kent's shift from his favorite Open SCI to the 
new style "'hich his acumen said would be the public preference. With the 
Model20, sales <tnd production continued to climb. Altogether, about 125,000 
open sets were produced ,.;th nearly balf being made at the <arne time the 
Model 20 was being introduced in late 1924 and early 1925. By comparison. by 
the end of its production in 1926, almost 200,000 "btg box" Model 20's had 
been made. 

Because the Model 20 is in so many collections, a detailed description of its 
appearance and circuitry is unnecessary in this anicle. Some less well· known of 
its characterlst lcs, however, may be of interest. One ~urprising aspect is reveal· 
cd by comparing the Model 20 and the last of the Model 10 line. No. 4700, 
sometimes called the "Model 10 Compact". Elt.'ctrlcally. they were idemical, 
even to the same circuit diagram and the same powtr and signal requirements. 
Mechanically, they appear to be quite different, but the arrangement of the 
tuoina dial~ is identical, and the spacing between them and between the radio 
frequency transformers is nearly the same. The transformers were smaller (two 
inches in diameter instead of three) and their alianment was different, but they 
were idenucaltn rheir electrical performance. 

The in1ri1uing point about all this similarity is that n prototype Modd 20 
was made and $Old before the familiar 'ersion was in full production. The 
transformers on the prototype (Fig. 22) were the same diameter as those of the 
Model 10. 3 mches, and they were aligned identically. A close examination of 
the transformers and the mounting brackets re,·cals scribe marks, suggesting 
chat the tuners were made in the model shop. The author conjectures that the 
new, smaller transformers were difficult to design and produce with the same 
inductances, turns ratio, losses and strays as those in the Model 10. The time 
that had been allocated to meet the production and marketing deadlines (and 
possibly Mr. Kent's patience) became short, so tho larger coils were used tern· 
porarlly. 
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Fig. 22. Prototype Model 20 Panel 

Another peculiarity of the prototype 20 was the nameplate. It was the one 
used on the fivc·tube unit produced for the Model 5. Again, this might have 
been the result of a production delay in the etching shop, but a more likely ex
planation is that the non-standard nameplate was the company internal identi
fication of the prototype 20, which was instantly recognized by the dealers but 
would not have offended the customers. It could be argued that a nameplate 
with a different market color or a different sc:rial number $<:(1uence could have 
provided the separate identification, but then what \\Quid have been done with 
those old Modo! 5 nameplates? 

Work on the deSiifl of the Modcl20 must have started at about the time that 
the first Model 10, No. 43«<l, was current. The basis for this conjecture is that 
the big 20 and the first 10 were equipped with binding posts for conn<eting the 
power sources, but all subsequent IO's had power cords. This idea connicts 
with the thought that the radio-tuner design appears to derive from the last 
Model 10. A possible explanation may come from the feature that 
distinguishes Atwater Kent's wood box sets from nearly all of their contem
poraries. the steel front panel. 

If the design of the Model 20 had been started at the time of the cordless 10, 
and if the steel panel made the design of the tuned stages dil'l'icult, work on the 
small coils would have been going on in the laboratory when onhogonal coils 
were introduced in the later Model IO's, such as the 109 and IOC. Work on 
their transformers would have displaced the design or the smaller coils and 
delayed their introduction still more. Geuing uniform st•se gains over tbe 
broadcast band while mamtaining selectivity and avoidins regeneration had 
al"ays been a dtrficult, cut-and·try process, whtch was grossly affected by 
remo•ios the condenser cans and mounting the condensers on the steel panel. 
The laboratory people assigned to this design task must have been under great 
pressure, since the general mechanical design, production planning and 
material ordering "'ent on in the ordinary course of affairs. However, the RF 
design was finally accomplished and it was very successful, since it survived all 
the way into 1 he Model 30. 

With his strona mechanical-technology background, Atwater Kent was ever 
alert for ways to improve his products through the use of new materials, or by 
using standard materials in new ways. His exposure to the mnomobile indus-
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tty, occasioned by his successful tine of engine-cla:trical products including ig
nition systems, 5taners, and generators, and his continuin& friendships with 
people in that bu\iness, led Kent to apply their experience and methods to his 
radio manufacturing. Two major dcvclopmenu tn automoll'e manufacturing 
in the mid 20'; were potentially valuable; machine assembly and steel shaping. 
Of the t"O· Steel shaping, tbe means by which the major structural carrier of 
the radio ,.as formed from sheet metal, was the more imponant. This steel 
"carrier". Iacer to become kno\\11 as the '"chassis", enabled progressive 
assembly along a line by operators at ftxed work stations. As the increasingly 
complete assembly was carried past each station, the operator would install his 
particular subunit on the main panel. 

Introduction of the Model 20 metal panel with its L-shapcd, spot-welded 
subpnnel was a milestone in the manufacture of radios in the 3-dialer days. 
Few other manufacturers used steel as the main body of their radios. Stewan
Warner, Grimes, and Clcartone employed steel panels but used brackets to at
tach a phenolic sub-panel which in tum carried the tube sockets. The Atwater 
Kent steel panel assembly carried the tuning condensers, the tube sockets, the 
audio suba<sembly, and the controls; in shon, all the components. 

It i5 easy to visualitt the assembly tine. At one end, the pOinted panel staned 
its journey. Perhaps the first steps were the installations or the filament 
rheostat unn and the antenna switch. Then. because of the closeness of the 
major subanemblico, the by-pass condenser was mstalled, followed by the 
radio amphficr tube sockets. The tuning condensers. wnh their coils auached. 
were in~talled in the next few work stations. The last untt was probably the 
detector-two staae audio amplifier. Pan of the wtnna was attached to each 
unit before it reached the production line. Some or the wiring could then be 
finished at stations adjacent to the mechanical installation stations. There
mainder, those long wires that were run along the under side of the L-shaped 
shelf, were the last pieces on the nearly complete panel. After that, the finished 
unit went to the electrical test. 

OTHER MODEL 20's 

The b11 Model 20, with its crinkle-painted, brown steel panel enclosed in a 
dark brown mahogany cabinet, is generalh regarded as the best example of an 
early At,.11ter Kent table model receiver. Although that vcr<ton of the Model 
20 "as the predommant r<ttivcr made in the brand new Wissahickon Avenue 
factory durin& 192S, ~eral variations were also produced . One was the fully 
assembled and tested steel panel, not installed tn a cabinet but packed directly 
mto the sh1ppma carton, and identified as the "Model 20 Panel", Pan No. 
4670. This variant illustrates another interesung facet or the operation of the 
company; viz .. a response to the market demand for console radios instead of 
table models. 

Kent wa;, a strong entrepreneur. This quality extended over the many 
busines~ areas of his life, some of which have been identified earlier. The 
cabinet used for the big Model 20 exemplifies an area where his strong views 
became the dira:tion his company took. He liked plain, solid wood construe-
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Fig. 23. Model 24, No. 4920 

tion, particularly in household items that had to embody both utility and beau
ty. Ho "liS oqunlly emphatic on finishes, having a marked preference for 
carefully filled, hand-rubbed mahogany. More unponant, he foltthat a radio 
had to r<lato iu function and its form. AU of thoso prtroronces lod to ac
ceptance of tho plain table modo! set and the rojecuon of tho noor console. 

Dunns tho productton of tho early Modo! tO's, somo boards ..... made 
availabloto othor compani~ who marketed thorn tndepondontl)'. Customer ac
eeptanco "as modorato at ~t. with the result that Atwator Kont's pr<forenee 
to stay out of tho fumituro business was reinforced. A good compromise 
among these vtow~. while ~till making it possible to ~mple tho potential 
market. was to make the Model 20 Panel available to other commtrcial firm~ 
for assembly tntO consoles or other pieces of furniture, for ;ale through their 
own marketing channels. An example was the Pooley Company, a major fur
niture manufacturer in Philadelphia. 

Pooley had used the 108 and the IOC in large consoles that included a loud
speaker and accomodations for batteries. Only minor changes were needed to 
created a new console radio that was based on the Model 20 Panel Some 
present-day collectors question whether the Pooley Co. and At\\ator Kent were 
indepondent, $inee much of Pooley's advertising hca•ily emphasized the At· 
v.ater Kent name. The policy statement from one of Pooley'$ brochures 
clarifies this point: "The policy of the Poole)· Co. i~ to ;pecialile in a line or 
"ork in "hich they have no peer - fine cabinet making- and they lea•e to train
ed Radio Engineer; tht designing and manufacture of the Radio Equipment 
which is built into Pooley Radio Cabinets." 

TilE MODEL 24 

Another variation of the big Model 20 wM called the "Deluxe" and 
somelimes given the designation "Model 24" (fig. 23). Because il was based 
on a standard 20 panel, it was also referred to as a "Model 200". At lim 
glance. they appear identical, but closer examination reveals that the 
medallions and the milled-edgt escutcheon buuons were finished differently 
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Fig. 24. Model 19, No. 4880 

on the two seu. On the Model 24, both decorative elements as w<ll as the pull· 
switch handle wrre gold platM. 

For factory records and for billing, Model 24 had to have a separate pan 
number, so it was identified as No. 4920. The nameplate on the inside of the 
lid "as identical to the big Model 20, althou&h a special sequence of serial 
numbers may have been assigned to the several production runs that became 
the Model 24. The cabinet of the 24 was more ornate, havin& a molded ed&e 
top cover and a matching molded base. It was the first of the AK receivers to 
have feet instead of felt ;cratch pads. The popularity of the style seems doubt· 
ful, since the number of Model 24's produced was less than one-twentieth of 
the quantity of big Model 20's, and since the molded edges were not repeated 
in other wood box or the subsequent metal enclosed sets. The author conjec· 
tures that this version was an effort to sample the market; the result was a 
justification of Mr. Kent's views on styling. 

THE MODEL 19 

Some localities in the United States were more favorable for radio reception, 
and forth< "OX fan" a quiet location away from a population center was a 
mwt. The av<rag< listener, however, bad by this tim< become mort interested 
in program conttnt and was not inclined to sprnd large amounts of time and 
money tryin& to capture strange or distant stations. A location near a city 
where the signals from several favorite stations w<re strong and v.h<re selec
thity was not a controlling requirement meant that a radio with less capabitity 
than a standard 3-dialtr might be adequate. A receiver having only one stage 
of radio amplification and a tuned detector could provide satisfactory per
formance and at the same time save the listener some money. 

For these customers, Atwater Kent produced the Model 19 (Fig. 24). It was 
advertised in late 1924 for $90, when the big Model20 sold ror $ 100. The sty!· 
iog and design were based on the big Model 20. bolh mechanically and elec· 
trically, and like the big Model 20, it used the welded panel and shelf for in· 
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Fig. 2S. Model 20C, No. 7S70 

tegral strength, and binding posts for the power cable. However, the serond 
radio stage was omitted, and the overall width was reduced from 26" to 20''. 

The timma of the introduction. three months after the bi& Model 20. in
dicates that there "as no earlier prototype version. a tribute to the Rf coil and 
tuner de:.igo. since the coupling bet"een the antenna and detector coils was in
creased by removing the intervening stage. lkcause the Model 19 bears the 
same relation to the bia Model 20 that the !>lodei9C does to the IOC, there ap
pears to have been some market for an "economy"set. Model 19, Pan No. 
4830. was manufactured in 1924 and J92S. but lls production was limited, 
amountina to less than 6000 sets. Apparently, the market was not only small 
but fleeting. since no sinaJe-Rf-stage receiver was later offered in the Atwater 
Kent tine. 

THE MODEL 20 COMPACf 

In the development of the Atwater Kent receivers one concept recurs; it is 
the idea that smaller is better. The set identified as Part No. 4066 became 
ModelS by enclosing ali the circuit elements except the tuner in the S-tube unit. 
The Model 10 series became smaller panly by improved circuitry, and panly 
by simple space reduction. The use of the welded-steel panel on the Model 20 
brought about funher size reduction, this time in depth inStead of width. 
Although the big Model 20 continued the potenti:U for sizt reduction through 
more efficient mechanical design, the true benefit was revealed in the compact 
Mode120C {Fig. 25). It used :Ill the pans from the larger set, but enclosed them 
in a little less than one-half the volume. 

Several other changes were made in designing the Compact 20. The binding 
posts for power were replaced by a cable soldered In place. but more impor
tant, the operatina conditions of the power output stage were Improved. The 
type 20i A tube used was designed to operate at plate potentials up to 135 volts, 
even though the earlier sets had used only 67to 90 volts. For a aiven signal in
put at the grid or the last stage, increasing the supply voltaae would increase 
the output, but it also increased the plate curr~nt cxce;sively. Since ballery 
energy was the main cost of operating a radio in the mid 1920's, a &reatly in-
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Fig. 26. Model 20C, No. 7570 Chassis 

creased plate current was not popular. However, applying the proper amount 
of ifld bios sharply reduced the plate current without reducing the available 
output. At the .~ame time. the bias permitted a higher output before di~tonion 
became objectionable. Bias was applied to the l:m audio staac In the compact 
20 by brinaing out a <eparate lead from the secondary of its transformer to a 
tap on a "C" banery. 

The Model20 Compact was a very popular receiver. Altogether, nearly one
quarter milhon were made. They were started in i925 while the big Model 20 
was at the top of tU production and continued into 1927. The first production 
Compact 20 was Part No. 7510; more than 163,000 of th~ .,.ere made, all in 
1925. The main portion of the second production run of the Compact 20 Look 
place in 1926, dunng which a few more than 76,000 of !he new Par! No. 7960 
were aswnbled. The remainder, about 6,000 sets, "ere made in early 1927. 

Most of !he differences between the 1wo compacts were mtnor. One was io 
!he color of one of the wires in the pnwer cable; a blue C· wire on the No. 7560 
was green with a yellow tracer on No. 7960. Another was that the gold 
medallion on the front panel of the early set waschanged to bronze on 1hc later 
receiver. A third difference was a change in the moment circuit of 1he two 
audio tubes in the Inter set. They were fed through a 11xed resi~tor instead of 
the rheostat in common with the detector, as on the early version. These three 
were hardly worth mentioning, but a fourth was significant. 

Vacuum tubes for home use in the early 1920's were held in their sockets by a 
side ptn that engaged an L·shaped slot in the restraimn& cylinder (Fig. 26). 
Such a socket was substantially more expensive to manufacture than one that 
Bflpped the connection pins with spring clips. Therefore. the set makers 
prevailed on the tube manufacturers to increase the len&th of the connection 
pms enough to che room for the grippers. The desired Improvement was ac· 
complished by the change from the UV to the UX bases in mid-to-late 1925. 
The Compact 20, Pan No. 7570,1ike all the previous AK radios, was built with 
cylinder-type tube sockets. Part No. 7960. the later Compact 20, used shaped
spring contacts to grip the sides of the pins, thereby makin& electrical comact 
and also mechanically n:straining the tubes. The chanae was not reversible; the 
newer tubes could be u.~ed in both the old and the new sets, but the old tubes 
could be used on ly In the old sets. Such a limitation was unimportant to radio 
purchasers of the time: it only plagues coUectors who have limited supplies of 
201A's for restoration work. 
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Fig. 27. Model 21. No. 7780 Chu,is 

Ti l E MODEL 21 

During the early·to-mind 1920'~ the Tyi><' lOlA vacuum tube was develo!>C'd 
into a reasonably rdiable amplifier. However, it still had one drawback: the 
rechargeable battery required to light the filament. During the same period, 
another tube had been develo!>C'd to ease the problem. It v.as the T)'P" UVI99, 
powered by a series of three I ~ volt dry batteries such as the No. 6 ceU. While 
this tube required only 116 the amount of lilament current as the lOlA, it is 
doubtful if the cost of Oi><'ration "as lower, since dry battery costs were high, 
but they were much less mess> to use. Also. without the necessity of the fre
qu<nt recharging required by the wet cell batteries used with the UV201A 
tubes, radios with the UVI99's were more convenient to maintain in the home. 

To take advantage of this tube, in the summer of 1925 Atwater Kent in
troduced a compact receiver based on the Model 20; Model 21, Part No. 7780. 
It was nearly idemicalto No. 7570, with the main difference being the tube 
sockets, which were of the smaller site required for the smaller tubes (Fig. 27). 
The resistance of the filament rheostat wa1 increased to enable the reduction of 
the 4.5 volts from new baueries to 3.3 volts, the limit for fi lament voltage if 
the risk of emitting-surface-deactivation was to be avoided. Model 21 must 
have not had much ap!>C'al to customers since its total production as given by 
the factory figures was only 17,584 during 1925. The figures for 1926 show no 
production, only returns of 7,208. This indicates chat only about 10,000 Model 
21 receivers were put into household service, a very poor showing compared to 
the various Model 20's. Since no ocher radio using either UVJ99 or UXI99 
tubes was made by Atwater Kent, one as led 10 conclude that only RCA was 
wiUing to utilize that tYP" of tube, even with its advantage in reduced filament 
energy. 

THE ~OOEL30 

In the steady progress of makin& conservative, re~able, convenient radio 
rcceiv<rs, sc•eral major advances still remained to be achieved. One of these 
was single-dial tuning. The technology was within the sra>P of the high
precision manufacturers in 1925. The basic problem was to produce a suffi· 
ciently precise system to permit the ganllDS of the se•eral tuning condensers 
that "ere required for selectivity. The specific problem occurred at the high
frequency end of the broadcast band, where the unmeshed tuning condenser 
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Fig. 28. Model 30. No. 7950 

contributed only a >mall part of the total resonating capacity. Large variations 
in that small total capacity, caused by ' ·ariations in the circuit elements, would 
detune one or more stages in a ganged system and desen<itiu the overall radio 
circuit beyond ae«ptable limits. 

Condensers could be made very precisely so this factor was relath ely easy to 
control. Another pan of the problem "as in manufacturing uniform intcrst.age 
transformers. While this was a little more difficult than maktng condensers 
that "ere exact duplicates, it was accomplishrd wtth accurate coil-form pro
duction and careful operation of the coil-winding machinery. 

By using the same kind of precision for the d~ign and the wiring of the 
receiver itself, the set manufacturer could control the stray circuit capacity. 
The problem that remained was the variability in interelectrode capacity in the 
vacuum tube~ used as the radio amplifiers. Howevrr, by 192S the amount of 
parameter variation in the tubes sold by the Radio Corporation had been 
reduced to small fractions of the specified valued. Capacity changes from tube 
to tube were so small that interchanging them between stages or replacing them 
for reasons of wearout did not noticeably reduce the performance of the radio 
amplifiers in a ,ana-tuned radio. 

The n<e:essity of single-dial tuning was clearly recognit~ by At water Kent 
before all the mechanics were reducrd to practice. Comparison or Model 30 
(fig. 28) with the Compact 20 sbo"s bow the major changes mcorporatrd in 
the Compact 20 anticipatrd gang·tuning. The shelf that was welded to the 
front panel of the Compact20 to carry the tube sockets was easily "idened by 
2 Yi inches to carry another tube for the Model 30. It ,. as also made deeper by 
about 1/2 inch to move the sockets away from the front panel. A second panel 
was used to carry the three condensers, instead or moun tina them on the front 
panel, so they could be ganged with bands (Fig. 29). The second panel was 
fastened tO the shelf with screws so that it was spaced about 1/2 inch behind 
the front panel, and in the space a pulley was fastened to each of the condenser 
shafts. The pulleys in turn were banded together by phosphor-bronze loops so 
they turned as a single unit, with the shaft of the center condenser brought out 
through the main panel to give manual control over frequency selection. 
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Fig. 29. Model 30, No. 8000 Chassi~ 

Patent No. I. 668,1SS was issued to Atwater Keot in mid·l928 for this method 
of ganging. 

When Model 30 was introduced, radios were not built with excess gain that 
could be used to make up deficiencies in their circuitry or in the antenna 
system. Long, high antennas carefully coupled to the first amplifier stllge were 
still the accepted method of capturing radio waves. With all the different ways 
that radto fans built and maintained their antennas, and with the 11r0ng effects 
on circuittunona which the reactances of the different antennas had, gang tun· 
ing had to take special measures to keep the fm.ttuned amplifier working up to 
its capabiliti~. 

Some manufa~1urers ganged only the second and third tuners, lea•ing the 
ftnt tuner to cope v.ith the antenna variability. Other manufacturers incor· 
porated clutches on the tuner shafts to permit 'tweaking'. In designing Model 
30. Atwater Kent chose to use an i>olation tube to separate the antenna circuit 
from the tunilljl system, consequently reusing the entire tuning circuitry of the 
Compact 20 without change. The antenna was connected directly to the grid of 
the isolation tube with a return to ground through a close-wound choke. The 
output of the Jsolotion stage was fed through the primary winding of an in· 
terstage transformer which had the same characteristics as all the other tuned 
transformers. 

Atwater Kent went directly from the three separately tuned circuits of the 
Compact 20 tO the banded-gang of three condensers in Model 30. Since th
were orisinally taken directly from the big Model 20, it may be COnJectUred 
that part of the transformer-coil difficulty that led to produana the prototype 
20 in early 1924 was caused by trying to anticipate the design of sangable tun
ing circwts. The v.ord 'directly' is used to emphasize the point that the early 
work on the 20 series was so successful that the Model 30 was built using the 
same condensers, radio frequency transformers, orientations, and spacings ex· 
cept for the old antenna transformer. That coil had to be modofied slightly, 
because with the same orientation as it had on the Model 20, it had to be 
shortened by nearly 112 inch and rewound with smaller wire in order to fit into 
the mahogany box that first housed the Model 30 (Fig. 30). 

That particular mahogany box impels the author tO comment: Part of the 
fascination that keeps historians o f the radio an chained tO their studies is that 
every once in a while the artifacts will point to a human traltthat is shared be
tween the observer and the subject. Just such a qualitY is revealed by the cabinet 
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Fia. 30. Model 30, S«:ond Version 

of the 11m and second versions of the Model 30, which was also the one which 
was used on the Compact 20. Apparemly at the time the Model 30 was ready 
for introduction. Kent felt that the sales of Compact 20's would drop, leaving 
a substantial inventory or unused bo~es- It appears that Mr. Kent waJ as much 
of a saver as most of us are today. panicularly "ith our old AK pans. \1oSI 
collectors have heanbum over discardin& just one cabinet, especially if it re
tains the original finish. The author sympathizes with Mr. Kem. 

llccause they wer< not quite deep enough for the Mode130. the old cabinets 
were changed in two ways; recesses were cut in the rear wall for the coils, and 
the old antenna and around holes were plugged. New holes were bored in line 
with the untuned amplifier stage terminals. While the cabinet with its changes 
"as dramatic evidence or invmtory reuse, it was onl) one of sc•eral. 
Altogether. ther< were four versions of Model 30 reccivers, but only the first 
two used the Compact 20 cabinets. These were recognized by their nameplates 
"hich had yellow colored AK circles. The first of the two versions used up the 
cylindrical tube sockets from the Compact 20 stock, and was identified as Part 
No. 7950. The second used push-pin sockets and was identified 8$ Part No. 
8000. The parallel with the two compact 20's is strong enough to suggest that 
the idea of using up old inventory was a basic tenet in Atwater Kent's factory. 

The first tWO verSIOns or Model 30 were put into production in NO\ernber, 
1925, and weu talhed in the production rl8ures for 1926. Shonly thereafter, a 
third version was produced (Fig. 31) which merely replaced the old too-tight 
cabinet with one about 3/4 incb deeper. It was given a different nameplate, 
this time with an orange fill for the AK circle. The sockets were the same as 
those of the 2nd version, the push-pin type. Whether the part numbers men
tioned above followed the socket style or the nameplate color is problematic, 
because the published parts lists carry only Pan No. 8000 for all three ver
sions . The productton fiaures also Jumped thi~ version into tbe total count of 
99,000. 

MODEL 30A 

The 4th version, Pnrt No. 8000-A (fig. 32), wns substantially different in the 
mechanical design of its radio amplifier. The variation was not large enough to 
aenerate a new model number, but neither was it small enough to keep the old 



Fig. 31. Model 30, Third Version 

fig. 32. Model 30A, No. 800G-A 

one. A compromise rc~ulted in its identification as Model 30A. A new set of 
smaller coils and a new con>truction of condensers that were free of expensive 
bakelite east ings fonned the basis of the new design (Fig. 33). Because of the 
use of the new radio ampUfier design on subsequent sets, e.a., Modei3S, it will 
be described then. The rest of the Model 30A · the cabinet, the dettctor-audio 
amplifier, the aeneral performance, and the nameplate- remaoned the same as 
those in the 3rd •ersion. From the outside the Model 30A was quickly 
recognized by the larger medallion on the front panel and the way the rheostat 
unit passed throu&h a larae hole punched in the front panel. 

Available information on production quantities does not tabulate Model 
30A explicitly. Because of its introduction so late in 1926 (November), the 
author assumes that the production figures for 1927 implies the Model 30A. 
There may have been o few of the third version of the Model30 Included in the 
listed quantity, but the number must have been small. The 1927 quantity was 
21,500 radios, making the total of all the versions of Model 30 cabinet sets a 
few more than 120,000. In addition to the cabinet models, Atwater Kent pro-
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fig. 33. Model 
30A Chassis 

duced panel-only Model 30 sets that other manufacturers installed in comoles 
and other furniture. In all, about 39,000 Model 30 Panel sets wore made. 

THE MODEl. 32 

Between the production start-up times of Models 30 and 30A, another close
ly related receiver was added to the total sale; line. It was Model 32. Pan No. 
8270, introduced in May, 1926 (fig. 34). Model 32 had strona similarities to 
the lrd version of \1odtl 30, but it was more sensithe because another tuned 
radio amplifier staae had been added. The cabinet .,.as extended by 311 inches 
to 23!4 inches to gh·e room for the extra bakelite mounted condenser. It incor· 
porated four radio amplifiers and a detector, and all four of the interstage 
coupling transfomter> were gang-tuned. The big difference between this set 
and all the earlier ones was in the design of the radio transformer coils. On 
Model 32, the transformer coils were binocular pairs (fig. 35). 

Coupling between the radio amplifier sta&es in receivers as compactly built 
as the 30 series would have been predominant!) inductive. Reduction of that 
coupling was accomplished in the later Model IO's, the 20's, and the 30's by 
orienting the coils orthogonally. Another method was pan of the Neutrodyne 
system, in wbich the coils were inclined at a particular angle. Model 32 used a 
third method, binocular coils, where the field of one coil in a parallel pair was 
somewhat confined by the action of its mate. The result was thnt the external 
field several inches away from the pair was too small to cause difficulty in ad
Jacent pairs. Consequently, all pairs could be mounted on the variable con
densers without concern about their orientation. 

Fia. 34. Model 32, No. 8270 
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Fja. 3S. Model 32 
Cbwis 

Today, the calculation of binocular transformer parameters, e.g., field con
finement, coefficients of coupling of mated coils and of adjacent pairs, and ef
fective t11rns ratio can be done quite precisely using computer approximation 
techniques. Before computers, reasonably accurate estimates could be made 
using empirically established formulas, but in tbe mid· 1920's the only practical 
way to design binocular I ransformers was wiC:h experiments on real parts. The 
Atwater Kent laboratory wa~ a.~signed a bard problem in the deli&n of Model 
32's radio amplifier section. especially considering the four transformers. The 
people who solved that problem must have felt eood about their work when 
the destgn survi•ed into the day of the electric sen. 

Model 32 wu also produced in a panel-only version for wembly in cabinets 
or consoles not made by Atwater Kent. The total number of both versions, the 
cabinet and the panel sets, "as almost exactly 38,500, of which all but a few 
were made in 1926. The whole production run was completed in less c:han a 
year. At c:hc .arne time, other 30 series sets were being made in much larger 
quantities. ThiJ indicates that Model 32 was a specialty set offering the extra 
amplification that was most effective in rural locations where all stations were 
faint. With a Mrong station, c:he set must have been diflicult to control since 
the only means of signal reduction had to be either filament starvation or 
disabling the nmennn. 

THE MODEL 33 

During the development and early product ion of the single dial receivers in 
tbe first par\ of !he 30's series, several approaches to c:he nnlenno de\uning pro-

' 
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Fig. 36. Model 33, No. 8930 
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Fig. 37. Model 33 Chassis 

blcm were implemented. Model 30 used an isolation tube; Model 32 continued 
with the isolation tube and added a radio frequency amplifier. While this com
bination enabled the user to cover any situation, It was more expensive than 
n=ssary. Model 33 (Pan No. 8930, Fig. 36) utilited another method to solve 
the detunin& problem; eliminate the isolation tube and ~till retain the radio fre
quency antplification. A trimmer capacitor was added across the secondary of 
the antenna tranformer and a tap was made in its primary. With these two ad
justments most of the antennas used in the mid-to-late 1920's could be accom
modated. 

Model 33 used four tuned, binocular radio-frequency transformers, one of 
which used the tap for long or short antennas. OthtrWise they were identical to 
one another and very similar to those on Model 32. The three amplifier stages 
and the detector wrre tuned by newly designed ganged condensers that were 
similar to those used on the Model 30A. They were mounted on a L·shaped 
sub-panel about 20 inches wide which was screwed to a pair of brackets, which 
were in turn welded to the back side of the main pa.nel. This, too, was similar 
to the arrangement of Model 30A, but four inches wider. 

The shaft of the trimmer was brought out near the left end of the main 
panel. A small uncalibrated knob enabled the listener to trim the Model 33 for 
maximum sensitivity if that was needed. or to use the trimmer as a primitive 
volume control. The trimmer was a single plate that rotated alongside the 
stator of the first tuning condenser. 

Model 33 was introduced in May of 1927. By the end orthat year 70,000 had 
been produced, along with more than 38,000 of the panel •enion. Model 33 
was the last of the battery-operated, mahogany-box AK sets. It sucttssfully 
replaced the Model 30 series by providing more sensitivity with the same 
number or tubes at only a small diffttenee in price. It listed for $90, "hile at 
the same time the Model 30 sold for only $10 less at SBO. The year before, 
when Model 32 was at the top of the tine, Model 30 wa.> sold for SSS and 
Model 32 was listed at Sl40. 

Model 33 was successful in another way. It provided the basis for the other 
major development in radio operating convenience, house power instead of 
baucrics. No major changes except for tube types were required to adapt it to 
alternating current operation. Witb a power supply unit it reappeared in the 
Atwater Kent line for 1928 as tbe Model 36. 
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Fig. 38. Model 35, No. 8100 

THE MODEL35 

In telling of the development of Atwater Kent radio receiver~. the author has 
chosen to use a brief technical review of each set as it appeared on the scene, as 
a way to give order to the story. Where a major change in the technology of 
radio design or of manufaCturing capability took place, it has been illustrated 
by describing the ehonaes to the radio sets tbat were affected, e.g., gonging the 
tuners. Where a major change in the expectations of the scneral radio listener 
or in the content of radio prosramming came along, 11 too bas been related to 
the radios current at the time, e.g., spreading the broadcast stations across a 
wide spectrum. The effects of St)ling trends have been de<eribed when they 
became apparent, e.g., changing from the Open Sets to the simple mahogany 
boxes. 

In the fast-paced twenties, more influences like those above became strongly 
apparent in the American scene, and their near-simultaneou~ impact radically 
altered Atwater Kent's response to the whole new way of life called "radio". 
Model 3S stands us undeniable evidence of these extensive changes. For in
stance, during the late 1920's, there was an acceptance in the United States of 
machine-shaped steel that was almost a love affair. 

Tbe last pan of the decade was the time when automobile bodies went from 
coaches made with larae amounts of wood in their structures to large panels of 
contoured ~tec:l that were welded together to make complete bodies. It "as a 
time when stoves chanaed from cast-iron affairs that had been in vogue for 
cooking since women ~nell before their fireplaces to ranaes made of ~tamped 
Steel panels. It "as the time when the refrigerator with its dramatically shaped 
Steel compartment~ replaced the icc bo,. Without stamped, punched, shaped 
Steel none or these would have been available to change the way or life or the 
general public. Atwater Kent recognized that this tcchnoloay could and would 
be used to make a modern radio. 

The advances that were wrought in appliances and automobiles would not 
have come about if the public weren't ready for major changes in style. A 
revolution in clothes, in art, and in architecture was quietly taking place. 
Radios in wooden boxes that had offered the traditional comfort of familiar 
furniture could be displaced by unfamiliar shapes and finishes. The era of 
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an-<leco was just around the corner, and Atwater Kent recoanized that a new 
style for radio receivers would have great appeal. 

In lookin& at the first pan of the 1920's and examinina the almost revolu· 
tionary ways that Atwater Kent had already used ~haped steel to reduce 
manufacturina c:om, and at the same time to incr<Me product rrliability, a 
htstorian is led to ask "'hat came next. Surei)' the new ways that machine tools 
were bema uled in the automobile industry would have tnspored AI water Kent 
to use them 10 his factory. Equally surely, his market perception and his 
bu<iness acumen would have guided him to a marked excursion from the wan
ing ltyle of contemporary radios. Model 35 exemplifies 1hese inOuences 
superbly, by showing how a new an form conmucted from new material on 
efficient new machinery found a secure place in the public's affection. 

When viewed from lhc vantage of the u•cr, Model 35, Pan No. 8100, 
presented an rntirely new appearance for a radio (Fig. 38). The soft curves of 
its case, faintly reminiscent of the ogee that marked the breadboards, but given 
a modern touch by I he vertical section between the curves, was a sharp con· 
trast in style to any of its predecessors in the Atwaler Kent line. Although its 
shape was unique insofar as any other receiver was concerned, the way tbc 
nearly Oa1 top Oowed into tbe sides and tbe "'ay the bottom Oared to join the 
plane of the supporting surface may be found in some of the minor dress 
panels of contemporary automobiles. 

Had the ~hape that distinguished the Model 3S been very dtfficult to pro
duce, il mi&ht never have been brought to market. The opposhe w·as true; the 
shape was modera1ely easy to draw using ductile sheet steel. ('Drawing' is the 
metal formma proc~ 1ha1 presses a nat sheet into a three-dimensional figure, 
such as a cup.) Because the Mpth of the Model 35 case was aboUI equallo its 
height. I he draw tO make il was considered deep. This mean1 very careful con
trol of mel al sltetchi ng and called for several separale steps. The corners pro
bably de1ermined how difficull the drawing process was and consequent ly how 
much the drawing dies cost. BrieOy 1he sieps would have been (and if lhe 
author has analyted correctly, they were): s1amp outlhe blank, aboul 18 x 29 
inches; make lhc firs1 draw to get a pan, 12 x 23 inches and lhree inches deep: 
make the 2nd draw tO get a box near the final size; make lhe 3rd draw to come 
to the final size and Oare the edge. Finally. srveral piercina steps were per
formed to punch out the holes in the sides for the dial. the connections. and 
the lilamenl control. 

Sonce each ol these steps was done on a separate pres> and since the process 
was qune different from the simple stampin&, ptercona, and foldins required 
for the other models in the 30 series, 1he investmenl in new presses and dies 
must ha>·e been very large. As many as 20 differenl presses were required to 
perform all the sequential s1eps necessary to make lhe Model JS case, and 
another ten were needed 10 fashion the other pans such as 1he brackets, the 
bollom, and the condenser sub-panel. Allogether, a minimum line of 30 
pre.ses would have been set up for one complete cycle. If the presses could 
each have produced one stroke per minute for a full eight hours, I hey would 
have piled up a few less then 500 cases In one day. In a year at that 
unbelievable rate, 125,000 sets would have been produced. But in a single year, 
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Fig. 39. Model JS. Bouom 

1926, 200,000 Modtl JS radio sets ,.ere manufactured. 
To meet that produeuon, along "ith the other sets that "ere manufactured 

at the same time as the Modtl JS, more than 100 presses must have been on· 
line and running at their optimum (nOI maximum) rates. Model JS was the 
precursor of the Model 40 series, the metal bo' receivers. The rate of produc· 
tioo of the Iauer was evm higher, and required still more presses. When the 
factory closed in 1936, there were over 400 presses to be clilposed of on the 
resale market. 

Model 30 introduced one-<lial tuning. Its fourth version, Model 30A, was 
the same electrically a~ the others but with a substantially changed mechanical 
design . Model JS was almost identical to the JOA, and both were designed 
around a new L-shaped sub-panel. The earlier Model 30 condensers were 
replaced with a new design based on a sinsle stamped and folded end-plate. 
Only one rotor bearing was used. but it was strong enough to cantilever the 
rotor. With no rear end-plate, the radio frequency transformers h.ad to be 
mounted independently of the condensers. This was accomplished by molding 
a thin bakelite strip for the three radio amplifier tubes, leaving enough space 
between the tubes for the transformer mounting brackets. The coils of these 
transformers were also changed to reduce their diameters and to decrease the 
size of the winding wire. The transformers were still arranged orthogonally 
with the direction of each coil the same as before. 

The most important chanae in aoina to the new design for Models JOA and 
JS was the replacement of the welded shelf with an L·shaped sub-panel that 
was really an independent internal chassis. This new chassis was made about 
two inches narrower than the welded shelf of the Other versions of the Model 
30. It carried all the internal pam of the receiver. tncludina the rheostat unit. 
and was screwed to welded brackets on cit her end of the front panel of Model 
lOA or the case of the Model JS. 

The use of the l..·shaped chassis ush<red in a new approach to radio 
manufacturing. A major styling change, intended to meet the changing mark., 
trends, no longer implied a rede<ign of the enure receiver. By making the inter· 
naJ operating elements oft he recel\er completely <eparatc from the case and its 
appearance items, Atwater Kent put into practice a concept that later emerged 
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as the cha$Sis-and-cabinct configuration of all radio setS. This idea is not 
startling until the collector considers that ''irtually the same chassis, designed 
in 1925, appeared in Models 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, and several others in 1927 and 
1928. 

In destanma the Model 35, the case was made JUSt wide enough to a~m
modatethc internal chassis. Model35 was therefore the small<'>t radio set pro
duced by At.,.ater Kent in the 1920's. Its internal arrangtment "as similar to 
Model 30A except that everything was upside down. That put the tube bases 
up and required that the pin grippers do all the work of holding the tubes in 
place. To ovoid the bad effects of a rough edge at the bouom of the narc, a 
rectangular base was designed. It fitted closely inside the case, and had a 
smaller rectangular opening to give access to the tubes (fig. 39). Four pads in 
the corners of the rectangular base protected the surface on which the radio 
was used. 

Four versions of Model 35 were produced. The first two had cases that were 
pierced on the left sidt for the power cable and on the right <ide for the anten
na and around wires (Fig. 40). The name plates had an orange fill in the AK 
circle. The dtfference between these two was in the decorative buttons in lbe 
corners or the top of the case. The first version used the same milled-edge, cir
cular bunons that had been used on all setS .unce the b•a Model 20. The 2nd 
and lattr versions of Model 35 were fiued wilb a nc" d<>•an that incorporated 
the curved-square motif that characterized Model 35. 

The last two \crsions had cases in which the sides had no holes. On these, 
the power cable. !he antenna and ground wires, and the speaker wir<~ came 
throu11h holes in the rear (Fig. 41). These rear-hole ' 'ersions had nameplates 
with yellow fill in the AK circles. 

There was another difference among the four versions of Model 25; the 
numb<:r of plates in the variable condensers. In the lirstlhree designs, the total 
numb<:r of plates in each condenser was 13. In the last, which had serial 
numb<:rs higher than 900,000, the condensers had 17 plates. Since all the sets 
tuned the entire broadcast band, the transformers mus1 have had different in
ductances in their grid coils. 

Fig. 40. Model 35, 
FtrSI Version, Rear 
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Fig. 41. Model 35, Second Version, Rear 

Radio historians, looking back at Atwater Kent's production, accord LO 
Model 3S another recognition. This set included the I,OOO,OOOth receiver made 
by the factorle3 that started on Stemon Avenue and expanded into the new 
facilities on Wis3ahickon Ave. Number 1,000,000 must have been made early 
in 1927, since the factory totals for the years up to and Including 1926 were 
almost 98S ,000. In 1927, 122,000 additional Model JS receivers "ere produocd 
alon& witb the other popular bauery set, the Model 33. 

CONCLUSION 

The major influences on radio development, technical, social, and 
manufacturing have been related to the panicular radios where theor effects 
became apparent. The la~t major influence, house power, was making itself 
felt in a moderate way in 1927; it would revolutionilc radto receivers within 
three years. The limitations of space have made it necessary to postpone a 
review of thb last lnnuence. How Atwater Kent used the customer demand for 
electric sets to become a still greater force in the radio business will be taken up 
in the next part of this story. 

Photos: R.O. Williams 
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HAMMARLUND RADIO 

By Stuart Meyer, W2GHK 
Vienna, Virginia 

EdJtor'& 1"'.-ot~.· Slwrt Mt).,.,., lt'10HK. joined the Hammflrlund Moflu/Of.·Junnt Co. tn 1961Jas 
Chief Elttf!H!('r, .tuhH"qurntl)' IISIIIfiO lr~t:t~Prn·d~nt of Engml'trmt . &nlor v'"~~$idem. and 
Prtsidt'flt. H' "'''I'd /rf)m Hommorlund In 1966. 

Wlttle lhtn Itt' ~·(11 pttdommullfl)· mponJ1blt' for br<HidtnmJl tht prud~tt·t lint 10 mC'Iud~ land 
mob,te twt.HWI)' rad10 o,td hllh frtqr;tnt)' slngle-slde-bund /"tx~d pomt·UI-JH>itll t'(Julpmtnt. Till$ 
story of Hummurluml ROOio jolluwJ hts ptrSOnal uppt>urUnfe fxo/or~ tilt Atiii(Jttt lf/Jrtlts.s 
A~JO<'i(l[lotr ;s uunu11/ mt¥1111K 01 Commdalgua, N. Y. , m lkJ)lemiJet, 19t'i6, fuuf Ius prtser~ tallorr, 
''J.iommutlmtd kudu1- 1hr Mwt anllthr Fquipmnu•·. 

R.M.M. 

The founder of the Hammarlund Manufacturing Co .. Oscar Hammarlund, 
was born in 1861 '"Stockholm. S\\eden. As a student he won the admiration 
of hi! classmates a\ well a\ high honors for his engineermg ab•luy. After com· 
pitting tecbn~cal collqe he \\tnt to work as a special tool designer and IMpect· 

or of electncal mstrument< for the L.M. Erickson Co. of Stockholm, a leading 
manufacturer and the originator of the french-type telephone. Shonly after 
taldng this JOb. he received an offer for a similar pos11ion with the Elgin Watch 
Company in the Unued States. and accepted the opportunuy to come to this 
country. He arrived in 1882. 

His outstanding engine<:ring achievements at Elgin amactcd the auentlon of 
Western Electric Co. officials, and in 1886 he joined W.E. as superintendent 
of their Chicago plant. Six years later he left W.E. to go with the Gray Na· 
tional Telautograph Co. (later known as the Telautograph Corporation) which 
was then engaged in the development of the Telautograph. As the design 
engineer and plant superintendent, he spent many years wnh l.:lisha Gray, the 
co-inventor of the telephone. and was able to folio-.. the early history of 
wireless development. 

The "Telautograph" wa\ a devie<O designed to electrically transmit "riting 
by varymg a DC current over a wire. However. man) problems were tn· 
countered by Gray in the designing and building of this unique instrument. 
After working out most of the details, he found that the frequent failures and 
dulling of the stylus or pencil at the remote end seriou~ly handicapped the en
tire system. 

Oscar Hammarlund received the assignment to design a means of overcom· 
ing the handicap of the troublesome stylus. He solved the problem by develop· 
ing a propelling pencil, and in so doing invented the present-day automatic 
lead pencil. At the time he didn't reali1.e the ultimate possibilitie< of his in· 
vent ion. IL was one of the fim of many important items that he eventually was 
to create and see become highly successful product!.. 
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Mr. Hammarlund'~ interest in tbe advance of wircle» communications was 
keen enough that in 1910 he decided to organize a company for the purpose of 
de, eloping hi~ o"' n ideru.. The initial success of the Hammarlund Manufactur· 
ing Co. wa' due solely to his painstaking research and struple during th<O <Oarly 
da)s. but it was not until 1919, when radio broadca,ting was about to b<Ocome 
a realny, that ()<.car Hammarlund had the opportunttY to put the re<>ults of his 
earl) eoP"ftrnent' to practical use. 

From that ume forward the Hammarlund Manufacturin& Co. had a sensa
tional \Crit!! of ••firsts''. Jncluded among these was the first mid·hnecapacitor, 
,tandard tn receive" for many years; the first ''MC" and "APC" type 
variable capacilors, built originally for the small group of radio experimenters 
of the 1920's; the first commercially-produced superheterodyne short-wave 
receiver; the first band-spread dial with the amateur-band calibrations; the 
first beat frequency oscillator with the front panel adjustment calibrated in ke. 
Literally dolens of innovations and advances were incorporated in the com· 
pany's communication receivers, ranging from the early model~ to the famous 
SP-600 which wa.~ designed to be the finest receiver of its type available. 

# ' 
'• I !J.--,, Fig. I. The famous Hammarlund APC capacitor, 

originally designed in 192S. 

For many yea", before moSt or the pre>ent day radio and electronic 
manufacturers even existed, every wireless enthusiast and dabbler in electricity 
knew of Hammarlund, and amateur radio operators and experimenters turned 
to this organization for many of their needs. Based on several generations or 
experience and know·how. the Hammatlund Manufacturlna Co. reached higb 
levels of achievement during its lifetime. 

A scan back through the years discloses a history of tremendous growth and 
advancement. Unfortunately, much of it was never completely recorded and 
has been lo<t. The last facility of Lbe Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., witb 
its production line manufacturing capabilities and its bri&ht modern offices, 
would seem un~lie,able to Oscar Hammarlund in the early years after his 
foundin& of the company in 1910. 

The company "as or&~nally located in a loft on Fulton St in Manhattan. In 
order to provide "-Ork for his small group of skilled people, Hammarlund built 
a we11d as.onment of produru, ranging from the "Anti-Window Rattler" 
whtch wa< merely \lipped m between a wmdo" frame and the window to hold 
it tight after the wood had shrunk. to the "Bango", a protecuon device in· 
serted in window< so that if it were distul'bed dunng the ni&ht by an intruder. a 
blank cartrid&e would be set off to awaken the household. 

Other items manufactured in those days include twin liquor decanters, a 
finger gauge for use by jewelers, precision metal measuring rules, mechanical 
widow display;, and metal watch cases. At one time they turned out air alarms 
for inuallation in ceilings as fire proteclion device>. This apparatus consisted 
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"lJ s(' 
Fig. 2. Typical Hammarlund wireless components as shown in the 1932 
cataloa. 

of a metal bulb in which was installed a diaphram; when the bulb became 
overheated, the diaphram expanded and set off an alarm at a distant location. 

Another early product, the" Armagraph", was used tO train radio operators 
in Morse code. It consisted of a rotating disc tn .,hich notches were cut and 
over which glided a platinum tip contact. A~ the di~ rotated, the needle hit 
each of the holes in tum and produced the sounds of the dots and dashe>. Dur
ing the ~me ume period, they were also producing a ccntrifuae used by 
medical laboratorie< for unne analysis. 

The fit>t Hammarlund clectronic-rdated product was the variable air 
capacitor de• eloped m 1916, not as a product for a specific application but as a 
construction item for the experimenter who furnished the plans. Actually. the 
company executive; had only a slight concept of its actual use. 

In 1920 Hammarlund moved the company to 18th St. in New York City; 
there were about SO employees on the payroll. At the time he developed a new 
automatic machine for making spring clips to go into the tops of Christmas 
decorations. The clip expanded to provide a support for the decoration, and 
today, as a re&ult. this style of c~p permits easier decoration of our Christmas 
trets. 

The company became well known in the 1920's for its Western Union call 
boxes which it manufactured by the hundreds of thousands. The;e small fix
tures v.ere a part of nearly every business office. When '>Omeone wanted to 
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Fig. 3. This 1925 Hammarlund
Robens Kit Radio sold for $60.85, 
per adverti<ement in October, 1925 
QST. The cabinet was extra. 



Fig. 4. The early Comet-Pro SU!X'rheterodyne. Range was I 5-250 meters; it 
sold In 1933 for $88.20, less tubes, but with built-in power supply. 

send a message, he "'ould turn the crank on the call box, which would send a 
signal to the nearest Western Union office; a messenger would be sent over im
medJately to pick up the message. There "ere also double-lhro" knife switches 
as well as cordless table jacks for telephone systems. all of which marl.ed the 
beginnina of the definite S\\ing to electrical products. 

In 1925 the company moved to 424 West 34th St. on \1anhanan, where the 
first Hammarlund-Roberts Radio kits were built. These kits, designed for con
struction and broadcast listening by experimenters, incorporated capacitors, 
coils and other related items manufactured by Hammarlund. They were 
generally con~idered to be the finest and most successful kit-tYP<' radio 
receivers of the time, with the circuit technique ahead o l' nearly all ready-made 
receivers. 

Also In 1925, the famous ''mid-Une"variable condenser, an innovation by 
Oscar and hil son Lloyd, was developed as the most practocal solution to the 
tunina problem at the high end of the dial. This desian became standard in 
almost all home entertainment receivers. and remaoned in u~ until the advent 
of electronic tunina. 

The firM commercially produced shon-"ave ~uperheterodyne, the Comet-

0 Q ~ G2J 
" SLC B. SLW c. Sit D. Mit). LINE 

~n•lthHh~~t 
(·•rllrr.;IIY 

Sctl.l&ht·lioe 
wa,d«~tlb 

StJIJdU•Itnc 
frtqUM<) 

Fig. 5. Hammarlund Midline Capacitors. A. With the 550 to 1500kHz broad
cast band of 1925, the dial was very open at the low end, and too crowded to 
read above 1000 kH z. B. Wavelength was used more than frequency in the 
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Fig. 6. The legendary "Super-Pro", on the left as the pre-war tO.. meter version 
in 1937, and on the right a.• one of the several WW!l military version;;. The 
tuning unit Is in the center. 

Pro, was a Hammarlund pioneered product. h was introduced in April of 
1932, and wa; designed as an eight-tube receiver covering the range of 14-200 
meters with four >as of two coils each. By 1936 the Comet Pro was in use all 
over the world by thousands of commercial operators, 10 broadcast stations 
and by many amateur radio operators. AU the imponam expediuons included 
one os a pan of their standard gear. 

In 1936 the fir>t of the "Super-Pro" line was introduced after more than 
four years of planning and engineering. h featured t" o stases of tuned radio
frequency am ph Cication. electrostatically shielded antenna cools, an tmproved 
"Lamb" type crystal niter useable on both phone and sinale-sianal cw, and a 
front-panel calibrated beat-frequency oscillator pitch control. Amplified 
automatic gain control of the IF amplifier and RF stages provided an ex
ceptionally llat audio output over a wide range of input signal levels.lnhially, 
two versions were manufactured. One tuned from the low end of the broadcast 
band to 20 MHz, and the other started at 1250kHz and went up to 40 MHz. 
Each band position had a frequency tuning range of 2: I. The variable band
width IF amplifier, another Hammarlund "first", and the hiah-quahty audio 
amplifi<r provided exceptional performance for the music lover. The separate 
pow<r supply, as many a ham and former military operator can testify, was a 
challenge to the muscles of the user. 

Numerous articl~ ha'e been published over the years in the various anaateur 
magazines depictina modifications and improvements to the original Super· 

early days, and some manufacturers used straight-line wavelength tuning with 
negligible benefit to the user. C. As broadcast ;tat ion; are separated by the 
same 10kHz over the whole dial, the SLF capacitor gave the user uniform dial 
calibration. Unfortunately, the SLF capacitors were very microphonic and ex
pensive to make. 0. Midline: A compromise between SLW and SLF. Dies are 
easy to make as the outline is a true radius. The shaft position is displaced to 
give an acceptable dial-rrequency distribution. The mlcrophonic problem is 
moderate to low. 
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Fia. 7. The popular 
"HQ-120", as introduc
ed in December, 1938. 

Pro and it$ military versions. Some of these went so fur a~ to eliminate tbe ex
ternal power supply, characteristic of the SP-100 through the SP-400, and 
replace it with a smaller version on the main chassis. Some years after World 
War II, a company in the far East built a substnnrinl business by selling 
reworked BC-779 and BC-1004 military vorsion$ of the receiver. A large 
number of the original receivers, including the BC· 794, -.ere made available 
through the War Assets Adminis!ration in 1946 for $101.00 each. 

~au>e the company had specialized in high-fr~uency capacuors for use in 
commercial and miluary ~uipmem, nearly 90 percent of all American elec· 
tronic military &ear produced during tbe early pan of World War II incor· 
porated Hammarlund •ariable capacitors, until the other manufacturers could 
be tauahtthe Hammarlund techniques and begin makina them. At the peak of 
wartime production the famous Hammarlund "APC" variable -.as produced 
at the rate of one million a month by ten different manufacturers. 

During the early post-WWIJ years, Hammarlund developed a product line 
designated "Centralized Operation Control", or "COC". This was a basic 
system designed tO control various devices from remote locations. The widest 
application was in wireline, microwave and land-mobi le rodio. This product 
enjoyed considerable popularity until the early 1960's, when it wa. overtaken 
by the more advanced digital systems. 

One of the most notable short-wave/ amateur receiver> of all time was the 
Hammarlund HQ-120/ 129 series. The HQ-120 was truly ahead or its time 
when firo mtroduced in Oecember, 1938. It featured co'eraae from S40 kHz 

Fig. 8. The 1952 Super-Pro 600 
20-tube, double conversion, high
performance receiver. This is the 
JX model. 
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to 30 MHz with calibrated nm:ucur bandsprcad. This feature of calibrated 
bandspread, including a 300-degre<: readout scale, was an industry first. Other 
innovations pioneered by Hammarlund included n front-panel adjustable 
antenna trimmer, calibrated front-panel beat frequency oscillator, and the 
famous multi-bandwidth crystal riher. The noise limiter was particularly 
useful on the higher frequencies. A special version of the receiver, designated 
the RBG, was built for the U.S. Navy. 

After the .. ar, the HQ-120 was reintroduced as the HQ-129 and sold for 
Sl29.00, but the company lost money on the product and n did not stay at this 
bargain price for lona. The receiver wa~ balically the HQ-120 with a modest 
styling change and a greatly 1m proved ~ries-&ate noise limiter. Both versions 
of the receiver were truly pace-\eltin& unn~ at their inception, and a con
siderable number 1till rcrnrun In u;e. 

The SP-(j()(), introduced m 19S2, was an enhanced Super Pro covering the 
frequency range of S40 kHz to 60 111Hz with a 0-100 arbitarily calibrated 
mechanical bandspread. The recetver prov·ided for optional crystal control of 
frequency, and included a dC$ign feature which made it possible to usc two 
receivers for diversity re<:eption,tuned by the local oscillator of one receiver. A 
lower-frequency 'ersion covered IS kltzto S40 kHz, and both models were 
v.idely used throughout the v.-orld for milit111y, laboratory and commercial ap
plications. The SP-600 was not designed to be a ham receiver and therefore 
lacked calibrated amateur band~pread. However, many of these receivers have 
been used very successfully in the amateur radio service. 

fig. 9. The HQ-145, 
showing the new cab
inet styling. It sold ror 
S269.00. 

In about !9SO the basic cabonet styling or the Hammarlund receivers aimed 
at the amateur and short-wave-listener market wa~ changed by using an extrud
ed rib around the outside or the front pand. Electrically. the single-conversion 
concept of the HQ-120/129 series continued 10 producuon through about 
1960, with a sen~ of receivers desianated the IIQ-140, the HQ-ISO, and the 
HQ-160. These used the same basoc tuntng assembly which provided the fully 
calibrated bandspreadofthe tO-through 80-metenmateur bands. The HQ-ISO 
and HQ-160, m addo!lon. employed a "Q" multiplier sub-assm.bty with front 
panel adjustments appeanng above the tunina dial~ In 1956 the company in
troduced a lower-o>st general coverage receiver. the HQ-100, "''th calibrated 
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Fig. 10. The 1955 PR0-310 rece"er with matching speaker. 

amateur bandspread. This was supplemented with the HQ-110, basically the 
same receiver. except that it covered only the amateur bands from 160 through 
6 meters. 

Another receiver, the HQ-145, was intended to be an updated replacement 
of the models 120, 129, 140, ISO. and 160 series. These were all single
conversion designs and thu~ suffered from Image responses on the higher fre
quencies. To counter this problem, tho HQ-145 used single conversion up to 7 
MHz, and double conversion above that. In retained the six-bandwidth se1ec· 
tion crystal filler alona with a serie~·gate noise limiter, calibrated amateur 
bandspread and the front panel antenna trimmer, all of which did much 10 
make its predecessor' popular. This receiver had modes! success in the market 
place, but never did capture the hearts or the hams and SWLs as did the 120 
and the 129. 

Unlike the 120 and 129, the I!Q·14S had a built-In "Q" multiplier, and a 
later version, the HQ·14SX, provided for optional crystal control of the t1rst 
(local) oscillator >tagc. 

The first Hammarlund product to use printed-circuit-board construction 
was the PR0-310, introduced In 19SS. 11 covered from SSO kHz to 3S.S MHz, 
and featured double-conversion and a constant-calibration band spread. Un· 
fortunately, the life of the PR0-310 was short with only one production run of 
1000 units, and it was last advertised in July, 1956. 

In the 1960's. Hammarlund produced the ba<ic FAA airport tower control 
VHF AM receiVer, designed for the 108-132 MHL portion of the spectrum. 

The HQ-180 and HQ-170 receivers were introduced in 1959. These were con· 
siderably more sophi~Licated than prior models and incorporated a product 
detector and multi-bandwidth upper and lo .. er·5ideband selection "ith sclec· 
tivitpeuings or O.S, I, 2, and 3 ~Hz bandwidths. The 180 model was a general 
covcraae receiver while the 110 v.as a bandspread-only unit covering the 160-
througb 6-meter amateur band5. With the advent of this multi-bandwidth IF 
system, the company departed rrom Lhe usc of its multi-band crystal filter, 
with the sole exception of Lhe one in the HQ·I4S series. 

In 1964Lbe HQ-110 and the HQ-170 recei\ers were equipped with a built-in 
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two-meter converter and a six-meter nuvistor preamplifier (designed by Frank 
Jones, W6AJ F). The bandspread dial was changed to include the calibration 
for the two-meter band. 

Tbe Hammarlund receiver line of the HQ-JOO, 110. 14,, 160, 170, and 180 
vintage b.ad provisions for the imtallation of an optional clock to turn on and 
preheat the unit. This was popular in the days before the general trend to 
cr)'Stal-cootroUed-first-oscUlator receivers, and helped considerably to reduce 
warm-up drift. Another step in this direction was used in the "A" versions of 
the HQ-170 and 180 receivers . which incorporated a stand-by filament 
transformer to leep the oscillator and first mixer tubes on continuously. The 
"A" models, in addition to having 11~120 volt power 1ransformers as stand
ard equipment and dual audio outputs (3.2 and~ ohms), also had a system 
socket so that a harness cable could coordinate them with the HX-1~ single
sideband transmitter. 

Sevcral yean after the introduCiion of the IIQ-170 and 180 receivers, the 
company produced a single-sideband adapter for use "ith earlier receivers of 
almost any manufaCiure. This consisted of the sideband-selectable multiband
width IF circuitry of the 170/ 180, together with a variable threshold limiter 
and an audio amplifier and built-in power supply. Two vorsions were offered; 
a compact desk-top unit for the amateur market and a rack-mounted version 
for use. with the SP-600. The latter was bought by the PAA in modest quan
tities. 

Following through on improvements to the HQ-170/ 180 receiver line, in 
1960 Hammarlund introduced a "lamb" type noise blanker. This device 
worked on Jim Lamb's original principal of punching a hole in the signal to 
virtually eliminate the effect of ignition-noise interference. A special version of 
this noise silrncer, which was also marketed as: a "noise immunizer••, was 
developed for the Coast Guard for use with their numerous National HRO 
type receivers in the vicinity of LORAN stations. The device was extremely ef
fective in reducing LORAN pulse Interference in the 160-meter band. 

Some miscellaneous products produced during the 1960's included a 
direction fmder, the RDF-10, aimed at the small pleasure boat market, and an 
electronic keyer designated the HK I B. This ;olid·state unit offered straight 
keying, a "bug" mode of operation, and fully automatic dots and dashes. 

The HQ-125, the lim and only solid-state recei,cr produced by Ham
marlund, was designed in the mid-1960's by Lester Earnshaw, ZLIAAX, but 
did not go into production until 1967. This amateur-band receivtt was com
patible with the Collins "S" line units which employed the same frequency 
generating scheme, thus makina it capable of functionins in the transceive 
mode -..ith the Collins transmitter. This receiver ,.as produced in only limited 
quantities. 

A number of uansmaners were produced. These saw only limned use until 
Hammarlund entered the market "'11h single-sideband equipment. In 1960 the 
HX-~ was introduced; thu waJ a table-top. 100-wan output, stngle-sideband 
transmitter whtch also had FM and PSK transmissron capabiluy. This unit was 
probably too sophtsllcated and too •~pensive for the market at the time, and 
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Fi&· II. HX-500 SSB transmitter fig. 11. HX-50 SSB transmitter 

the HX-50 was introduced in 1962. ft featured bandpasscoupling of the driver 
stages, simplifying the tuning and band changing. The HX-50 had provisions 
for accepting a 160-meter kit, which also could be ordered installed at the fac
tory. This mode>tly priced unit used a crystal filter to eliminate the unwanted 
sideband. 

In 1964 the company produced a table-top Ioncar amplifier, the HXL-1, a 
I SOO-watt unit with a built-in power supply for the 1().8() meter amateur bands. 
It basically matched the HX-50 in appearance and size, and its control cir
cullry was compatible with most of the exciters and tran~ttivers then on the 
market, including the Collins "S" line. 

Hammarlund entered the land-mobile two-way radio market in 1960, pro· 
duclng many units under the name "Outercom". The first one to go into pro
duction was designated the FM-50, a 35-watt unit covering the 150·170 MHz 
band. This was followed by the FM-60 with a frequency ran&e of 25·54 MHz 
and a rated power output of SO watts. The company also produced a high· 
band ( 150-174 MHZ} 100-wau desl<·top booster amplifier designed to increase 
the power output of the fM-50. 

The "Outcrcom" land·mobile units featured a cascode receiver front end 
with hi&h·frC(juency crystal lattice filtering. They had unuwlly high sensitivity 
coupled with improved adjacent·channel signal rejection. and were relatively 
immune to desensitization. The receiver section or the Outercom was also used 
as a high·pcrformance monitor receiver with crystal-<:antrolled channel selec· 
tion for the Public Safety,lndustrial, and Land Transponotion Radio Services 
tn both the 25-50 MHz and 150-174 MHz bands. 

The FM-50 was made for the Coast Guard in a spcc1al version, designated 
the AN/ URC-45, with six-channels and with a second receiver for continuous 
monitoring of the marine VHF emergency channel . 

Hammarlund built a substantial quantity of VHF FM "Village Radios" for 
the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) for use in VietNam. 
Several versions of these radios were produced under contr~ct and were later 
made available as land-mobile units for the commercial domestic market. 

The Citizens' Band {27 MHz} radio market was entered in the early 1960's, 
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Fig. 14. Hammarlund plant at Mars Hill, N.C. in 
1965. 

Photo: S. Meyer 

and Hammarlund was one of the first companies tO offer a ~ynthe<ized 
23-channeltransceiver, al~o produced under private label for Lafayeue, Allied 
Radio, and Radto Shack. In addition, the HQ-100 general coverage receiver 
wa< redesigned to include a one-tube transmiuer modulated by the receiver 
audio section. Thi~ unit, de<ignated the HWQ-IOSTR, wa< intended for <ingle
cllannel transceiving in the 1()-aod 11-mtter bands. A six-channel crystal· 
controUed unn was also produced for Busin<SS Radio and Industrial Radio use 
in tbe CB band. 

For forty year< all of Hammarlund's acu,itie> .. ere centered in t>ew York 
City, but in the early 1950's a phased move to .. estern North Carolina was 
begun. The first manufacturing at the new Mars Hill, N.C., plant built in 1951 
involved the ''ariable air capacitor line. With additional space provided by an 
expansion in 1959, the manufacture of receivers and other aeee>sories "as 
transferred, leaving engineering, accounting and general mllllagement in New 
York until 1965. when the remaining company function> were moved south. 

This major addition to the Hammarlund manufacturing facility brought the 
production space up to approximately 100,000 square feet. The plant was fair
ly sclf-sufficienl, producing a number of screw machine parts and mechanical 
components. A complete plating facility. a paint shop, and a silk-o;creen 
capability for panel• minimized dependency on outsode vendor~. 

Oscar Harnmarlund's management style was "family-like"; he frequently 
visited the production line> and knev. every person "ho work«! for him by 
name. He pas.ed a .. ay in 194S. The company. bo .. ever, continued 10 nourish 
under the dtrecuon of Uoyd Hammarlund. his son. 

In the late 1950's Hammarlund "as sold to Telechromc, "htch several years 
later sold out to Giannini Scientific. In the Iauer 60's the company was again 
sold, to the l>lectronic Assistance Corporation. But this sale "as final. The 
product line was sold off in parts or phased out. Thus ended the golden years 
of one of the most respected names of the Electronic Communications In
dustries. 

My sincere thanks to Frazier Hammarlund; Bob Fisher, WUIEL; Frank 
Lester, W4AMJ; Bob Miller, W4AEY; and Bob Morris, W4KXW for their 
help in preparing this material. 
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A CENTURY OF TELEGRAPH KEY DEVELOPMENT 

By Louise Ramsey Moreau, WJWRI; 
Glenolden, Pa. 

lbe hiStory of communications is actually the record of man's many at
tempts 10 reach out beyond his visual and aural hmiu to receive and to send in
formauon. From ~imple fire beacons, drum signals, the earliest heliographs, 
and nags, 1 hrough 1 he mechanical semaphore thai began in France and spread 
throughout t.urope, and to the various needle telegraphs in England, each was 
effective for In time. And each was an improvement over earlier systems. 
However, excepl for the needle telegraph with its handle 1ha1 could be 1wisted 
to the left or righ1, not one employed a simple easily operated instrument to 
transmit intelligence until May, 1844. At that Lime, only a few weeks before 
the Washinaton-Baltimore demonstration, Alfred Va1l gave communications 
the fim key u we now know it, or as Morse called u. ·• The Correspondent". 

Vail, in the process of testing !he wire in preparation for the experiment, 
disco,ered that it was much simpler to send the message b) opening and clos
ing the cir<uit His first "key" was actually just a strap key, all brass, even to 
!he contact>, but it was the one used on Ma) 24, 1844. 

Durina the next si< monlhs Vail experimented \\ith the first crude "Cor
respondent", auemptina to reali2e easier and smoolher operation. By 
November, 1844, he had arrived atlhe basic pauem of •'cry key made since, 
described as "a lever ac1ing upon a fulcrum". 11, too, was all brass, with a 
spring placed almoSI as an after-thought to keep the contactS rrom closing. 

fii- I. AJrred Vail's "Lever Correspondent". November, 1844. 
Photo: Smithsonian Institution 
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lntere:;tingly, while that particular style with the straight lever lasted for just 
four years b<:fore new designs emerged, b<:cause of the personal preference of 
some operata,., it• U\0 and manufacture continued throughout the 19th cen· 
tury. 

In the United States the operators themsel•es inOuenccd the destgn of this 
important tool of their profession, suggesting modifications for comfort and 
ease of operation. In 1848 the first change in,·olved mainly the spring. In the 
original Vail key it was supposed to suppon the lever, but there was little 
resitiance and after some use tt dropped the lever and the contacts closed. 
Three instrument makers, Thomas Hall of Boston, Hinde and Williams, also 
of Boston, and Charle~ Chubbuck of Ne" York, made the first change~. Hall 
added weight to the lever at the rear and curved it down towards the table, 
mounting ull components on a metal base with a much shorter spring. Chub· 
buck designed a heavy lever of solid brass. also curved, but eliminutcd the leaf 
spring and substituted a coil type, as proposed by Thomas Avery, at the rear of 
the lever. Hinde and Williams moved the leaf spring to the center of the key, 
thus placing less weight on it and giving better balance, and from the\e men we 
have the so-called "Camelback"design which "ould ian for twclv·e years 
(although the coil ~pring supplanted the originul leaf spring). Also, durong this 
decade, the brass contacts were replaced v.ith either platinum. or salver. "hich 
was much more durable. 

While there "ere no further major physical changes an the trlesrarh key as 
such, by 1849 the need for a portable insmamentto b<: used for fitld "or I< olll· 
side of the offictled tO the con«>lidation of both the key and •ounder mounted 
on a single base. Known a~ a K.O.B. (key on base), they "ere fir\t used not on· 
ly in operating but al~o u te~t in~ruments for a short lime. By 1857 they "ere 
replaced a< te<t <ets by the small pocket relay, usually referred to as a 
"lineman's test set" by the trade. By the time of the Civil War both of these 
much more con1pact sets were adopted by the North and the South for mnlitary 
communication; in the field. 

In 1860, just one year before the war, George M. Phelps, Chief Machinist of 
the newly oraan11ed Western Union Co .. origanated the idea of addana an ad· 
justing screw 10 var> the spring tension, giving a better match to the individual 
operator's needs. Th~• lovely Phelps keys b<:came the on I> insuumrnts in the 
Western Union offict' in thi< country and were used almo't ••elusively by 
Federal Military Ttltgraph operators throughout the Ci\·il War. 

By the mid· 1860's the era of the Camdbacks ,.., comin& to an end . Despite 
their very rlegam construct ion and almost perfect balan•e they had one glaring 
fault, and tr.at wa; the fulc.:rum, or trunnion. The le-er "M made of red brass 
while the trunnion was steel, and after much use the >tcel cau;cd the softer red 
brass 10 weru and slide off center. Over a period of ten )'tar> there were many 
attempts 10 correct the problem. 

One of the fir.t changes in the Camelbacks came in 1869 when the lever was 
smoothed into the paesem-day curve of the Bradley style, but still made of 
brass and still with the steel trunnion. In 1875 Western Ulcctric introduced 
their Lewis Key, entirely nickel plated on an ornate ba;e. 
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Fi&. 2-9; 2. Thomas Hall Camelback, ,.ilh curved lever and wei&hl in !he rear; 
3. 0."1. Phelp> Cam<lback with spring adjuslmenl, 4. 1859-60 "Pock<t 
Relay" as u>ed by linemen to test wires; 5. C. W. Lewis Key by Wesu::rn E1ec
lric-a >hallower le,er curve and separa1e trunnion: 6. 1851 Bunnell Steel 
Lever-hollow, oval frame with single, one-piece lever; 7. 1886 S1ciner 
Key-WeMcrn Elec1ric patem-strip spring and no crunnion; 8. 1883 Vic1or 
Key (Hamihon patem)-all bras> w/one piece lever made for L.G. 'Tillotson 
Co. Advertised 1hrough 1920; 9. 1888 Bunnell Double Speed Key-with 
horizontal acuon to alleviate "telegraphers' paralysis". Photos: 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 
9-R.O. Williams; 4-Western Union Co.; 7-L.R. Moreau 
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Fig. 10.13: 10. 1900 "Twentieth-Century Key" de<igntd by Skirrow and 
Shirley, made by Foote Poerson Co., for OJlC'rato~ "ith a "gla« arm"; II. ca 
1900 submarine cable key (alternating key) "'ith 21evt" to utilize the full curve 
of the allemalina current; 12. "GrassbopJlC'r Key" u~ by \1arconi and Kemp 
in early wireles~ "flenments; 13. 1905 Slaby-Arco ke) ("Door Knob 
Key")-used with high-power spark transmmers. 
Photos: 10- Western Union Co.: 11-Na/lona/ Museum of Clmoda, Ouowo; 

11-London Science Museum; IJ-A. W.A. Museum 

In the meantime, other~ were still vainly uying to lind the an;weo to stop the 
lever from >lipping, but the trunnion remained a problem throughout the 
1870's. Then, in 1881, Jt»t H. Bunnell stan ltd the operato" and the industry 
"ith the key de>ign that ;olvtd the problem and ha> never bc<:n >urpassed. 
when he gave us the "'ell-kno"n "Steel Leve<" chat the Bunnell Co. ha. >ince 
advertised a\ "The Triumph". 

By the following year it had been accepted by all the com panic. and aU the 
railroad~. <ince thi\ dt'li&n with the solid steel trunnoon formtd as a pan of the 
lever was the ans"er to the puzzle. Most manufacturers follo"td •uot. The 
Altoona shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad made some c~cellent keys of this 
design, "hile the L.G. Tillotson Co. came up with a variation of the single 
one-piece levrr and trunnion in tlte Hamilton Patent of 1883. This was their 
"Victor Key" which employtd a knife fitting for the solid trunnion. It was, 
and still is, an excell<nt instrument, and in fact, Bunnell was still producing the 
Victor key in 1920. 

Three years artcr the introduclion of the Tillotson key, Wc;tern Electric 
followed with their "Steiner Key", which, while it wa' acceptable, unfor
tunately required considerable skill to adjust the ten,ion correctly. 
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Fig. 14-17: 14. 1904 "Oil-Break Key'' "'ith contacu in oil to control arcing, 
and "ith protecuve di~ under knob; IS. 1905 American deFore.t IIH W Navy 
key-l-inch. coin-silver contacts \\itb brass cooling fin~; 16. 1911-12 Marconi 
Co. heavy open-carcuil key \\ith dosing s"'itch; 17. 1915 U.S. Navy 3S-ampere 
key "'ith ~·inch silver contacts and brass cooling fin -\late ba$c. 

Photos: /4, 17-L.R. Moreau; IS, 16-A. W.A. Mus~um 

Becau~e from the beginning company policy throughout the industry per
mined an operator to work with a key of his choice. rnany railroads still pro
vided the .strmght lever key, whne the Western Union >hops in Ithaca con
tinued 10 manufacture camelbacks. These styles of keys continued in use right 
up to the turn of the century, although the steel lever- the t'a\tcst and most ef
ficient of the hand keys- was appearing as a replacement in more and more of
fices. rhe "Pole Changer" keys for Quadruple• or Duplex turned OUt 
thousand\ of word\ of copy daily. By 1900 the camelbacb were no longer 
adverti<ed. 
A~ the volume of tel<grapb uaffic increased, the oc<upational hazard 

kno"n as "telearaphers' paralysis" began appearin& more and more among 
the operator>, and much thought was ghen to Lr) to find means to alle,·iate or 
pre,ent the crippling problem. In 1886 two telegraphers, A J. Maloney and 
A.G. JohMon, produced a "Convertible Kc>" as they termed it, by which the 
vertical action of the ke> could be chaoged to a horirontal movement by turn
ing the straight lever and locking it into position. Following this, in 1888 Bun
nell announced an improved model, known today as the "Sideswiper", and 
adverti;ed by them &$ the "Double Speed Key". Thi5 key was instantly 
i>Opular with those suffering with the telegraphers' armcuon. 

The year 1900 opened with the introduction by the Foote Pierson Co. of 
Skirrow and Shirley's "Twentieth-Century Key." Thi~ wa' promptly nicknam-
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ed the 'pump handle' and became quite popular with the B & 0 operators. 

In 1902, Charles Yetman, a millionaire WJtb some forward thmking ideas, 
was inspired by the type,.riter that had begun to be u<cd 10 offices. Using its 
principles, h• devi<ed and patented the Yetman tran<miuer "hich enabled the 
operator to type Mor<c characters on a "ire. For t11iO Significant reawns n was 
not "cll received b)' the telegraph fraternity. Fir<t, the telegrapher had to know 
bow to type with a Steady, e,·en touch to be able to ma10ta1n smooth transmis· 
sion, and second. while a typist could transmit, a professionaltelearapher was 
still needed at the receiving oflice to read the sounder. 

By this time there was an even greater need for higher sending speeds. A 
code of abbreviations, known as the "Phillips Code", standarized by Walter 
Phillip> in 1879, had euttransmilling time by one·third, so thai it was possible 
for a single operator to clear from ten to eighteen thousand words in a single 
duty shift. While the operators could, and did, handle those mountainous 
loads of traflic each day, it became increasingly obvious that nn improved, 
higher-;peed, easily operated key was required. 

There had been attempts at developing types of vibrating leys as early as the 
1870's, but becau~ of lillie or no provisions for dampmtpn thetrcon1tn1ction, 
the kinas of the wtre who "ere so proud of thetr ability to clear thousands of 
words 10 a day would ha\C nothing to do with them, and condemned them all 
as "fit-only-for·a·bU&·to-u<c", or "sounds-like-a-bug." By "ay of txplana
tion. at the end of the 19th century the word "bug" "as u<cd by the profession 
to describe poor operators "ho interfered, were 'rouen' ~ender~. or who broke 
with infuriatin& frtqutncy. And because tbe attempts at developmg speed keys 
were so ineffective. and reminded the outspOken, track operators of the lousy 
'plugs'. another derogatory term, they condemned all such keys a~ "bugs", 
and the name stuck. 

In 1902, the same year that Charles Yetman received his patent, a Western 
Union telegrapher, Horace G. Martin, applied for a patent for a speed key that 
became the archetype of all semiautomatic keys. The "Autoplex", as it was 
called, u•ed a pair of dry batteries to activate two coils or magnets which held 
the pendulum stationary for the manually-created da~hes, but then released it 
to make the automatic dots. 

With this patent Manin lit<rally slammed the door on everyone else. In the 
eight paaes of drawmgs and specifications for the first auempt at a 
semiautomatic ley, he included almost all possible method> of creating dots 
automatically and dashes manually. Thus he vinuall) bad the field to himself, 
as would-be competitor< were soon to learn. 

Two years later, in 1904. Manin introduced ltis "Vibroplex", an original 
design that has never been surpassed and bas been copied by every company 
that has manufactured speed keys. The "Original" was so perfectly designed 
that there ha!o been only one signilicant change in the pa~t eighty years. In 1906 
the dot contact on the pendulum wa.~ modified to the familiar "U" type 
mounting. Otherwise there has been no reason to change any of the original 
des ian . 

In 1906 William Coffe designed one oft he few keys, the "Mecograph", that 
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fig. 18·25: 18. 1910 radio amateur "Dime Key"; 19. 1915 Clapp-Eastham 
"Boston Key" with marble base and german-sJivcr·plated working parts; 20. 
1916/1917 Signal Electric rectangular brass key w/'1.''·, 3/8"·, or 
\II" ~ontacts; 21. 1920 Homemade "sideswiper" spark key with \II" -contacts; 
22. 1902 Yetman keyboard transmitter; 23. 1903 "Autoplex'' b)' H.O. Martin. 
His 1st semiautomatic, powered by 2 batteries; 24. 1904 Vibroplex "Original" 
prototype by Marlin; 25. 1907 "Mecograph" by Benjamin Bellows-the 
"right-angle bug". 

Photos: 18, 20, 2/, 22, 23, 24- L.R. Moreau; 19, 1S-R.O. Williams 
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were able to compete with the Martin patents. His vertical style was revised the 
foUowiog year by Benjamin Bellows and Ambrose Behner into the more 
recognizable horizontal form that the telegraphers promptly nicknamed 'the 
riglu-an&)e bug', becau;c of the position of the thumb and fingerpieces in rei a· 
lion to the pendulm. In 1909 BeUows changed the la)OUt for a more easily ad
justed dot sp«d. The right angle position and the spring action "ere the main 
reasons that they "ere able to bypass the Marttn patent, since Mecograph 
operates on a relea>e of spring tension, while the Vibroplcx uses the creation of 
e<nsion. Thu> the Mecograph Co. remained in business as a com~itor. 

The only other competition in the field of semiautomatic keys arrived in 
1909 when the Hulit Co. of Topeka, Kansas, introduced the "Hulit Trans· 
miner", two completely separate keying units housed in a metal case. As with 
the ot hers, the dashes were manual, while the automatic dots were governed by 
a key-wound spl'ing that required rewinding by the op<:rator when it ran down. 
Because of this the Hulit was not popular as compared with the instant and 
continuo"' fast action of the Vibroplex and the Mecograph, and by 1912 it was 
no longer on the market. 

Althou&h semiautomatic keys were born at the same time that radio ap
peared as a communications medium, they were designed solely for landline 
usc. A few radio operaton experimented with their usc, but the high current· 
bandlina requirements of the spark transmitters reqwred that a keying r~lay be 
used, and the recetving equipment had trouble foUowing the strings of fast 
dots. Keys had to change radically to accomodate th~ more po"'erful system 
involving much hiaher currents. 

In 1896 Marconi tnitially had used the so-called "Grasshopper Key", "hiclt 
automatically cut out the receiver to prevent its beina disabled by the trans
miner. As the tran~miuers became more powerful. the keys and the contacts 
became larger and heavier. Safeguards had to be added. The Walter Massie 
Co .. for example, produced one of the largest of these with an all-cast brass 
lever, a slate base, and a brass cooling surface. Thi~ monster key weighed some 
eight..,n pounds. 

Others. such as the American deForest keys, had contact~ that ran to one 
inch in diamet~r for a ten-kW transmitter, while the United Wir~less instrument 
had long curved le,ets mounted on marble or slate bases. Another safeguard 
was the Oat dtsc under the knob which was in~ed to protect th~ operator's 
fingers from touching th• metal lever, which was alive with hiah voltage. This 
device, incorrectly known as a "Navy Knob", should more correctly be termed 
a 'skined knob' . In many of the large coastal stations with extremely high 
power the tran~mitter was keyed through a " Relay Key". and many of the 
Navy keys had half-tnch contacts, rated to handle current as hiah as thiny-five 
amperes. 

Almost simultaneously with the advent of commercial radio communica· 
lions the amateur radio op<:rators entered the picture. Joe Hamm could not af· 
ford the big commercially manufactured keys, so. as with most of the rest of 
his equipment, he built his own by soldering dime; onto a telegraph key and 
mountina it on u slate or a thick wooden base. Other hams scrounged bits of 
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Fig. 26-33: 26. 1909 "Hulit Tran5mlller'·-dots created by a key-wound 
spring; 27. 1911 Martin two-le•er Vibroplex-Lhe 2nd Vibroplex; 28. 1912 "X 
Model" Vibroplex-Manin's 3rd de>i&n. u~ona a ••nat• contact for both dots 
and dashes; 29. 1914 Vibrople• "Number Four"-Martin's half-size 
automatic, later called "The Blue Ra«r": 30. 1909 Thomas J. Dunn Co. 
"Dunduplex": 31. 1914 A·to·Z NoveltY Co. "bootie& bug", sold as "The Im
proved Vibroplex": 32. 1914 "Aibriaht License·• brass plate aflhed to a 
"boolleg bug"; 33. 1917 Vibroplex "Upright", Martin's Sth patent-the 
"Wire Chiers Key". Photo: 26, JO-L.R. Mortau; 27, 28. 29. JJ, JJ-R.O. 

Williams; J2-C.S. Moon 
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wood, some brass hardware, a k:nob from a dresser drawer. and u«<< nuts and 
bolts for contact>. Such 'home-brew' keys someumes worked well enough for 
the ideas to be deKr1bed m the newly appea..ng "ireles~ maaazines. 

N. spark trammllter design developed, the oece~rty for the large, hcavy
cu"ent key> declined, 10.ith the result that in 1915 Oapp-Ea<tham introdu~-,d a 
ne>~ key for the radio amateur and the private yacht trade. Thi~ wtu the so
caUed "Bo~ton Key" with a marble base and german-~ilver-plated \I.Orking 
paru, and e\·ery amateur yearned to own one. Thi~ 'dream ~ey' cost $15.00, 
but there were other marble-ba>e keys such as the RECO which cost a lot less, 
and whrle not of the ';tatus' as the "Boston", wore just as attracuve and much 
more affordable. Also, the Bunnell Co. began making keys with replacable 
contact> for ~park transmitters: these were available to amateurs. and the 
design was picked up and copied by the Signal Electric Co. Eventually, in the 
1930'>, it b~-.:amc the Johnson hand key. 

Radio operators quickly discovered that the 'glass arm' was not limited to 
the telearaph, and the 'sideswipers' were adapted for 'park transmitter use by 
addina larger comacts. By 1920 there was the "Cootie'' key, a Bunnell 
horizontal key. \olontgomery Ward keys, and e\en a Sears and Roebuck key. 
HoYoever. when CW wa; introduced in the earl) 1920'• there wa> no longer any 
need for the hea•y. cumbersome spark keys, and at last the li&hter, speedier 
telegraph instruments. including the speed keys and the <erniautomatics, could 
be used rn wrrele<\ communication. 

In 1911 Mar1in had adapted the Hulit dual-le•er idea for ho~ "Double 
Lever" Vibroplex. It prevented any possibility of 'split dot~', a problem he 
was determined to sol,e. The following year be had another idea and created 
the "X Model", which used the same single contact for dots as well as for the 
dashes, with a stop that caught and held the pendulum stationary whtle the 
dashes were being made. 

In 1914, the need for a smaller key which could be easily carried to sports 
events or convention~ brought the half-size "Vibroplex Number Four" into 
being. Later called the "Blue Racer", it became a familiar sight on news desks 
everywhere. 

After the death of Benjamrn Bellows in 1913. Martin pic~ed up the 
Mecograph patent\ and by 1914 was advertising his company 11> "The Martin 
Vibrople.x and Mecograph Company". J.E. Albnght "as listed as the sole 
agent for Vrbroplex. Manm by then was 'king-of-the-htll', had no competi
tion, and had. he thouS)lt, literally cornered the market. 

But there y,as competition. There "as nothing diflicult about making one of 
these keys. and homemade models abounded as did tho~ from the mushroom
ing commercial manufacturers. for here was a potential market that showed 
signs of a aolden harvest. One of those who tried to profit from the new 
technology, a• early a1 1909, was the Thomas J. Dunn Co. with its "Dun· 
duplex". 1 his key provided hand-sent semiautomatic capability at the top of 
the bridge, with standard horizontal operation below. There were others such 
as the "Vaii-Q-GrnJ>h". the ''Double Lever Key" of the William MacDonald 
Co .. desian~ from the Mt. Auburn Specialty Co., and versions of the 
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Fig. 34-41: 34. 1923 Vibroplex "Number Six" In lhe 1930's known as the 
"Lightnong Bug". Model for tbe Signal Corps J-36 key; 3S. 1922 LYtle 
"Triplex"-ean be operated three ways; 36. 192S J.H. Bunnell Co. "Gold 
Bug"; 37. 1925 "UIIimate" miniamre bug; 38. 1926-27 Signal Electric 
"Sema1ic"-combina1ion sideswiper/semiaulomauc; 39. 1940 Bunneii
Manin "Flash Key" ; 40. 1929 les Logan Co. "SpeedX"; 41. 1951 "Go
Devil''. originally designed in 1931. 

Photos: 34. 35, 39, 4/-R.O. Williams; 36, 37, 38, 40-L.R. Moreau 
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semiautomatic from O.J. Thomas. 

The~e 'bootleg bug~· became a problem when Max Levy of the A-to-Z 
Novelty Co. Introduced the most flagrant of all 'Otinesc: copie<' in an attempt 
to buck the control of the market by Vibropl«. He advertised his key as the 
"lmpro'ed Vibroplex". It was almost an exact carbon copy, including the 
blacl japanned base wuh the gold carriage-style trim "'h1ch was more or less 
an tdentuy symbol of the Manin keys. 

for Manin. that \\as provocation enoul{h and through Albright, his sole 
agent, he fou&ht back in the courts. In so doing he confirmed the validity of 
the Vibroplex and the Manin patents, and established that the u~ of any in
fringing products was grounds for legal action. This convinced both the 
railroads and the major telegraph operating companies, with the result that no 
semiautomatic key except a Vibroplex was permitted to be used on their wires. 

Unfortunntely for Vibroplex, many of these other keys were excellent in
struments and equal in performance. from the beginning of the telegraph in
dustry, company policy had always permitted che operator 10 use che key of his 
choice, and the operators refused to give up this prerogative. The rule caused 
considerable rescncment and almost led to an operators' stri~e. 

The tmpa<~ \\&S 'IOived through a compromi<;e. All 'outla\\ed' keys were 10 
be te<ted, and 1f their performance was comparable to the Vibroplex, "'ith 
clean characters. no split dots, and could meet the Western Union specifica
tions of eleven dots per ~ond, the owner was permllled to purchase a brass 
plate that read, "THIS MACHINE NOT GUARANTEED, NOR MADE. 
BUT ONLY LICENSED BY J.E. ALBRIGHT". follo"'ed by a serial number. 
The owner paid two dollars for the plate, auacbed it to his key, and the key 
then became 'leaal'. Such a key, with the license lag auached, was then known 
as either the "Leaal Bug" or more often as the "Albright Bug". 

By 1917.the problem of severely crowded opcratingspace wa' critical, par
ticularly for a wire chief, and Martin an,wered the need with "The Wire 
Chief's Key", abo known as the "Upright Vibroplex". It was instantly renam
ed by the trade ns the "Vertical Bug". As with the "X Model" ,this instrument 
used the single contact. Manufacture of both the Upright and the X Model was 
discontinued in 1925. 

Signal Corp• requirements during World War I put a slop to commercial 
manufaaurina for the duration, but afterwards production and de•·elopment 
resumed. By the early 1920's the "bug" came into its own as ew displaced 
spark and the vast opponunities of radio were opened 10 the semiautomatics. 
With the relaxation or the Vibroptex monopoly, other speed keys began to ap
pear on the atr and on the wires. In 1922 Walter L)'lle of Philadelphia offered 
his "Triplex" which could be worked three ways, by rotallnathe circular disc 
on the bridge for either ri&ht or ltft-hand keying, or by lockJna il in the center 
for use as a straight key. J.H. Bunnell also advertised their "Gold Bug", with 
a novel met hod of preventing split dots. 

By this time the profane definition of the word 'bug' had f11llen into disuse, 
but the term remained with the telegraphers as the designation for a speed key. 
Vibroplex had already formali.ted it several years previously by reaistering it as 
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Fig. 42-46: 42. 1940 Telegraph Ap
paratus Co. "Spetd Bug" which 
closely resembles the logan Key; 43. 
Ted McElroy's ""'ac Key•• combina· 
!Jon straiaht/ <emoautomallc; 44. 1929 
"Radio Speed Bua"-the Depression 
Era kit key for under S5; 45. 1938·39 
Melehan "Valiant" fully automatic 
key: 46. 1950's "Dow Key" -a 
modernized Lytle Triplex. 

P/ootos; R.O. Williams 

one of their trademarks. with a stylized insect on the nameplate. 

Then . in 1923. twenty years after the ftrst semiautomatic key, Manin 
patented the best of all his speed keys, the great "Number Six". In the 1930's 
this was appropriately advenised as tbe "Liahtnina Bus." 

Several other keys could be mentioned here. In 1925, one of the unusual 
designs was the "Ultimate," popular!) called the 'miniature bug', rerniniS<:alt 
of the Mecograph, but small enough to be carried in the po.:ker for use in 
remote operation. Another was the "Sematic" by Signal Electric, which could 
double as either a semiautomatic or a sideswiper. Still another, the · 'Keen 
Kode Key," ,..as different in that it used a keyboard for the dot> and a hand 
key to manually creal< the dashes. Vibroplex also councd ohe amateur radio 
market by offerin11 insrruments with red, blue, green, black or nidle plated 
bases. In part icular they offered the "Martin Junior". with larger contacts for 
radio operation. 

Toward the mid-1930's Martin left Vibroplex and organized the Martin 
Research and Manufacturing Co., producing the Martin "Flash Key." This 
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design was acquired by Bunnell in the 1940's and subsequently sold as the 
''Bunnell·Martin ~lash Key." 

Also durin11 the 1930's the Les Logan Co. ori&inated the famohar line of 
"SpccdX" keys, including the often mimamed "Logan Bua." These were ac· 
quired by the E.F. Johnson Co. in the late 1940's. and "SpeedX" became 
S}'IIOnomous with Johnson. 

Some other names: The "Go-Devil", another anempt at combonmg the 
sideswo~ and ~oautomauc as a stngle instrument. The "Speed Bug" by the 
Telegraph Apparatu~ Co. was an all-chrome plated key, remini~em of the 
Logan. And thl~ wa~ also the time of the undisputed "Speed King", T.R. 
McElroy and his well· known "Mac Key". which was papular for both com· 
mercia! and amateur use. After his famous (and so far unbroken) record, he 
came tlul with the Deluxe model. the "Super Speed Stream" key, in both hand 
and semialllomatlc versions. 

The only key ever sold in kit form, the "Radio Spa:d Bug", was priced at 
under five dollars. The "Electro Bug" had a switching device on the base to 
adjust the dot relay 10 operate with various current strengths. Then, ott he end 
of the 1930's, came the key that was the realizalioo of the dreams of the in>en· 
tors back to \llanin. one that sent dashes as well as dots automatically. This 
was Melvin E. Hansen's "Melehan Valiant'', but it "'as not too successful. 

World War II brought a stop 10 all production for othorthon military needs, 
and after the "ar ended only a few new items appeared. In addition, a newor 
style of the "Oo Devil" and a modernized vorsion of the Lytle Triple~ known 
as the "Dow Key" "ere introduced. FtnaUy, using the basics or semi· 
automatic keys and the old sideswipers, the instruments which acthated the 
new elect rome keyers emerged; and Charles Yetman's dream was lin ally realiz· 
ed in the modern keyboard Instruments. 

CONCLUSION 

Thi$ paper ha> al!empted to document the dc~chmmem of American 
telegraph keys. For almo~t one hundred years they were an important and in· 
tegral part of the communication industries. The original "Correspondent" 
never did pass out or the picture. since it slill exists in the present-day "strap 
key" used by the police and lire services and the railroads. 

There is much more to be told if one includes the de,elopment of tel<grapb 
keys which occurred \imuhaneously in other countries. Germany's Siemans· 
Halske, and Baumeister; Italy's \llilano; Ducretet e1 Roger of France, and lbili 
of Norway should all be mentioned. There was also Hald<r, Siemans,the GPO 
in England, and many manufacturers in Japttn. 

The story or the 'key' was a century-long, world-wide event, ranging from 
the closed~ircuillnmuments in the United States 10 the open-circuit systems 
of Europe and Asia. In the process of development, many men from many na· 
tionahies were represented; aU were telegraphers seeking 10 provide raster and 
better communications. 
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THE PHILADELPHIA RADIO STORY 

THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS 

By Rexford M. Matlack, WJCFC 
Reeders, Pa. 

INTROOUCflON 

Something new and exciting happened in the early 1900's. While it 
developed in many parts of the world, it nourished especially in the vicinity of 
Philadelphia, Pa. Its name was 'wireless', later 'radio', and in a short span of 
50 years it progressed from a new and doubtful form of communication, and 
an entrancing hobby, into a technology so imponant it changed the world. 

Why this pamcular geographic area became a hub of acttvity for the new 
technology is a aood question. Perhaps because Philadelphia was lhe site of 
several outstanding colleges and lhe residence of men with exceptional talents. 
Also, as one of the original senlements, it bad continued to grow into a major 
center of population and industry, and lhe new science was eagerly embraced 
and agaressively developed. The author was fortunate enough to be not only a 
native of the area but also to be professionally involved tn radto "ork and to 
have wunes$ed much of the story. 

THE BEGINNl NGS 

Although there was already a strong intere<t in the new science of radio 
communication, amateurs in the Philadelphia are& did not organize until Jtme 
20, 1910 when the Wireless A."ociation of Pennsylvania was formed. Its pur
pose, according to the Association's printed statement, was "to look toward 
the protection of the amateur and to promote closer cooperation between ex
perimenters and students in the an of wireleo;s communication for the purpose 
of improvina the an and upholding the rights of its members." The 1912 book 
of the organiuuon listed 125 active members wuh thetr call letters. possibly 
the largest concentrauon of such people in the conunental U.S. at the time. 
Tbts was before the licen•ing of amateur radio Stations by the aovernment in 
June of 1913. Acttve operators chose their own call sians, and many used their 
initials for •tauon identification. 

Two years prior to this, however, the Philadelphia School of Wireless 
Telegraphy was established in 1908. The SSth anniversary brochure in 1963 
claimed it to have been the first school in the United States to teach wireless ex
clusively, and the first on the east coast to have had operational arc transmit
ter. This was a 2-kW Federal arc with a 1000-mile ranae, and was used in early 
1920 for tests with other radio schools in Boston, New York, and Baltimore. 
The school was issued two station licenses, JYO for the long wave LTansmiuer, 
and 3PW for the 200-meter amateur spark station. J.C. VanHorn, president 
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Fig. I. The ad in Vol. I, No. I of 
QST, D« .. 191S, for the Chambers 
Rotary Spark Gap. 

of the school, opened a retail radio store in a street-level room of one of the 
buildings in December, 1921. It specialized in Grebe apparatus, with the 
students urv.na as part-time clerks. The purpose of this, President VanHorn 
explained, was to she the youns men experience by demonstrating the pro
ducts to prospee~ive buyers. In short order this led to the addouon to the cur· 
riculum of a couru in radio receiver servicing. 

The school wL~ e•entually taken over in 1929 by the R.C.A Institutes which 
had already estabh;hed school~ in New York and Baltimore. The equipment 
and classrooms "ere moved from the original Pine Street address to Chestnut 
Stree1. In 1933.the R C.A. Institutes returned the school ro rhe Pine Street ad
dress and irs former president and owner, Joseph C. VanHorn . 

TliE RADIO MANUFACTURERS 

The Frank 8. ChamiJerv Co. 

By 1914 there had developed a demand by amateurs for radio equipment, 
and one of the very early manufacturers of wirelelo~ apparatus in the 
Philadelphia area wa~ the family-owned company founded by Frank B. 
Chamber>. Mr. Chambers, "ho had been a director of the Wirele» Associa
tion of Penn~ylvania ~ince 1912, was a member of a special aroup or men, ex
pens in the field or amateur wireless telegraphy. 

By 191S the Frank B. Chambers Co. was weU established, and Vol. I, No. I 
of QSTfor 191S carried a '!.-page ad for the Chambers Rotary Gap. • Later, 
Winless Ag~ for March, 1917, carried the company's ad for a giant 32-incb 
long loose coupler with a circuit they had developed using a double-filament 

• The Mu~un'l o( the Antique Wireless A.'isociat:ion in l!aJt Uloomfic:ld. N. Y, COntains 
s.t\'ctnl plc:ca or early Chllm~s «1uipmen1, includina a Chrunbcrs RotAry Oap. Some 
or lhJJ equJpmc:nt s-1 ill funcuons and is used Cor demonsltauon purpo,c:•. 
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~"li· 2. The Chamben Co. ad in Wireless Age. March, 1917. for the 32·incb, 
low frequency loose coupler. 

audiotron. The apparatus, which would tune up to IS.OOO mete", was 
guaranteed to bring in long-distance, undamped·arc stations. The price, in
cluding a blueprint of the hookup, was SIB.OO. 

Chambers also manufactured for the Radio Apparatus Co . of the Parkway 
Building in the city an undamped panel receiver in a mahogany cabinet. For 
some years it was ~dvertised in Wireless Age and QST. The ads stated that 
POZ Nnuen and OUI Hanover, Germany, could be received daily on a 60-foot 
antenna. The sale of this receiver was prohibited during the months of WW L 
when all amateur activity was suspended. 

Throuah the earl) 1920's the Chambers Co. did a limited business in 
am~teur low·po"er tube transmirters. Their experimental license. 3XC (later 
chan&ed to WJXC). tssued to their small plant at 6100 Market Street. was con
tinued until the .nd of 1929. 

In March, 1917, a month before the United States declared war on Ger· 
many, a bill was introduced in Congress wbicb aa-e the government practical 
monopoly control of radio stations in the country, in peace as well as in time 
of war. The Army and Navy Departments thought that this bill was necessary 
for the safety o f the country. Opponents said it would crush amateur en
thusiasm ond be detrimental to commercial competition . Among those who 
appeared in Washington to speak against the bill were leading experimenters 
and manufacturers, including E.H. Armstrong from Columbia University, 
Professor A.E. Kennelly of Harvard, David Sarnoff, then the Commercial 
Manager o f the Marconi Co., and Frank B. Chambers. 
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T/r~ AtM·oter Ktnt Manu/IICtMriltJ: Co. 

Founded in 1902 by Arthur At-.ater Kem, the Atwatrr Kent Manufactunng 
Company began by making automotive ignition systems. On the basi~ of key 
patents and quality product\, the company prospered and grew. In 1919 AK 
began to produce headphones and in due course diver~i ned into a line of radio 
receiving components. The new line, because of the quality of craftsman<hip 
in the products and the increasing demand for anything "radio". was suc
~ssful almost immediately. By 1923 they were manufacturing compl<lt radio 
rrcavrr;. The>e were of a unique design, mounted on a mahogany board wnh 
tht 'aeuum tubes and the beautifully molded components om in front. Sales 
nourished and the company became so succe;sfulthat in 1925 a new plant, 
covering II acres, was buill in the Germantown section of Philadelphia. The 
Atwater Kent Co., by then the world's largest manufacturer of radio receivers, 
wa> outselling both Zenith and the Radio Corporation of America. 

The story of Atwater Ktnt and his company has been covered in Vol. I and 
II of the A. W.A. Rewew, and information of many of the nne products pro
duced by the company durin& its 34 years of existtnce can be found there. 
It >hould be noted that A. At\Vattr Kents's per>Onal philanthropies included a 
quarter-million doUar donation to the Franklin Museum and the underwriting 
of the expense in restoring the historic Betsy Ross I louse in the city. Kent also 
had n preference for Packard cars and owned them continuously for 20 years. 
He was often seen riding down Market Street, the department store row of the 
1920's, in one of the Packard~ from his elltensive collection. They were easy to 
spot aJ each car carried a Pennsylvania prestiae plate, numbered AK I to AK 
16 

Confronted with labor problems, he terrmnated his company in 1936 and 
reured 10 California. 

Phi/co 
Anothrr company "'hieh rventually controlled a large share of the radio 

r-1\tr market began in the 1890's as a small nrm turning out street lipts. 
After somr changes in o-.nership, the company emerged in 1906 as the 
Pholadelphia Storage Bauery Co. For the ne>t t"'enty years their products were 
batteries, for both electric nod gasoline automobiles.• 

By the early 1920's they badly needed another market. Elxide and Willard, 
strong competitors, were supplying many automobile manufacturers with 
oriainal equipment batteroes. On the urging of Manager Jim Skinner, they 
began to supply battenes for home radio s<ls. The company found itself at the 
ri&ht place, at the right tome. and \\ith tht right product. They marketed thrir 

• The firsl battery sale Wll5 in Auau,\1, 1906, 10 3 Dr. Woodward or Philadelphia ror hiS 
O<iktr Eltctric \o'"t'hicle. The bautr)' rtmaincd in K'rVItC rot five )'tan. Th~ company abo 
dad a limited business ln manuf•cturmg batteries for m1ne Jocomou"·ts. 
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Fig. 3. Early Chambers spark equipment consisting of loose coupler, 2-inch 
spark coil, and open-gap helix. About 1919. In colle<:tion of A. W.A. Museum. 

Photo: R.M. Matlack 

Fig. 14. Chambers rotary gap (about 1916) installed in 1h-kW spark demonstra· 
tion set. In collection of A.W.A. Museum. 

Photo: R.M. Matlack 
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Fig. 5. The first 
Philco radio, the 
1928 Model 511 AC 
neutrodyne with 
matching speaker. 
Photo: 

R.M. Matlack 

storage batteries with trickle charger units under the trade name of "Philco 
Socket Power". 

Unlike many of the early manufacturers, Philco (now the name of the com
pany) did not come out with home receivers until 1928 when they produced a 
broadcast receiver using a AC power supply and type 26-27 tubes. This first 
Philco radio, the Model 511, was a neutrodyne table set encased in a heavy 
steel cabinet with a matching external speaker. 

There were two reasons for Philco's success in the radio receiver business; 
one was that it already had an established dealer network (much like Atwater 
Kent) from the battery business. The other was due to the astute management 
of the plant by Jim Skinner, who chose the conservative route by using existing 
factory facilities for the new products. The first year they produced and sold 
96,000 radio sets, which was remarkable, considering that they did little more 
than assemble purchased parts. 

In 1929 Philco needed a large bank loan for expansion of the facilities to 
meet the increasing demand for products. Since the company was now in the 
radio field, the bank considered the loan to be of a high-risk type, and would 
grant it only if the three top officers turned over all of their personal holdings 
as security. This they did and their faith proved to be well-founded; by the end 
of 1929 they had sold 400,000 sets, and in March of 1930 the loan was repaid. 
Also in March, 1930, President Edward Davis became Chairman of the Board 
and was succeeded by Jim Skinner. • 

An important event in the history of the company occurred in 1930, when 
Philco brought out a small table radio called the Philco Baby Grand. This 

• Skinner was a thrifty man of Scotch ancestry. Typical of his management style was the 
board room in the factory building, which was furnished with a battered oak table 
picked up second-hand ten years previou~ly. 
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"depression model" radio, which sold for under $70.00, pyramided sales to 
616,000 sets and gave Philco the number one position in numbers of radios 
sold. The following year they came up with another winner by jumping into 
the automobile receiver business, and by 1934 they were supplying radios for 
12 automotive manufacturers, including Chrysler, Ford, Nash, Reo, and 
Studebaker. 

During the 1930's Philco manufactured a broad line of radio receivers and 
became a household word as the company grew into a giant. Besides the well
known mass production models, some unique designs emerged. To mention 
just a few: 

1932- A grandfather clock radio. 
1936- A high-fidelity model with 20 tubes and three speakers with 

acoustical chambers, offered to the Christmas trade. 
1939- The model 116R, a 13-tube all-wave receiver with a remote 

control unit. This was the top of the pre-war line. 

1940 saw Philco diversify when they bought the Fairbanks-Morse Co. to 
manufacture a line of refrigerators. In 1940, also, Philco stock went public; 
company president Jim Skinner disapproved and retired. 

During World War II the company was very active in producing radar com
ponents for the armed services, and soon after the war Philco was among the 
first to introduce a line of television sets, beginning with Model 48. Manage
ment had recognized early the future of TV, and had operated an experimental 
station, W3XE, from the mid-30's on. The station was operated commercially 
under the call letters WPTZ from 1945 to 1953 when it was sold. 

RCA 

During World War I the Victor Talking Machine Co., in collaboration with 
the Marconi Institute of New York, had made a set of six double-faced 
wireless code instruction records. These were widely used by all divisions of 
government and commercial services. The set of six, complete with the instruc
tion manual, sold for $5.00. In 1925 RCA had furnished to the Victor Talking 
Machine Company certain radio parts which were built into their radio-phono 
combination. At this time RCA was only a selling agency, and their com
ponents were manufactured by GE, Westinghouse, and Wireless Specialty of 
Boston. RCA badly needed its own manufacturing plant, and in 1927 entered 
into negotiations for the purchase of the Victor Talking Machine Co. 

By 1929, due to the phenomenal growth of radio broadcasting, the Victor 
Co. sales had diminished to the point that the RCA offer was accepted and the 
purchase was completed. With the sale was included the famous Victor Dog 
"Nipper" trade-mark, and the new manufacturing company became the RCA 
Victor Co. 

In 1935 a merger of RCA tube and equipment manufacturing facilities was 
completed, and the manufacturing plant in Camden, N.J., across the river 
from Philadelphia, became the headquarters of the RCA Manufacturing Co. 
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Located on the site of the old Victor Talking Machine Co., by 1938 it had 
grown into a 100 million dollar corporation. 

In April, 1939, after intensive engineering R & D, RCA introduced the first 
public television service at the New York World's Fair. During the summer of 
1939 programs from NBC, their broadcasting subsidiary, were beamed from 
the top of the Empire State Building and received by the few owners of the first 
receivers, manufactured at Camden and sold in the New York City and 
Philadelphia areas. World War II brought the development of this promising 
new industry to an abrupt halt, and the RCA plant turned its resources to sup
plying thousands of receivers and transmitters to the armed services. A few 
months after the end of the war in 1945, RCA began producing TV receivers. 
More research resulted in increased sales and in the establishment of excellent 
studio, video and transmitting equipment. Eventually RCA became one of the 
largest TV manufacturers in the United States. 

In 1952 one of the first UHF television stations using RCA equipment, 
WFPG Channel46, was established in Atlantic City. The transmitter was close 
to RCA's transmitter engineering facilities, and during the following 18 months 
WFPG served as the guinea pig for the modification and improvement of UHF 
television. 

Surprisingly, despite all of the engineering research and development, RCA 
had not designed or manufactured roof-top antennas for home installation. It 
became the good fortune of smaller companies to reap the benefits from this 
neglected market. 

Barker and Williamson 

This company was started in 1934, in the depths of the depression, by two 
Philadelphia amateurs with a long-standing interest in radio. Their first sale 
was a 100-watt radiotelephone transmitter to a customer in Hawaii, which 
resulted from a small ad placed in QST a few months previously. From this 
beginning they began to manufacture amateur transmitting coils, which were 
at first sold to supply houses within a hundred mile radius. 

The original factory was a small portion of a carpet yarn mill belonging to a 
family member. The first large order, $50,000, came late in 1941, a few days 
after Pearl Harbor, from the Hallicrafter Co. of Chicago, who used the coils 
in the BC610 transmitters for the U.S. Army Signal Corps. By the end of the 
war Barker and Williamson had won the Army and Navy "E" for Excellence 
Award for their wartime efforts. 

In 1946 the growing company moved to larger facilities in Bristol, Pa. They 
were sold in 1964, and at this writing are still in operation. 

AREA WIRELESS STATIONS 

Behind the radio and television stations now operating from the 
Philadelphia area live the ghosts of the early spark stations that helped usher 
the mid-Atlantic states into the radio age. Included among them were: 

John Wanamaker's Philadelphia department store roof-top 
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station WHE, using Marconi 5-kW equipment. It was in daily com
munication with its corresponding installation, WHI, at 
Wanamaker's New York store. David Sarnoff, later to become 
president of RCA, was manager and operator of WHI at the time. 

The University of Pennsylvania amateur station using call letters 
UP. This was a 1-kW spark set located in the electrical engineering 
building on the campus. 

The stations of the American Wireless Telegraph Co., erected as 
early as 1903 across the sandy flatlands of southern New Jersey at 
Altantic City and Cape May, about 50 miles apart. These installa
tions were used for experimentation with a new system of tuning 
and detection, directed by the famous Dr. Greenleaf Whittier 
Pickard. From these experiments the crystal detector was 
perfected. (The American Wireless Telegraph Co. later became a 
part of the United Wireless Telegraph Co., the owner of 27 land 
stations, including one in Philadelphia.) 

The American deForest Wireless Telegraph Co. Station AX, in
stalled in 1907 on the Atlantic City Million Dollar Pier. Station AX 
made headlines on October 15, 1910 when it was in communication 
with Professor Walter Wellman's ill-fated flight of the dirigible 
America in its attempt to fly across the Atlantic. This was the first 
time contact had been made from an airship to a land station. 

Because of the limited range of the existing equipment and the rivalry 
among the wireless operating companies, stations were located close together 
along the Atlantic coast. By 1915 the Marconi interests had taken over the old 
United Wireless Station WCY at Cape May and had installed an entirely new 
plant. Until our entrance in World War I in 1917, they sent Press for coastal 
shipping nightly at 10:30 on a wave length of 550 meters. 

PHILADELPHIA BROADCAST STATIONS 

After the war a flurry of broadcast stations emerged; the two listed in the 
Call Book for 1923 for Philadelphia were WOO and WIP. WOO, the 
Wanamaker Store station, 500 watts with Western Electric equipment, 
presented daily organ concerts from the Grand Concourse at the store. Many 
older area residents may recall the unique manner in which the station an
nouncer drew out the W-0-0 call letters. 

WIP, at the Gimbel Bros. Department Store, was a similarly equipped sta
tion. Every weekday evening WIP presented an unusual childrens' program 
hosted by a staff announcer using the name "Uncle Wip". His popularity in
creased so much over the years that he often appeared with Santa in the annual 
Christmas parade. WIP shared broadcast time with WOO until the latter ceas
ed operation in 1926. 

Two other established Philadelphia department stores soon followed with 
their own 500-watt stations. WFI was owned by Strawbridge and Clothier and 
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Fig. 6. Station 3YG at the Philadelphia School of Wireless, reproduced from 
QST for Dec., 1920. Shown is the 2-kW Federal Poulsen, Model Q arc 
transmitter, for use on the higher frequencies, generally 2000 and 2700 meters. 
On the wall below the tuning inductances is a motorized chopper, used for 
ICW below 700 meters. 

WLIT by Lit Brothers. These later combined to become WFIL and moved to a 
new frequency at the top of the AM dial. 

Each of these early store stations used two steel antenna towers on the roof 
of the store building, with a 4-wire " L" or "T" aerial between. Directly under 
the antenna was a small room erected to house the operator and the equip
ment. Two or more studios were generaUy made from converted office space 
on one of the upper floors. 

Two broadcasting stations which were individually owned and financed 
were WGL, licensed to Thomas Howlett of Philadelphia, and WQAA of 
Parkesburg, Pa., owned and operated by Horace Beale of amateur-3ZO fame. 
This was one of the first broadcasting stations in eastern Pennsylvania. 

By the beginning of World War II most of the above were history. However, 
WCAU, which started as a tiny 100-watter, ended up as a 50,000-watt CBS key 
station, while WIP became a 5000-watt full-time independent. 

ATLANTIC CITY BROADCAST STATIONS 

Due to the 60-minute service between Philadelphia and the seashore provid
ed by the Pennsylvania Railroad's crack "Boardwalk Flyer", and the 
availability of fine beachfront hotels, Atlantic City became the summer 
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Fig. 7. Philco's 6-volt raclio "A" battery showing the "Diamond 
Grid'' construction which they claimed gave longer battery life. 

Photo: Phi/co Corp. 

Fig. 8. Western Electric type lOlA 500-watt broadcast transmit
ter, about 1923, as used by stations WOO and WIP. 

Photo: Western Electric Co. 
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Fig. 9. The Master Control room at station WPG in Convention Hall, Atlantic 
City, 1928. All equipment is by Western Electric. 

Photo: Earl Godfrey estate 

bedroom of many well-to-do Philadelphia families. The resort town also 
attracted professional musicians and Broadway shows, which opened there in 
summer theatre. The first area broadcast stations were: 

WHAR, which started in 1923 in the Seaside Hotel. It had the 
honor of being Atlantic City's pioneer broadcast station. 

WPG, termed the "World's Playground Station", followed 
WHAR. It was owned by the city of Atlantic City and operated by 
the Columbia Broadcasting System, with studios on the Steel Pier 
and later in Convention Hall. (The latter location also housed the 
mammoth six-manual pipe organ, which in 1928 was reputed to be 
the largest in the United States.) The station officially went on the 
air Jan. 1, 1924, using a Western Electric 500-watt transmitter on 
WHAR's old wave length of 1000 kc. The antenna was two 
165-foot towers with the then-conventional four-wire "T" con
figuration. 

WPG spawned many top radio personalities, among whom were John Reed 
King and Norman Brokenshire, whose familiar "How do you do, ladies and 
gentlemen, how do you do?", was well known. An early member of the staff 
was Ethel Rattay, one of the first women announcers to have her own daily 
program.ln 1927 WPG moved into the super-power class of broadcast stations 
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Fig. 10. The 'composite' broadcast transmitter at station WQAA in 
Parkesburg, Pa., 1922. Taken from the 1922-23 Yearbook of the Chester 
County Radio Association. 

with the purchase of a new type, 5000-watt Western Electric transmitter with a 
clear-channel frequency of 1100 kc. Due to the over-water transmission of the 
signals, many letters were received from listeners in England, Canada and 
Cuba reporting their reception and enjoyment of the programs, especially 
those of the big-name bands playing for dancers in the Steel Pier's Marine 
Ballroom. One grateful listener even sent three phonograph recordings of the 
broadcasts. 

WPG was phased out on New Year's Eve, Dec. 31, 1939. There are still 
some who remember the voice of Norman Reed, chief announcer, as he sign
ed: "This is WPG, the radio voice of Atlantic City, Bagdad-by-the-Sea." 

WBAB went on the air in January, 1940 following the demise of WPG in 
December of 1939. These two stations, both CBS affiliates, originated many 
famous broadcasts, including nationally known dance bands and the Miss 
America Beauty Pageant from Convention Hall. 

One of the author's memories of those early days is of R. Y. Cadmus, a well 
known inspector of the third call area at that time, who was usually accom
panied by George Sterling, later to become FCC Commissioner. They always 
drove on their inspection trips to Philadelphia and outlying areas as the test 
equipment, with the batteries, weighed several hundred pounds. When this car 
with its two eight-foot steel poles supporting the distinctive four-wire antenna 
and a front plate reading "Radio Inspector, Dept. of Commerce" drew up in 
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Fig. 11. "The radio sleuth on 
the trail." Hudson touring car 
of Lt. R. Y. "Daddy" Cadmus 
with miniature 4-wire aerial. 
Photo: 

Popular Radio, May, 1923 

front, it was obvious that Someone Important had arrived, and butterflies 
disturbed the stomachs of many a neophyte operator whose station was about 
to be visited. The inspection tours often ended at WHAR on the Seaside Hotel, 
where they were guests of Colonel Harrison Cook, the general manager. 

In 1926 the area lost two of its early stations. The owners of Seaside Hotel 
terminated WHAR because, as Colonel Cook stated to local newspapers, they 
felt broadcasting had no future and was only a temporary novelty. WQAA in 
Parkesburg, Pa. suffered a similar fate. It was owned by Horace A. Beale, a 
millionaire iron company executive who died in 1926. His heirs, whose feelings 
evidently matched those of the Cook family, closed out the station and sold 
the equipment. Had the licenses been retained and the stations continued in 
operation, they could have developed into million-dollar properties. 

CONCLUSION 

A salute to the men who helped develop 'radio' in the Philadelphia area. 
Among those who achieved local recognition were: 

Frank B. Chambers, pioneer designer and manufacturer of 
wireless gear. 

J.C. VanHorn, naval radio World War I, President of the 
Philadelphia School of Wireless. 

Thomas Appleby, naval radio World Wars I and II. He organ
ized and directed the installation of the first 33 Atlantic coast naval 
direction finding stations. Between naval services he was a patent 
attorney with offices in Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. 
Among his clients was the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co. 

Horace A. Beale, Director ARRL, owner and operator 3ZO, 
3XW, and WQAA. 

Earl Godfrey, naval radio WW I, Chief Engineer WHAR, WPG, 
WBAB. He designed and built WHAR. 
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Fig. 12. A. Atwater Kent testing theAC set to be given to Gifford Pinchot, 
Governor of Pennsylvania, 1928. The gold-plated keystone state symbol 
on the front of the receiver is embossed with the governor's name and the 
date. 

Photo: Frank At/ee estate 
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Arthur Atwater Kent, radio receiver manufacturer. 

Jack Williamson, radio parts manufacturer. 

James Skinner, President of Phil co Corporation. 

With few exceptions, the old manufacturing plants are closed, the antennas 
of pioneer stations are down, and the remarkable men who dreamt the dreams 
and designed and produced the early radios are gone. But history records and 
preserves it all in the telling. 
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